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The message of the Qur’an is addressed to the entire human

kind in Arabic language. Almighty Allah says:

^
>Ai j£- l AiJyl ill

“We have sent it down as an Arabic Qur’an that you may

understand.” (12:2)

Arabic is a beautiful language. Every Verse in the Holy

Qur’an that was revealed to Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) in

Arabic some 1400 years ago is a specimen of eloquence, l or the

believers, the Qur’an was opening a new world where evil had

to be rejected and virtue promoted. The non-believers, on the

other hand, could sense the “magical effects” of the Qur'an but

did not want to change their lives. Therefore, wherever they

came across recitation of the Qur’an they tried to block their

ears with the fingers.

The appreciation of the beauty of the Qur’anic language

could be gained through perfect understanding of Arabic. But

for a Muslim, it is not just eloquence or the beauty of the language

that matters. He or she would like to go deeper into its meaning

because it is the message that one wishes to imbibe in life.

17 Foreword
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Some commentators of the Qur’an say that knowledge of
Arabic is mandatory for every Muslim. But majority of the

commentators are of the opinion that though knowledge of
Arabic is required for a Muslim, it is not compulsory. In any
case, it is a fact that knowledge of Arabic would help in better

understanding the Qur’an. Therefore, the better the authority

over the language the better the comprehension of the Book that

guides us all on the right path.

Acquiring command over Arabic could be a relatively easy
task for those whose mother tongue it is. But its learning is

definitely difficult for the non-speakers of this language. The
study of Arabic, therefore, cannot be taken lightly.

The world market is flooded with books that claim to teach

Arabic the easy way. These books are helpful only to the job
seekers in the Middle East. The books that could impart

knowledge of Arabic that is required for the understanding of
the Qur’an are rare. The book in your hand is especially

designed for the learning of the language of the Qur’an. All the

examples used tor explaining Arabic grammar have been taken

straight from the Holy Qur’an. This approach helps a beginner

to enter the world of the Qur’an directly. While the student is

learning Arabic grammar he or she begins to understand the

Qur’an. This is a very special feature of this book.

The other characteristics that make this book attractive and

useful are the simplicity of language, its clarity and effectiveness of
the expression in achieving its objective. The book could be

used by students of different age groups if their intention is to learn

Arabic with an eye on the proper understanding the of the Qur’an.

18 Foreword
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The author has profound knowledge of Arabic as well as

English. She also possesses deep insight oi Qur’anic expressions.

She studied Arabic in Saudi Arabia and India. This comprehensive

book is the result of her diligence and commitment to learning and

teaching the Qur’anic Arabic. We hope that she would be writing

more useful books on this and other subjects related to Qur’amc

studies in the future. May Allah give her the reward for this

valuable service to the understanding of the Qur an and make it

popular among the students and the academic world at large.

(prof. ‘Mofisin Vsmani Nacfwi,

Professor of Arabic,

Dean Faculty of English and

Foreign Languages University

(formerly CIEFL),

Hyderabad, India.

19 Foreword
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Arabic holds an eminent position among the Semitic

languages. While most of the Semitic languages have slowly

faded out, Arabic, owing to its dynamic nature, is alive and still

growing. Also, viewed through the fact that languages do vary

in form and style according to the geographical location ot their

speakers and changing times Arabic may be described as

unique. Amazingly it has not only survived but also retained the

same format it had some 1 500 years ago. The reason behind this

phenomenon is the Holy Qur’an.

During the time when Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon

him) started spreading the message of Islam, Arabic was used

differently in different parts of the Arabian Peninsula. But Allah

Subhanahu Wa Ta la provided an opportunity to unity all

accents of Arabic by revealing the Qu r’an in the eloquent and

attractive Qureshi style, which was soon adopted by all.

Along with the message of Islam, Arabic too moved into

different parts of the world. A time came when large groups of

people who did not know Arabic had to adopt this language. For

this purpose they were required to know the grammar of the

language. Hazrath Ali (may Allah be pleased with him) realised

the importance of such a need and asked Abul Aswad Ad-

21 Preface
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Duwali to extract the grammar from the Qur’an and prepare a

guide. This guide later appeared as a well-developed base for

grammar. Among the Arabic grammar books, Alkitab of Sibawaih

is considered the most important.

In the meantime, writing of new grammar books continued.

Since India had begun to come under the Arab-Muslim influence

in the eighth century, the need to understand Arabic grammar in

a proper way was keenly felt. Consequently some grammar

books were written here. Later responding to the needs of

English speaking people, numerous books were also written on

the subject in English.

The long tradition of works on Arabic grammar indicates the

significance attached to such tasks and their relevance in

learning and mastering the language. One other reason for

giving such attention to Arabic grammar is the fact that it is

different from the other languages. Arabic pronunciation is

based on erab or syntax. A little mistake in the use of erab could

change the entire meaning of a word.

The number ot people who wish to learn Arabic grammar so

as to understand and appreciate the meaning of the Qur’an

properly is growing rapidly. But there is a dearth of books in

English which could satisfy the needs of the new generation of

learners. Keeping this vacuum in mind, a scholar of Arabic,

Mrs. Izzath Uroosa, who has had the good fortune of learning

the language and its grammar in Saudi Arabia and also obtaining

an M.A. degree in Arabic from the English and Foreign

Language University, Hyderabad, India, took up the daunting

task of preparing a book on the subject. She has successfully

22 Preface
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attempted to meet the requirements of the learners from varied

educational backgrounds. In her endeavor she has used the

added advantage of teaching groups of women from different

educational backgrounds for several years.

The hallmark of this book is its completeness, meaning, she

has dealt with every important aspect of Arabic grammar. The

other important feature of the book is the use ot examples from

the Qur'an. She has taken pains to explain knotty points through

Qur’anic text by quoting relevant Verses. The third important

dimension of this book is its simple language, which can be

understood effortlessly. For this purpose she has used easier

translation of the verses. With all these features I would describe

this book as exemplary and unique.

May Almighty Allah make this book beneficial to the

learners and also give the author its ajr (reward) in this world

and hereafter.

(Dr. Rashid(Naseem (Nadwi,

Associate Professor of Arabic, English

and

Foreign Languages University

(formerly CIEFL),

Hyderabad, India.
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The language of the Qur’an is different from modem Arabic.

Therefore, the two streams of tire same language of Divine

revelation need different approaches of learning. While there are

numerous educational institutions that offer courses in modern

Arabic, the number of those that coach the language of Qur’an is

limited.

As 1 began to learn Qur’anic Arabic about two decades ago in

Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, I started making notes of

things that could help a non-Arabic speaking person in picking

up the language more comfortably.

A few years later I became an Arabic teacher. During the course

of teaching in Hyderabad, India, 1 found that the participants in

each class differed vastly in social and educational background.

Some had little formal education and some others were degree

holders. A few of them did not know Urdu, some were well versed

in Hindi and most others wanted me to explain Arabic grammar in

English. I realised that if I could impart a lew basic principles of

the language to a learner, he or she could get the hang of grammar

and appreciate the nuances in Qur’anic Verses within a few weeks

into the course.

25 Introduction
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The other thi ig that struck me was that there could not

possibly be a sngle book capable of serving students who
possessed no formal education or had gone through various

stages of academic life. That is the reason, 1 told myself, that

there are so mam books on the subject. Each one is attempting

to reach out to tl ; student in a different manner. According to

my own understanding and feedback this book could be filling

up the gaps the !e. mers might have encountered in other books.

The examples have used to explain the grammar in this book

are all from the ( *ur an. The examples thus serve two purposes.

They serve the baric objective of explaining a particular term and

also offer the student an opportunity to understand a Verse and the

manner in which it has been used in the Qur’an.

In any case, it s up to the student to decide whether the book

has been of any help to him or her.

I have used th : English translation of the Verses from Mir

Aneesuddin’s “Th» Holy Qur’an,” published by Islamic Academy
of Sciences, Hyderabad, India. Dr. Abdullah Abbas Nadwi’s book

“Learn the Langua ge of the Holy Qur’an” has been of great help.

The book doe; not claim to teach Arabic grammar in its

entirety. It provide; fundamental knowledge of the grammar that is

used in the Qur’an It can be safely said that once a student goes

through the entire course that has been encapsulated in this book he

or she would begin to understand the meaning of the Qur’an in its

right perspective. As we know understanding of the Qur’an is

essential to appreciate and practice Islam in its true sense.

26 Introduction
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I am looking forward to your comments and suggestions so

as to improve the book in future editions.

Mrs. Izzath l)roosa

B.Sc., M.A. B. Ed.

8-2-399/B/ 6, Hyder Manzil,

Road No. 5, Banjara Hills,

Hyderabad, 500034, AP, India

e-mail:izzathuroosa@gmail.com
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WORD, NOUN, VERB

Word 2u.>lti

A word is a unit of spoken or written language.

Example:

A book

i

He knew

He wrote

Kinds of Words - «uiSJl gjji

There are three kinds of words:

Noun LlEi \

r s

!

Verb Jiill

Particle o^i-1

Noun -
: A Noun is the name of a person, animal, place,

or thing.

i

I

I

31 1 ; Wordy Nouriy Verb
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Examples:

tk
|

Allah jU Moon

Muhammad 9 ° t Sun

’jX=- Stone lb Night

Horse Morning

Garden
9 ^

\

iilli Doomsday

Jb- Palm
9 a

Elephant

Fire Rope

> Bird b City

9 e

X*j>- Neck
j? 0 ^

Spring/Eye

9 o _
Face Star

Verb - J-i-aJi: A verb denotes action in relation to past, present or

future tense.

Example:

e He opened

He hits

Listen

Don’t help

32 1 : Word, Noun, Verb
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Particle - : It is a word which does not convey complete

meaning when it stands alone. It gives meaning to a sentence

only when it is used with a verb or a noun. The particle does not

indicate the past, present or future tense

Examples:

°y* - From

ji- - From/About

NOUN

Nouns are divided into two kinds.

Indefinite

Definite a!

Indefinite Nouns *U-li) are names given in general to a

living or non-living thing (common nouns).

Indefinite nouns end with nunnation —-—
)

Example:

Man IAjs. Punishment

Woman t.U- Sky

Fish Earth

Water
Z' ° *

Form

Vi >

dll* Kingdom Mountain
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Definite Nouns (Si A+J'iV) are proper names given to

certain person, pi ace or an object.

Example:

£

CA

(With nunnation ^ 'L
)

1*1

(Without nunnation JijSj - -)

Important Cnaracterislics oj_a Nouni

The following are some important characteristics of a noun.

1. A Noun usually has a nunnnation — - )
on it.

Examples:

c-C - A House

- A Chair

pi - A Pen

UcS - A Book

Syf)
- A Messenger
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2. There are two conditions in which the nunnation jJj/ t _
)

is dropped.

The indefinite noun can be changed to definite by adding the

prefix ’JV (which is a definite article) and the nunnation ( 5/

—- -
) is dropped.
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Mote: The proper nouns like 53U-, are definite by nature.

Therefore, Jl cannot be added to them.

When two nouns come together in the possessive form, the

nunnation — -
)

is dropped from the first noun

while the corresponding harakah (iy£./ —- -
) will remain.

The second noun will have kasrah (— ) or tanwin kasrah (—)

.

In the possessive case, the possessor comes after the thing

possessed.

Examples:

jdil jU 4lsi + j

Fire + Allah A Fire of Allah

J\J**J + j\^Lj

Messenger + Allah -> Messenger of Allah

jyjS\

People + the grave -> People of the grave

->^
Book + your -> Your book (plural)

il + cJo

House + your A Your house (singular)

Nominative Case (gajll When the noun is the

subject (doer of the verb) of the sentence it will bear dammah
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(_L) or tanwin dammah (—). The noun with dammah will be in

the nominative case.

Examples

:

fcs jls - Nooh said. (71:21)

Jls\j
- And the moon was split. (54: 1)

fjllH - And a caravan came. (12:19)

3. Accusative Case When the noun is the

object of the sentence, it will bear fatha {—) or tanwin fatha

(_£.). Here the noun will be in the accusative case.

Examples

:

“Allah has made the Ka’bah.” (5:97)

“And Allah sets forth an example/’ (66:1 1)

“Then Allah sent a crow.” (5:3 1

)

4. Genitive Case (jil Ajli/jjJJxlll): If the noun is preceded by a

preposition, it will bear kasrah (—) or tanwin kasrah (—) .

Here the noun will be in the genitive case.
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Examples:

“From the evil of that which He has created.” (1 1 3:2)

“Then he will lead a life of pleasure.” (101 :7)

“On the straight path.” (36:4)

5. Some nouns such as: are exceptions to the rule and therefore

do not have nunnation yj/ £ *
)
nor kasrah (—) in the

genitive case. The genitive case will be denoted byfatha (_L).

Ojt-J , ptr*
9 '0 ^

Examples:

,xi[ bfcP:

“Go to Firawn, he has certainly rebelled.” (79:17)

4 f-J*

“And mention in the book (about) Maryam.” (19:16)

Usually non-Arabic names and names which have more than 3

letters do not bear nunnation (jjyi/ *±. y

Also nouns used as adjectives denoting colors do not bear

nunnation — :L ).
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Examples

:

- Green

5yJ\ - Black

0 f
jJEU0\ - Yellow

Red

- White

Examples

:

“He it is who made the fire for you from the green trees.”

(36:80)

'C''' * s y

“You can distinguish the white thread.” (2:187)
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NUMBER - V-un

Singular/ Dual and Plurals

In English there is only singular and plural. However, there are

three numbers in Arabic:

Singular -

Dual

Plural

The dual is formed by adding the suffix fatha, alif and noon with

kasrah (o'—) in the nominative case (^s^h aJI^) and fatha ,

sukoon and noon with kasra (<jj—

)

in both the accusative and

genitive case for masculine nouns.

Examples of masculine duals:

o ^ $ >

5jSLA

Singular Dual

(Case)

i? 1 0 i

A Muslim

jU-L-—0

Two Muslims

Nominative
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A Muslim Two Muslims

Accusative

(v^sJl iJli)

A Muslim

°*
\

o >

Two Muslims

Genitive

O' «3u.)

Examples:

l
1 ^jljLai-1 Lolj

And as for the wall, it belongs to two orphan boys in
the city.” ( 1 8: 82)

For feminine..., the nouns end in “ S ” l\z\\
). This

changes to an ordinary “o ” in the dual. The suffixes “ol—

”

ar)d wdl be added as in masculine duals.

Examples of feminine duals:

Singular

* A

Dual
(Case)

A Muslim woman Two Muslim women

Nominative

(^

'

aU^
A Muslim woman

P''
\

0 >

Two Muslim women

Accusative

(c—A~.i i aJ12«-)

. --
|

0 >

A^-L^ ;

A Muslim woman

Ouiwj

Two Muslim women

Genitive

O'^O)
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Examples:

“We have assigned to one of them two gardens of

grapes.” (18: 32)

“And for him who feared to stand before his Fosterer

are two gardens (55:46)

There are two types of plurals in Arabic:

o ^

1. Sound plural - jlJlDl

2. Broken plural -

The Sound Plural g&fy : In the formation of sound plural

the original form ot the noun does not change. It has different

masculine and feminine forms and is formed by suffixing dammah,

waw with sukoon and noon withfatha “Oj— In nominative, and

kasrah
,
yaa with sukoon and noon with fatha ^— in the

accusative and genitive cases to the end of the masculine nouns.

Examples of masculine Sound Plurals:

Singular £ Cr (Case)

'

'

;

flli

A Muslim Two Muslims

«f O > l
0 >

Muslims

Nominative
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Qli
A Muslim

gL-O
Two Muslims Muslims

Accusative

(l^vqvJI aJU.)

^0
|

0 >

Muslims

.
° ^

1

0 *

Two Muslims

pO
A Muslim

Genitive

O' *0)

For feminine plurals fatha, alif and taa with tanwin dammah

“o'—” is suffixed for nominative, and fatha, alif and taa with

tanwin kesrah “o'~” for accusative and genitive cases.

^jJLA

Singular

cO
Dual

d*
Plural

(Case)

iiO gl£lLU> oUJJ Nominative

Muslim

woman
Two Muslim

women
Muslim women (gO

*U_L

^

ollUJ
^ " Accusative

Muslim Two Muslim Muslim
woman women women

l 0

— *
- 1 o *

olXJ Genitive

Muslim

women
Two Muslim

women
Muslim woman O'

Note:

In the singular form we observe that the nominative, accusative

and genitive cases are evident by the harakah (a^O f
^

f

) on the

last letter of i.e. tanwin dammah (JL)
, tanwin fatha (—)

^ 0

and tanwin kasrah (—). This is called aS^-L
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In the dual and plural forms, the <-0^03 are not evident with

harakah 7—) but represent the nominative, accusative

and genitive cases with the use of letters such as (C3— ) (Oj —

)

(5j^l) (Oj —)
Tbis is called: ^Jj^O

Example:

^ Y\' *

Uuw o '&A L>o\j j-z

<p*^

‘The Muslim men and the Muslim women, the believing men

and the believing women ,
the obedient men and the obedient

women and the truthful men and the truthful women, the

patient men and the patient women , the humble men and the

humble women
,
the men who give charity and the women

who give charity,
the men who fast ano the women who fast,

the chaste men and the chaste women and the men who

remember Allah much and the women who remember.;
Allah

is certainly (ready for their) protective forgiveness and has

prepared a great rewardfor them3 (33:35)

The Broken Plural (jOJllh Unlike sound plurals where the

original form of the word is retained, the broken plural is formed
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by making internal changes to the structure of the noun by
means of deletions, prefixes and suffixes.

Examples of broken plurals for the word <i>\& is as follows:

Singular

lit

Dual
c*

Plural

(Case)

jUEf Nominative

Book Two books Books (^ ' riu.)

UliS' Accusative

Book Two books Books ( i--. .ItJI aJI>.)

yUT Genitive

Books Two books Book O'

Here we see that the formation of the dual is the same as that of
the sound plural in the nominative, accusative and genitive

cases.
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Listed below are some examples of broker, plurals.

o ^ « J9

^jJU*
0"

— 1

Cf
Singular Plural Singular Plural

Olj
w

—

n

^ „ £ 1

y 0
t

j*'
9 o A
jj-*'

Boy Boys Command/A ffai r Commands/Affairs

g 9 '

& 9- u-y \

Lord Lords Prophet Prophets

ju
9+ a t 9 a y

L>-> CJL?

Property Properties Soul Souls

# » r

! jir>\
i 9* i'\ /

9 *\ i

River Rivers Month Months

£ a -

ZJJ

Wife

c'j3'

Wives City Cities

fe'
^ ^ 9 >. >

Cf^1

Foot Feet Ship Ships

9a ^ 9> a . 9 >

O^'/ OyA' yh 1$
Eye Eyes Heart Hearts

?o .

S*-

9

Sword Swords Mountain
1 Mountains

fe
i

^ 9 o ^ 9 a >>

Man Men House Houses

2^ 0
t

Woman
|
Women |

Pen Pens
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Examples:

“And these days (ups and downs) We keep on changing
among human beings by turn.” (3:140)

f 4 /•»* »-» <

“And gat dens beneath which rivers flow.” (3:136)

1 ^ ^
-2’

" >f
L
V->fc;

“Are different masters better or Allah, the One, the

Omnipotent?” (12:39)

^ Ijbjl jULTjfc

“And the mountains pegs?” (78:7)

“They have hearts with which they do not understand.”

(7:179)

^ (jf <
S^i >_jU?U

“Then marry from among the women who seem good to

you.” (4:3)

“Some of your wives and your children are certainly

your enemies.” (64:14)
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“That was because there came to them their messengers

with clear proofs.” (64:6)

“There is no sin on you if you enter non residential

buildings wherein your provision (is stored).” (24:29)
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PRONOUNS -

Pronouns are words used as a substitute for a noun like he, she,

his, her, their, them, I, etc.

There are basically two types of pronouns:

1. Attached Pronoun (^J&\ which come attached to a

noun, verb or particle.

2. Detached Pronoun which comes separately

without attaching itself to a verb, noun or particle.

Pronouns can be classified according to:

1. Conversation-^^':

a. Third person - 4-^'

b. Second person -

c. First person - (L&u"

2. Gender -

a. Masculine - 1

b. Feminine -
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3. Number - ojiJ I

:

a. Singular

b. Dual - JO
c. Plural - ^

Note: Unlike knglish, Arabic uses a separate word for ’two’

which is Jill I (dual).

Third Person Pronouns - yjliu

As these are used most often in the Qur’an, we will deal with
them first.

Table for masculine third person pronouns - i_jlc ;

3rd person Masculine

5jJU*

Singular

?

*

Dual Plural

Detached Pronouns He

Ua

They two

0 >

r*

They all

juil)l

Attached Pronouns

3>

0

His

Ua

Theirs (two)

o >

r*

Theirs (all)

iJ

For him

u4J

For them

(two)

For them

(all)

Xl

Only him

UilJ

Only them

(two)

Only them

(all)
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Table for feminine third person pronouns u-5\c- :

3
rd
person Feminine Singular Dual

cf
Plural

Ua
' >

Detached Pronouns She They two They all

U n*
' 9

a*

Attached Pronouns Her Theirs (two) Theirs (all)

$ U^J &
For her For them (two) For them (all)

lift UJCl

Only her Only them (two) Only them (all)

Examples of detached pronouns - ’jyJAV.

Singular Dual Plural

Masculine

9 \ o > „

>

He is a Muslim
They both are

Muslims

.
9 i o 9 o 9

(Q

They are

Muslims

Feminine

She is a Muslim

jliliCCcA

They both are

Muslims

oUCJ.

They are

Muslims
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Examples of attached pronouns ( 1 ) with a noun:

'• |:f

Singular Dual

11 cf i
Plural

Masculine
S>j

His Lord Their Lord

0

Their Lord

Feminine
Her Lord

Ufe

Their Lord

s >t.

Their Lord

Examples of attached pronouns (J^uJl ) with a verb:

-iA4

Singular Dual

' e .

Plural

Masculine

Aili-

He created

him

He created

them

He created

them

Feminine
\ifc

He created her
He created

them

He created

them

Examples:

^ J,—>-'

“Say, ‘Allah is One.”’ (112:1)

“But the devil whispered to them both." (7:20)
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“And he swore to them both, I am certainly a sincere

adviser to you.’” (7:21)

“That you should not serve anyone except Him.” (17:23)

>1 s <' -> r, \

“When they sat around it” (85:6)

^ Ojii; (»*&b &-J^

“And spend from that which We have provided for

them (2:3)

4

“And they are certain about the hereafter.” (2: 4)

A P'H < \'s ’X'X
L-> o ^ c—

^

>| o —*** L? 9

“And seek His protective forgiveness. He is certainly

the acceptor of repentance.” (1 1 0:3

)

“To make clear to us, what is it (exactly).” (2:70)

.
•£> >.

\sj\ Uli
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“So when they reach (the end of) their term, then either

hold them in a recognized (good manner) or separate

them in a recognized (good manner). ” (65:2)

“(That you) bring the (soul) back, if you are truthful?”

(56:87)

Second Person Pronouns -

Table for masculine second person pronouns - i_JsUUJI JjUUJI

2nd person Masculine

3jJLA

Singular

* A A

Dual
c?

Plural

Detached Pronouns

ui
You

Usif

You both You all

Attached Pronouns

il

Yours

US'

Yours (two)

o *

Yours(all)

For you

u&
For you both For you all

m
Only

from you

us'ta

Only from

you (two)

Only from

you (all)
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Table for feminine second person pronouns -

2nd person Feminine

3jJLA

Singular

Jr'*

Dual Plural

h \ 1^3 1 \

Detached Pronouns

oil

You

\'i-\

You both

U°'

You all

‘ A 11 o 1

Attached Pronouns

d

Yours

La-

Yours two) Yours(all)

dU

For you

USJ

For you both

0^
For you all

iii

Only

from you

ui'ui

Only from

you (iwo)

Only from

you (all)

Examples of detached pronouns - J*alu3\

JSjtLA

Singular Dual Plural

Masculine

9 i
o > ' °.f

v—-O i

You are a

Muslim

(jl o 1 m-sl.-ai* ' 1

You both are

Muslims

o^Lli^l

You all are

Muslims

Feminine

^ O-ol

You are a

Muslim

oiiaiiuLi

You both are

Muslims

oULL* (jol

You all are

Muslims
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Examples of attached pronouns
) with a noun:

iillllllllll

oym

Singular

Jr*

Dual
&

Plural

Masculine
eijj

Your Lord
Lord of you

both

r=Jj

Lord of you all

Feminine
cOL,

Your Lord

UL4j

Lord of you

both

a * -S^

Lord of you all

Examples of attached pronouns
) with a verb:

3jJLa

Singular

jj-*

Dual Plural

Masculine He created

you

USOU.

He created

you both

He created you

all

Feminine

cXjA~>~

He created

you

LaSoLli-

He created

you both

5^=laL-

He created you

all

Examples:

s f
^
L-iZip L> Sf

|
ill ^ li
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“They (angels) replied, ’Glory be to You, we do not have

knowledge except of that which You taught us. You are

certainly the All-Knowing, the All-Wise.’” (2:32)

“O Adam! You and your wife, dwell in the garden.”

(2:35)

“You Alone do we serve and (from) You Alone do we

seek help.” (1:5)

4 ^

“Did We not expandforyou your bosom?" (94: 1)

“And when the angels said, ‘O Maryam! Allah has

certainly chosen you and cleaned you and chosen you

above the women of the worlds.’” (3: 42)

“O Maryam! Be devoutly obedient to your Fosterer and

prostrate and bow down with those who bow down.”

(3:43)
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First Person Pronoun -

In the third and second person, we have categorized singular,

dual and plural according to the number. However, dual does

not exist for the first person pronoun. It is used for both

dual and plural.

As in English the first person pronouns are common for both

masculine and feminine genders.

Examples:

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

SjAA

Singular Plural

Ut

Detached Pronouns I We

i

i c

Attached Pronouns

(To Noun)
My Our

Attached Pronouns

(To Verb)

<J>

Me Us

&
For me

UJ

For us

Only me

IStfl

Only us
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Note:

When attached pronouns are used with a noun we suffix
44 £ ” to

the noun. When they are used with a verb “
ly ” is used.

My Lord He created me

Sometimes in first person possessive singular pronoun, “ & ” is

not attached to the noun or verb but the possession is indicated

by accenting the last letter with a kasrah (—

)

“I respond to the prayer of one who prays.” (2: 186)

“For you, your religion (or judgment) and for me, my

religion (or judgment).” ( 1 09:6)

5) comes in the meaning of surely/certainly. It can be attached

to pronouns and used.

O) + L 15}
- Surely we

51+3 iASl - Surely you

o! + o -> L? 1
- Surely he

><
i

>*. fC
lj

“Then glorify your Fosterer by praising Him and seek

His protective forgiveness. He is certainly the acceptor

of repentance.” (1 10:3)
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“Certainly I turn my attention towards Him Who initiated

the creation of the skies and the Earth.” (6:79)

^ __g> I —Li''.llact Ql^

“We certainly gave you abundance.” (108:1)

“ You are certainly the All-Knowing, the All-Wise.” (2:32)

Examples of detached pronouns - J^uLuJl

:
y.;. Singular Dual

L

Plural

Masculine
I am a Muslim

jUili

We two are

Muslims

We all are

Muslims

Feminine
luJJ. l:’

I am a Muslim
We two are

Muslims

oUlll

We all are

Muslims

Examples of detached pronouns (J^sH]\ JjLJaJl) with a noun:

, .

;

. .

'

L':-
-

^jAA
cr

y - a'V : Singular Plural

Masculine/Feminine &
My Lord Our Lord
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Examples of detached pronouns j^L^ah) with a verb;

J;

Singular Pktral

Masculine/Feminine
He created me

uJlL>-

He created us

Examples

:

^ \jS \j ^

'They say,
4

ffe are but reformers.*’ (2:11)

"Which We have sent down to Our servant.” (2:23)

"When we glorify You by praising You and exalt Your

Holiness.” (2:30)

"And / am not a server of that which you serve.” (1 09:4)

"For you, your religion (or judgment) and for me, my

religion (or judgment).” (109:6)
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"Our Fosterer! Give us good in this world and good in

the hereafter and save us from the punishment of fire
”

(2: 2(d)

“Ant then fear Me Alone.” (2:40)
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PREPOSITIONS - i&k

Words which combine with a noun or pronoun to form a phrase

are called prepositions.

They have meaning of their own and have an effect on nouns

and pronouns.

Their effect on the noun is that they will change the vowel of the last

letter of the noun from dammah (~~L) or fatha (—) to kasrah (—).

The prepositions which act on nouns are as follows:

Jp
- on /upon

Ji
- to/towards

V — in/with

& - in

& - from/than

0 * - from/about

j) - like/as
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JL>- - until

J - for/to

Examples:

1
- tjp + c-fUi <Jp

On + hearts -> on hearts

Upon their hearts and upon their hearings, and

their eyes is a covering.” (2:7)

2. jj} + iU»2LSi pU_2J1

Towards e the heaven -> towards the heaven

^ * s' c > # e i ****

3 .

4 .

“Moreover He set the balance towards the sky, th<

balanced them (into) seven skies (higher levels).” (1

With the people -> with the people

“Say, ’1 seek the protection ofthe Fosterer of mank

( 114 : 1 )

4i
+& 4?

In + religion -> in religion.
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4 eg\

4

'ZjLZ >

“And you see people enter the religion of Allah in

troops.” (110:2)

5. j + -> ui^'j

Swear by + the fig swear by the fig

“By thefig (or the place Teen where Nuh’s ship embarked),

and the olive (or Zaita in Jerusalam, were Isa ibn Maryam

received and preached the message of Allah).” (95: 1)

6. o + ^ ^iilj

Swear by + Allah -> swear by Allah

^ jj] 4iltl 1)113 ^

“They said, ‘2?y Allah, you know for certain.” (12:73)

7-

In + hunger -> in hunger

“Who has fed them in hunger and given them security

from fear.” (106:4)

8 .

From + the right -> from the right
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From your right andfrom your left, in groups?” (70:37)

9. 3 +

Like + straw -> like straw

“So thai He made them like eaten up straw (husk).” (105:5)

10. (J + H)! 4JS

For + Allah -> for Allah

ijfj)l i tS !•_> ,j \>

li.

“Whatever is in the skies and whatever is in the Earth is

Allah’s" {2:284)

^JC>- + £jJa^ ^JC>-

Until + break -> until break

“Peace! It is till the appearance of dawn.” (97:5)

All the above mentioned prepositions have their effect on the

last letter of the nouns.

However, only four of the above prepositions i.e. Jp, J),

act on the pronouns o, Ua>, li, jk. They give kasrah (—) to the

tlrst letter of the pronoun.
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There is no action of these prepositions on any other pronouns.

Example

:

(Jp +o

+ Uj& ->

Jp+ jA Jfelc-

The following table displays the effect of Jp, Jl, on the

pronouns o, Ui, jLi,

>
0

Him

Ha

Them both

o *

r*

Them all

(M)

CS >

Cr*

Them all

(F)

&
On

<ulc-

On him
On them

both

On them

all(M)

04^-

On them

all(F)

Ji

Towards

4\

Towards

Him

HfeJt

Towards

them both

}4\

Tow ards

them all

(M)

1^5 « 5

Towards

them all

(F)

In, With With him
With them

both

hi
With them

all (M)

hi
With them

all (F)

U
In

0 4

In him
In them

both

In them all

(M)

04^
In them all

(F)
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Examples:

/'•'I f / . "< \
^ er'

“Then whosoever makes it incumbent on himself to

perform the Hajj therein.” (2: 197)

(** A? <+& <-»>* >»f

“There will neither be any fear on them nor will they

grieve.” (2:38)

Cjc

L

ijt'iiM

“He misleads many with it and He guides many with it,

but He does not mislead anyone with it except the

transgressors.” (2:26)

f

i

i

As we have mentioned earlier there is no action ofthese prepositions

on other pronouns. Examples for these are stated below.

Jp + 21 -> liillc- - No action of Jp on 2).

+ c -> *1a - No action of j* on o

.

Examples:

“Forbidden to you (for marriage) are your mothers.” (4:23)

Qyi-Lj
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“And do not follow other ways which will part you from

His way. That He directs you with, that you may guard

(against evil) (6:153)

“And relieve you of your burden.” (94:2

“And (turn away) from them considering themselves

great, those are the inhabitants of the tire, they will stay

in it.” (7:36)

Exception:

At one place (48:10) in the Holy Qur’an there is no action of (Jp

on o and it is read Lit. Allah says,

“And whoever fulfils the agreement which he has made

with Allah, then He will give him a great reward.”

(48:10)

In the chapter “Pronouns” we observe that the preposition “J”

comes attached to pronouns as a prefix and takes the form ot “ J
”

except in the first person pronoun
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Masculine Singular Dual Plural

3
,d
person

sS

for him For them both For them all

2
nd

person

Si

f or you

u£j

For you both

&
For you all

1

st

person For me
-

is5

For us all

Examples:

“For Him is the kingdom and to Him is due (all) praise.”

(64:1)

1 St

“We v> ill bring out for them a living creature from the

Earth.” (27:82)

4 .it: ^ f

“Did We not expandforyou your bosom.” (94:1)
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“For it, is (the benefit of) what it has earned and against

it, is (the harm of) what it has earned.” (2: 286)

^ ct

i

3J \

“For you your religion (or judgment) and for me my

religion (or judgment).” (109:6)
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ADVERB OF TIME AND PLACE

/

Some words have the same effect on the nouns and pronouns as

the prepositions although they are not prepositions. These kind

of words are used as adverb of time and place.

The following are examples of such words used in the Holy Qur’an:

Some
o „

All/Every

Other than
- 0 >

Other than

Near
^ 0

JCjC-

With

With/from

Under/Beneath

Above/Over oy

Before/In front

Before &
After

^ 0 ^

-Xjo

Behind

Between

Around
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Examples:

“From beneath your feet.” (6:65)

X k > s S'
l > ^ ^ v

“And strive along with His Messenger.” (9:86)

“And you were not with them.” (3:44)

>» .
OjZ jJ p-QpO SCs>

“Nay. they live, finding their sustenance in the presence

o/their Lord.” (3:169)

""From the All-Wise, the All-Knowing.” (27:6)

iSo y

“And whoever seeks a religion other than Islam.” (3:85)

gy

“We make no distinction between any of them.” (3:84)

“And He is Omnipotent (All Powerful) over His servants.”

(6:61 \

(h L-V'-LS'
jp

“We may place them beneath our feet.” (41 :29)
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DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUN
s s jl o

Words that are used to point at some thing are known as

Demonstrative Pronouns ( ©jliNl ).

For example: IjJ* — This is a book (complete sentence)

JJJS - That book (incomplete sentence)

In the above examples 1JLJ& and JJlii are and c-AHSlh

and are called Cl\j\U* (the objects pointed at).
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Note that by prefixing jl to the j\JJ> (4>t^) the sentence

gives an incomplete meaning as in the above example &&

“that book.”

SjliMl has two forms:

Near distance - u-oyLU UL 4"!

Q

Far distance - -cl^lU

These are considered to be proper nouns or definite nouns.

Table for demonstrative Pronouns- near distance -

Singular

:

: ::

Dual
e*

1

Plural

Masculine

Lei

This

jllft

These (two)

Oljft

These (all

)

These (two)

(Accusative & Genetive Case)

Feminine

oJJb

This These (two) These (all)

These (two)

(Accusative & Genetive Case)
j
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There is a plural form in the demonstrative pronouns that is

common to both genders - - which is used only for human

beings. Otherwise the singular fonn of the feminine - oli - is

enough to refer to the collective of plural non- human nouns and

broken plurals.

Example:

“This is yours community.” (23:52)

Examples:

“And this is a book confirming (it) in Arabic language.”

(46:12)

“He said, ’I am Yusuf and this is my brother.’” (12:90)

^ C) JCA o\\^^ ^

“They said These two are surely magicians.” (20:63)

“How will this be brought (back) to life by Allah after its

death?” (2:259)
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“Say, ’ This is my way, I invite towards Allah. ”’(12:108)

y -- ' -C 'St
tAlk (jl

“777/5- community of yours is certainly one community.”
(21:92)

'
"'I'' <V\

o ^ Jjb Lyjj
$j

“But do not go near this tree.” (2:35)

^ C&* pJ\

“Then you are the persons who kill your own people.”

(2:85)

Note: If the demonstrative pronoun comes in a possessive sentence

it will come after the possessive phrase.

ci~°. ij,\ joj>\ SSl

“He said, M intend to marry you to one of these two

daughters of mine. (28:27).’”

“Go with this shirt of mine and put it on the face of my

father.” (12:93)
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Table for demonstrative pronouns-far distance - -4*44

SjSLA

Singular

Jr*

Dual Plural

/li

Masculine

lifj'S

Those (two)

a^jji

Those (all)

aas

Those (two)

(Accusative & Genetive Case)

* >

Feminine

aL;

That

au\s

Those (two)

a^jjt

Those (all)

aa-

Those (two)

(Accusative & Genetive Case)

i

The plural form - a^—!jl - is common to both genders in far

distance demonstrative pronouns and is used only for human

beings. Otherwise the singular form of the feminine aL is used

to refer to the broken plurals.

^ fc)\ dlfo

“Those messengers.” (2:253)

“These are the Signs of Allah.” (2:252)
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Examples:

“This is the Book; in it is guidance sure, without doubt.”

(2 :2 )

i
_>**? £jP L'.I âS J-u/jf tiVJj

^

Those messengers, We had made some to excel others.”

(2:253)

In the above examples, dUS and Sk are also used for things of

the near distance in order to emphasize the greatness or

seriousness of the object pointed at.

^ JU ^

“He (Musa) said, ‘ That is what we have been seeking for.’”

(18:64)

^ 'j* oL 'Ubjt yJxi ^

So those two, are the proofs (of your prophethood) from

your Fosterer.” (28:32)

“Those are on guidance from their Fosterer and those

are the persons who are successful.” (2:5)
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^ "QJ ^9
^ tL* l ut^

‘That is (something) of what my Fosterer has taught

me.” (12:37)

“That is Allah your Fosterer, so serve Him. Will you not

then mind?” (10:3)

Note: In the last two examples UJxJc and ^=«ii are used.

Although they seem like dual and plural they are singular but the

pronouns used are dual and plural.

UaU ‘here’ and dUll* ‘there and then’ are demonstrative

pronouns for place and time, e.g.

s'*, "

“So you and your Fosterer go and fight, we will certainly

sit here." (5:24)

“There did Zakariyya pray to his Fosterer.” (3:38)
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RELATIVE PRONOUN
i 0 X ° %

Relative nouns relate to or depend on the word before or after them.

They indicate a particular thing but do not make complete sense.

^jJLA

Singular Dual Plural

/li

Masculine
That one who/

That one which

jdi

Those two who/

Those two which

Those all who/That

who/Those which

Those two who/

Those two which

(Accusative &
Genetive Case)

. f >

Feminine

3*
That one who/

That one which

jl5)f

Those two w ho/

Those two which

dft /0
Those who/

Those which
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Those two who/

Those two which

(Accusative &
Genetive Case)

The relative sentence that follows the relative pronoun is called

iidaM. It completes the meaning of the relative sentence.

When the relative pronoun refers to any part of the SJuioh except

the subject it must be repeated by an attached pronoun known as

the IjW or For example:

“Then be on your guard against the fire prepared for the

infidels whose fuel will be human beings and stones.” (2:24)

Here U is the attached pronoun - ^-\y.

Examples:

“And if those who do not believe fight with you, they

would certainly turn (their) backs.” (48:22)
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“Those who believe and do righteous works.” (13:29)

“And asfor the two men who are guilty of the (indecency)

from among you.” (4:16)

ctjl 1

“Our Fosterer! Show us those who misled us from among

the jinn and human beings.” (41:29)

“Repel (evil) with that which is better. Then he between whom

and you was enmity would become an intimate friend.” (41 :34)

“And as for those of your women who are guilty of

indecency.” (4:15)

“And/or those ofyour women who have passed the age

of menstruation.” (65:4)

“And your step daughters under your guardianship (bom)

ofyour wives unto whom you have gone in.” (4:23)
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Usoil

“Their mothers are none other than those who gave them

birth.” (58:2)

(who/whoever), U (what/whatever) are also used as relative

nouns, is used for living things and U is used for non-living things.

Examples:

“And among mankind is he who disputes regarding Allah

without knowledge.” (22:3)

“He prays to him whose harm is nearer than his benefit.”

(22:13)

‘’'Whoever does righteous work, whether male or female...”

(16:97)

“And We will definitely reward, those who are patient,

with their reward (which will be) better than that which

they used to do.” (16:96)

^ Cl} la ^
"That which is with you passes away and that which is

with Allah remains.” ( 16:96)
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Chapter 8

INTERROGATIVE PRONOUN

Words used in the beginning of a sentence to ask a question are

called interrogatives.

From where/' Mow come
j

Mow

How much

When

Which one/ whose (masc.) &
Which one/whose (Fern) AjI

Do fi

About what (U+ji) l

From what U-*/p-£

(U + o-?)

What

Why jJJtSUJ

Who

For whom/for which

(»>* +
<J)

&
What £•

did >
When

Since
* o >

JCCo

Where yi

In what (U+^3)
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Examples:

4 J

“They said, 'You! Are you indeed Yusuf?” (12:90)

“Say.
6 What thing is greater (as) witness’?” (6: 1 9)

uDo vou think that you will enter the garden?” (2:214)

“Who is there who can recommend to Him except by

His permission? (2:255)

^ aj ^

“And what is that in the right hand, O Moses?” (20:17)

'They ask you what they should spend.” (2:21 5)

Why do you say that which you do not do?” (6:2)
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“He said, ‘O Maryam! From where (does) this (provision)

come to you’?” (3:37)

^ 4 bPi$ djj ohisp?

“(She) said, ‘O My Fosterer! How can I have a son.’” (3:47)

^ cJj

“How long did you stay (in the state of death).” (2:259)

“7/ow We set them together.” (2:259)

4

“He (Allah) said, ’ 07?o/! Do you not believe’?” (2:260)

‘To whom belongs the power this day?” (40:16)

“ Where are those whom you claimed (that they were

Our) partners?” (6:22)

“And how would you reject.” (3:101)
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“Z?o you really bear witness?” (6:19)

3 i* 5

“Then which of the favors of your Lord will ye deny

(55:13)

^ «-LA» T

“About what do they ask one another?” (78: 1

)

4 ih- ^

“So let man see from what he was created.” (86:5)

“When will Allah’s help come?” (2:214)

“They ask, ‘ When is the Day of Judgment’?” (51:12)

4 :; oyu-Jl (3U-

“Who created the skies and the Earth?” (29:61)

“To which place of turning back they will turn back

(2o:227)
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“ Which of you has this (chapter of the Qur’an) increased

in belief?” (9:124)

The combination of °y and is jlc- (from whom) or is

combined with °^\, the conjunction (or) as °y\ (or how/or who).

“Is he who devoutly prostrates and stands (for worship)

during the hours of night.
.

(39:9)

“Or who is it that has power over the hearing and the

sight?” (10:31)

“Who is it, Who has created the skies and the Earth?”

(27:60)

“Who is it. Who responds to the distressed when he prays

to Him?” (27:62)
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POSSESSIVE PHRASE

The possessive phrase is a combination of two nouns in which

the first noun is owned by or in possession of the second noun.

Examples:

Allah’s fire/Fire of Allah

Allah’s Prophet

Allah’s Help

The story of the armies

The group of satans

o>l The companion of the fish

* The Day of Decision
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In English the possession can be denoted by apostrophe ’S’ or

by the use of ihe word “of”, as displayed in the above examples.

In a possessive phrase, the first noun is called cJLkDl (possessed)

and the second noun is called a111 (possessor).

will always be an indefinite (common) noun and it

will never have the article ‘ J1
’ with it.

cas ha -;e the a ’raab dammah (-L),fatha (—) or kasrah

(—) on it but a will never have nunnation >/_£ * ).

The second noun, the p ciUkUl is generally (but not

always) a proper noun or otherwise is particularized by
0

prefixing '

J! \

Examples in which ciUkUl is a common noun:

“This (Qur’an) is certainly the word of an honored

messenger.” (69:40)

L^-C-4

“And ;he requital ofan evil is an evil similar to it.” (42:40)

“So whoever does good equivalent in weight
, even to a

small particle, will see it.” (99:7)
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4 iji

“And from the evil of the envier w hen he envies.”

(113:5)

The last letter of the aJ) will alv ays have tamvin

kasrah (—) or kasrah (—) i.e it will always he dqd (genitive).

can also be in the form of a pronoun. However

the pronoun will not bear kasrah (—) on it.

Examples:

“So that I may complete Myfavor on you.” (2: 1 50)

“His wealth and that which he earned w ill not save him.”

( 111 :2 )

^

“While Allah was their Guardian. And on Allah then, let

the believers (put their) trust.” (3:122)

“But if you are patient and guard yourselves, their plot

will not harm you in anything.” (3: 1 20)
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‘In her neck (there will be) a rope of palm-fibre!” (1 1 1 :5)

/< . » r

" 4Do not dr ve them out from their houses .” (65:1)

“For you ronr religion (or judgment) and for me my
religion (or judgment).” (109:6)

“And those who deny Our signs and (turn away) from

them considering themselves great.” (7:36)

^ V J cA* Or*

“Why do you stop from the path ofAllah, one who believes,

seeking crookedness in it.” (3:99)

r > <:r-

“And hold together (and be united) through the rope of

Allah and do not be divided.” (3: 103)

“And on the Day ofResurrection, they will be sent towards

a severe punishment.” (2:85)
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“Did you not consider how your Fosterer dealt with the

owners ofthe elephant?” (105:1)

“Those will be the inhabitants of the fire, in it they will

stay.” (2:39)

“He has surely gone astray from the balanced way." (2: 108)

“And that is the reward ofthe doers ofgood." (5:85)

If the oLki is dual or plural the ‘j’ will be dropped in

possession. Thus “o' —’’and “gi—” become “'—’’and

“Oj—” and “of—” become “j—” and “o—” respectively in

the nominative.

Examples:

“No! Both His Hands are spread out." (5:64)

^ oy U-5. fGj
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“So We made this (event) an exemplary punishment for

those who were in front ofthem (witnessing it) and those

who came after them.” (2:66)

“O children ofIsraeli Remember My favor with which I

favored you.” (2:40)

Note: The body parts which are in pairs will always be dual and

considered feminine.

If the demonstrative noun (sjli,)!l ^1) comes in a possessive

sentence it will come after the possessive phrase.

Examples:

^ (Jli
"if

“He said, T intend to marry you to one of these two

daughters ofmine.'"' (28:27)

“Go with this shirt ofmine." ( 1 2:93)
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DESCRIPTIVE PHRASE
9 6

111

The descriptive phrase is a combination of two nouns wherein

the second noun describes the first. In such cases the second

noun will be an adjective.

The first noun is called or

The second noun i.e. the adjective is called or cJdJl.

and cLi^JI will be in full agreement with each other in

terms of

TYPE : definite (is and indefinite ( IjjSCsJ l

)

If the noun is a definite noun then the adjective will also be

definite. Similarly if the noun is an indefinite noun then the

adjective will also be indefinite.

Some examples of indefinite nouns are listed below:
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^ jLkc-

1

“And for them there is a great punishment (2:7)

;£J J&fy

“(As) he is your open enemy.” (36:60)

^ 'r-> ^

“‘Peace,’ (will be) the word from the Merciful Fosterer."

(36:58)

Some examples of definite nouns are listed below:

^ y 1 // S's / . v

^ oij ^

“And your Fosterer, He is certainly the Mighty, the

Merciful.” (26:68)

“Guide us to the straight path.” (1 :6)

GENDER - : masculine or feminine.

If the noun is masculine then the adjective will also be

masculine and vice versa.

Some examples of masculine nouns:
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“(It is) thepiercing star." (86:3)

M . w~V ... . . (a 1 1
^

“He will be called to account, with an easy accountability."

(84:8)

A feminine noun will have the adjective feminized with “ S ” called

Some examples of feminine nouns:

“Then he will lead a life ofpleasure." (101 :7)

“The denying, sinfulforelock." (96: 1 6)

NUMBER - singular, dual or plural.

If the noun is singular the adjective will also be singular. Similar

is the case for duals and plurals.

Examples:

» r ,

‘Certainly this is a Glorious Qur’an
”
(85: 2

1

)

•> *

“Certainly, those are clear signs in the bosoms of those

who are given knowledge.” (29:49)
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CASE ENDING (E’raab - ) :

If the noun is in nominative, accusative or genitive case, the

adjective will also be in the nominative, accusative or genitive

case respe lively.

Ji or Nominative - i.e. -L.

JL or Accusative - aJU- i.e. -el

~ or Genitive-^ jji-i aJG- i.e.
~

Nominative: 4 Jb <j\jjy sfe
V

**

“A grace from your Fosterer, that is the great

achievement (44:57)

Accusative
: 4 tlL^ aJLj y ;Ty ^

“Reward from your Fosterer, a gift (for the) account

(ofgood deeds) .” (78:36)

Genitive:

“For a Great Day.” (83:5)

>

If is a broken plural or a group of non-living things,

then the eLiu^h will be singular and feminine.

Examples:
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“Therein are raised couches (88: 1 3)

“And cushions set in rows." (88: 15)

kt.'i e<'\
i'Jjj y

“And carpets spread (88: 16)

J &

“And pure mates and pleasure from AdahA (3:15)

In a possessive phrase (^L^)h ) the oUkJl will be

considered a proper noun therefore its adjec ive will be made

definite by adding the article

Example:

1 .

The holy house of Allah.

is a common noun. However here it comes in the possessive

case and acts as c_3Lkl!i and will thus because a proper noun.

The definite article “ji ” is added to the adjective to bring

it in agreement with the proper noun.

2 .
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“These are Verses ofthe Book that makes (things) clear.”

(28:2

uijill is the adjective of and they are in agreement with

each other in terms of number, gender etc.

The great house of Allah.

4. pJai]' alii d4:

The house of Allah, the Greatest.

In the above sentences it is clearly understood by the E’raab -

which noun the adjective is describing.

I

I;
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SIMPLE NOMINAL SENTENCE

id j o <iiVt 4,

1

« ->i T I

Th

A nominal sentence generally comprises of two components. T1

subject of the sentence is called \jLLM and the predicate is calk

Calle

For example:

Muhammad is a messenger.

iLi- is the subject (LiliH) and J}Lj is the predicate

“And Allah is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing.” (24:2 i

Here £tol is the subject, (IjcLUI) and ^Llc- is the predica

O')-

107 1
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THESUBJECT

IjcuJI is a proper noun (islytUI). If it is not a proper noun then
0 ^ '

the article ‘J1‘ will be prefixed.

O ' ’

The Qur’an is a book.

It is in the nominative case, aJU- (JL or _d_).

It will be in agreement with the predicate in terms of number

(SjJlH) and gender (UJJ-I).

“And you were unjust.” (2:92)

£

Ijail! I can be a word or a phrase but it cannot be a verb or a

genitive phrase.

“The most honored ofyon with Allah is certainly the one

who guards most (against evil).” (49:13)

“Thejree for the free.” (2:178)

|

|
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THE PREDICA TE j&-\

:

It is always a common noun (ei_jSL)l).

The^U is ( _ ?or *).

The predicate generally agrees with the subject in number

(singular, dual or plural) and in gender (masculine or feminine).

When U£J1 is a broken plural of non-human objects (Ji'i

the predicate will be feminine singular. For example,

/ \' * >> »\

“Their houses fallen down.” (27:52)

The_}2U can be a proper noun when it is not an adjective.

“You are our Gaurdian.” (2:286)

oil is the subject (Lillll), and is the predicate
(

“1 am Yusuf and this is my brother.” (12:90)

In a nominal sentence that has a predicate as a proper noun a

detached pronoun (which is in accordance with the subject in

gender and number) is placed between the subject and the

predicate.
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Examples:

‘ And those are the persons who are successful.” (2:5)

j&-\ can be a word, phrase or a sentence. It can also be a genitive

phrase.

4

“All Praise is due only for Allah, the Fosterer of the

worlds (1:2)

iMs>

“And your God is One God.” (2:163)

If the predicate is a sentence, then a pronoun is used which points

towards the subject.

“T hose who are humble during their worship (salat)."

(23:2)

#

“And who is more unjust than one who hides a testimony

which he has from Allah?” (2:140)
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Examples

:

uAnd Allah is the Mighty, the Inflictor of retribution." (3:4)

“Those are the limits (imposed by) Allah.” (2:229)

^ \ eul* \ ft ^

“Those are the signs of the Qur’an.” (27: 1)

“This is clear magic.” (27:13)
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Verb is an action word in relation to time that is past, present

and future. According to tense, the verbs can be divided into:

Past tense Jiih) : Here the action has been completed,

therefore it is past tense.

Present tense jiiJ'): It is also called imperfect tense

because the action is incomplete i.e. il is being done in the

present or will be done in the future.

Past Tense — jkiil

In Arabic, verbs are mostly tri-literal i.e. three lettered. They are

oftwo kinds:

1. Consonant Verbs - 11 JlilS
1

' : They are based on three

sound consonants. This chapter deals with these kinds of

verbs.
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2. Weak Verbs - iiilil! JUiVi: These are called weak verbs and

may have one or more of the vowels -j -1) in their tri-

literal formation. These vowels (<£-j -t) are called o/i.

For example:

1c-j - to promise

JlS - to say

tjj - to throw

We will deal with the weak verbs in subsequent chapters.

Consonant Verbs - a"— JUaVl

The basic or root word is based on the verb J*i )

giving the meaning “He did”. represents the first radical,

^ the second and J the third radical. The root verb is always

masculine-third person-singular.

Likewise some other examples are:

- To hit

& To open

To help

The a’raab (^\yCi\ -
) of letter cJ and J is not variable

in the root, but the a’raab (cr>frc-)ll
-

*

) on ^ is variable,

i.e. it can bear fatha (—), kasrah (—) or dammah (—)
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Examples

:

I i*
• m

to deny to listen to be genorous

to see to drink to be far distant

kk x > ^

to enter to grieve to be good

Past tense table of JiS ) is as follow s:

,
,. ..

:

.
. .....

. , .

... .

Singular

Js^
Dual

if
Plural

Sul

3
rd
person masculine He did They both did They all did

•wolc- Coj^ cio llkl

3
rd

person feminine She did They both did They all did

0 ^

cJJii UxU^

2
nd

person masculine You did You both did You all did

0 x

c-i*i tukl kki
2
nd

person feminine You did You both did You all did

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

diii

I did

-
LJJU

We did
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From the above table we note the following important points:

With the addition of letters i.e. suffixes to the root Jii (-<J

the meaning of the verb will change. There are no

prefixes used.

In every verb there is a corresponding pronoun hidden in the

word. Therefore, we do not need to use explicit pronouns to

specify the doer. The following table shows the corresponding

pronoun hidden in each verb formation.

Also note the suffixes added to Jii to make the pattern.

3yu>

Singular Dual
e

Plural

3
rd

person

Masculine

He did They both did

Ijiii

They all did

SU! flX-
Hidden

pronoun

„ 9

Suffix

\

Hidden

pronoun

Ui

Suffix
0

'j

Hidden

pronoun

a 9

t*

{—ole Clojp

o rd

3 person

Feminine

JLlii

She did They both did They all did

Suffix

o

Hidden

pronoun
Suffix

u-

Hidden

pronoun

Suffix

0°

Hidden

pronoun

£ >

a®
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cLiii

You did

LoL*3

You both did

(

Oi
You all did

2
nd
person

Masculine

Suffix

Oo

Hidden

pronoun
Suffix

Uio

Hidden

pronoun

Uo\

Suffix

O l
0

Hidden

pronoun

0

o ^

C-JjlS Uilii

You did You both did You all did

^nd
2 person

Feminine
Suffix

Oo

Hidden

pronoun
Suffix

Uio

Hidden

pronoun

Uii\

Suffix

5 *

J30

Hidden

pronoun

ciii Oi

First person

(Masculine/

Feminine)

I did We did

Suffix

>

Oo

Hidden

pronoun

€\

Suffix

lie

Hidden

pronoun

£*.1 is on the pattern of and jJA is on the pattern of JAi.
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The past tense table of is as follows:

v

e t;

Singular Dual Plural

l_-o\c- jfT-La

3
rd
person masculine He heard

.i

They both

heard

-

They all

heard

c-olc
H y y

^ 0 ^

0*-r*

3
rd

person feminine She heard
They both

heard

They all

heard

^ 0 ^

Cju^
i

e > o ,,

0-<.U

2
nd

person masculine You heard
You both

heard

You all

heard

CUo

2
nd

person feminine You heard
You both

heard

You all

heard

First person

(Masculine/Femin i ne)
I heard We heard
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The Past tense table of jJu is as follows:

Singular

J4-

Dual
c*

Plural

3
rd
person masculine

Jju

He became

distant

\jJu

They both

became

distant

IjjJo

They all

became

distant

3
rd

person feminine

0 " * ^
UJou

She became

distant

They both

became

distant

^ ° > *

They all

became

distant

2
nd

person masculine

- o 9 ^
OJlso

You became

distant

You both

became

distant

° l ° '

You all

became

distant

2
nd

person feminine

0 > sO JsJL-3

You became

distant

\"

l

a >

"

You both

became

distant

$ > e < ^

You all

became

distant

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

> o > ^OJuu

1 became

distant

-

ir 0 ^ -

LsJUu

We became

distant
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Examples:

^ X>j '-S

y

“Did you not consider, how your Fosterer dealt with the

owners of the elephant?” (105: 1)

if Jy"j
;

“Who believe in the unseen and establish worship (salat)

and spend from that which We have providedfor them

(2:3)

sj^ o_}jJCi- p-fc i—>1 1 <jl_? ^

“That Allah is displeased with them and they will stay

in the punishment.” (5:80)

/ . y / . / / / »// / £
, v

it|
^ Lvia 0A3 (yls ^

“They said, ’Did you do this to our gods, O Ibrahim?”’

(21:62)

“So the r commerce is of no gain, and they do not receive

guidanc (2: 16)

JLAj) f-
J fj

“And v hen We (Allah) said to the angels, ’Bow down

before Adam,’ they bowed down except Iblis. (2:34)
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“Though earlier they were seeking a \ ictory over those

who did not believe."'’ (2:89)

4— ^4 buz-T* J $

“And when they went out against Jain and his forces.”

(2:250)

“Until when he reached the setting place of the sun

(west).” (18:86)

“Then, do those who do not believe think that they can

take My servants as guardians besides Me?” (18:102)

Sometimes in second person masculine plural “ is added for the

flow of pronunciation. It does not imply any meaning to the word.

“And now you have come to Us Alone as We had created

you.” (6:94)
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“It is tht same to you whether you invite them or you be

silent.” (7:1 93 )

“And w ien vow withdrawfrom them and that which they

serve (worship) except Allah, then seek refuge in the

cave.“ ( 8:16)

If the third pers on masculine plural comes with a pronoun,

the alif ,
T of lUiS will be dropped.

“Nor did they (usually) forbid one another the iniquities

which they committed.” (5:79)

“To us they did no harm, but they harmed their own souls.”

(2:57)

t >t t > ><" ft'-,-
S^2J^ 0J>J> ^

J

“Then those who believe in him and honor him and help

him and follow the light that is sent down with him.” (7: 157)

The Use of ‘ 11 ’:

The word ‘U’ gives the meaning of eertainly/verily/has/have/

indeed. It is used before the past perfect tense.
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^ Jy ^

“Allah has indeed heard the statement of her who pleads

with you concerning her husband.” (58:1)

" r-r.t
>«• UJjy'

“And We indeed sent down clear signs.” (58:5)

“Successful indeed are the believers.” (23:1)

L. \^Ac> ji <

“We indeed know that which the Earth reduces from them.”

(50:4)

“Allah has indeed appointed for you (the procedure for

the) dissolution of your oaths.” (66:2)

Sometimes an additional ‘<J’ is prefixed to ‘li’ which further

emphasizes the meaning of the verb and is written as ‘Hi’.

Examples:

^ .,. ->.1 \ l* al>. ail^

“We had indeed created man in the best form.” (95:4)
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<1 LiJi-l JL_ll

“We had indeed taken a pledge from the children of Israel.”

(5:71)

“Ali ah has indeed turned (mercifully) to the prophet.”

(9:1 17)

Lr-iS"

“An .1 he had indeed led astray a large group of people

fron among you.” (36:62)

o\*j

“And he indeed saw him (Jibreel) in another descent.”

(53: 3)
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VERBAL SENTENCE
J
"o >

°

4_dLjLdd I 4_Lq^>iJI

In a verbal sentence, the sentence begins with a verb. For example:

“And Daw'ood Ic/l/ed Jalut.” (2:251)

Verbal sentence comprises a verb, subject and an object. Usually

the verb comes first follow ed by the subject and then the object.

ojU- ajlS JiSj

Object Subject Verb

The subject and the object are nouns. The subject is called

Jcliil and the object is called or yj
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The subject (jc-UJl) is always in a nominative state i.e SJU.

bearing dammah (_L) or tanwin dammah (JL) on it.

Example:

SjlS

The object (aj is always in an accusative state i.e.<_.^atll aJU

bearing^d/ha (xL) or tanwinfatha (_£.) on it.

Example:

oju.

When the noun follows a preposition it will be in the genitive

state i.e. jji-l aJL». with a kasrah (—) or tanwin kasrah (—).

Examples:

“They said, ‘ We believe in Allah Who is One.’” (40:84)

>•5 f ' '

“Allah took away their light.” (2:17)

Pronouns are not required to be mentioned separately as subject
9 s-°

'

(
Jtllh) because they are hidden in the verb itself. For example:

liJali- - I created.

In ‘cJaii-’ the hidden pronoun is “I”.
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“And when We parted the sea for you and delivered you.”

(2:50)

In
1

Hi 'J ’ the hidden pronoun is ‘we’.

When the object (<> JyUutf) is a pronoun, it usually precedes the

subject (Jc-lDi) after the verb.

“Except the one who is permitted by the Beneficent and

he speaks aright.” (78:38)

“So Musa struck him with his fist thus killing him.” (28: 1 5)

If the subject is in the form of a broken plural of non-human

objects, the verb used will be feminine singular.

“Those are the persons whose deeds have become

fruitless in the world and the hereafter.” (3:22)

If the subject
(JfUJ1) is given in a sentence (not in the form of

hidden pronoun) then a singular verb is used irrespective of the

subject (singular, dual or plural). If a second verb is required,

then it should be according to the subject.
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“When the hypocrites come to you they say,

6We bear

witness that you are certainly a Messenger of Allah.”’

(63:1)

Here, is a singular verb even though the object 5*4^' * s plural.

The second verb \fl is a plural verb in accordance with 'jyad\.

Examples:

^ (pj c jjl?
ij:

“And responds to its Fosterer, a duty incumbent on it.”

(84:2)

“(Every) soul (everyone) will know what (deeds) it has

brought for presentation.” (81:14)

4 &SJ ;*

“He (Muhammad)frowned and turned his back.” (80:1)

“He raised its height and then set it in equilibrium.”

(79:28)

4 LL' If

“And We created you in pairs.” (78: 8)
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^ lllli

“And We made your sleep for rest." (78:9)

“Allah setsforth an example for thost who do not believe.”

(66 : 10 )

^ SAV* (jL- p

“He created the skies and the Earth in reality.” (64:3)

p Jjial' jXijS

“ frV tooA: a pledge from you (children of Israel) and raised

the mountain above you.” (2:63)

“When it rose, move away from their cave to the right.”

(18:17)

“So when reached the junction between the two

(seas), they both forgot their fish." ( 1 8:61)
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Verbs with hamzah (\) as initial, middle or final radical are

called hamzated verbs (jj1$1S1 jAidi)

.

1. Hamzah as the first radical:

The hamzah is a consonant. Hence it can be the initial or first

radical. For example:

JS1 - to eat iil - to take

There is no change in the past tense conjugation. It follows the same

pattern as JiS. Past tense conjugation of is as tabulated below:

If!

SflllBSSSl r

Singular

t a. .

Dual
cf

Plural

3
rd

person masculine
&

He ate They both ate

\^\

They all ate

3
rd

person feminine

dJS\

She ate

\sKi

They both ate They all ate
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2
nd

person masculine

cir*

You ate You both ate You all ate

2
nd

person feminine

eJCl

You ate

UilS'f

You both ate You all ate

First person

(Masculine/Fenlinine)

cKi

I ate

-
uBl

We ate

2. Hamzah as the middle radical, for example:

JU, - to ask

to disgust

Past tense conjugation of JlH. is as follows:

Singular Dual Plural

U-oC J>JL*

3
rd
person masculine

jb

He asked

Yu
They both asked They all asked

C—ole 0-0^-°

3
rd

person feminine She asked

Isfu,

They both asked

oi

They all asked

2
nd

person masc uline

ddLt*)

You asked

UiJU

You both asked

oi

You all asked
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2
nd

person feminine You asked You both asked You all asked

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

dJL
I asked

-
ujL

We asked

It follows the same pattern as the root word Jii.

3. Hamzah as the third radical, tor example:

\j, - to read

\j3 - to repell

£ ^

Past tense conjugation of Vji is as follows:

SjJLA

Singular Dual

cf
Plural

3
rd

person masculine

VJ

He read

&
They both read

4?
They all read

3
rd

person feminine

0
s- ^

CjYji

She read

li\'}

They both read They all read

2
nd

person masculine

s- ^

You read You both read

0

You all read
|
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2
nd

person feminine

< „O1JS

You read

\Jvj

You both read

z’.E'-

You all read

First person

(Masculine/Femin i ne)

0

I read

-
tffjj

We read

It follows the same pattern as the root word Jii.

Examples:

“They will not speak, except the one who is permitted by

the Beneficent and he speaks aright.” (78:38)

“And responds to its Fosterer, a duty incumbent on it.” (84:2)

& P<S\ •?

“Do you not know that your father had taken an undertaking

from you in (the name of) Allah.” (12:80)

“A questioner askedabout the punishment to befall.” (70: 1)

“So when you recite the Qur’an, seek the protection of

Allah from the accursed devil.” (16:98)
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WEAK VERBS-1

Assimilated Verb -

Words in which the vowels -j -1) are present are called weak

verbs. We have seen that when alif T comes with any of the

e’raab if——) it is not alif, M’ but hamza V as in the hamzated

verbs

There are three types of weak verbs based on the positions taken

by the weak letters (x£ -j -') in the root word JiS.

Assimilated verb - JliJI

Hollow Verb -

Defective Verb -

When we deal with weak verbs we notice that they deviate from

the pattern of the root word Jis, and we, therefore, study each kind

in detail along with the exceptions we encounter in the pattern.
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In this chapter, we will deal with the assimilated verb (jlLJl) in

detail and t ie hollow verb and defective verb

will be disc issed in the following chapters.

ASSIMILATED VERB

In this kind ofverb, the initial radical is weak, i.e j or ^ and comes in

the place of J. The patterns will be according to the pattern of
J*j

and you will not observe any change. They are oftwo basic kinds.

JtLT V nere j comes in place of <J> , the first radical.

jx-J ~ > o promise

5jj - To weigh

li-j - T o obtain/get

Past tense conjugation of jxJ is as follows:

3jJlo

Singular

Jr*

Dual Plural

3
,d
person masculine

Ic-J

He
promised

\lc-j

They both

promised

\0 * ' ^

IJ JsjCj

They all

promised

3
rd

person feminine

a ^ ^

OJXj

She

promised

\5Jxj

They both

promised

" 0

They all

promised
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2
nd

person masculine
You

promised

' Z
c -

La_j

You >oth

promised

You all

promised

Ctoj-A

2
nd

person feminine

0 ^ ^O
You

promised

, , 5 6 ^

You ioth

prom ised

$ > 0 ^ ^

You all

promised

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

^ 0 "

O-LPj

1 promised

-
\jJS~J

We promised

Examples:

cJli UAa

“Then w/tew she delivered it, she said, ‘My Fosterer! I

have delivered it a female.’” (3:36)

i, Ujjs Jb ••••

“Andfound near it a people.” (1 8:86

)

“So Musa struck him with hisfist thus killing him.” (28: 1 5)

“And We granted him Ishaq and Yaqub in addition (as a

grandson).” (21 :72)

X ">

“When the event befalls .” (56:1

)
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jy ' : Here ^ comes in place of the first radical i_s.

Examples:

_ To become easy

- To dishearten

- To become dry

Past tense conjugation of the verb is as follows:

^'j
aa

Singular

r*.

Dual
£l

Ic- ^

3
rd
person masculine

" A"

He lost hope

Lloj

They both

lost hope

They all

lost hope

ic-

3
rd

person feminine

A-

She lost hope
They both

lost hope

- 0

Cr^i

They all

lost hope

-JalS- Sj.xs

2
nd

person masculine You lost hope
You both

lost hope

0 Z 0
s."

You all

lost hope

2
nd

person feminine

t
„ ‘6'

You lost hope

\'i 9

LoJLi.^00

You both

lost hope

You all

lost hope

p&j.

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

o

^

I lost hope

-

We lost hope
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Examples:

“This Day, those who do not believe have lost hope, (due

to the success) of your religion.” (5:3)

“Those have lost hope ofMy mercy.” (29:23)

ot o?=*P'<Si

“And for those of your women who have passed the age

of menstruation.” (65:4)
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WEAK VERBS-II

Hollow Verb -

Verbs with a weak middle radical i.e. j or ^ are termed as hollow

verbs. They come in place of the middle radical. The middle

letters j or t£ are replaced with alif, 1 for easy pronunciation.

They are of two types:

£3 \'j\ Here j comes in place of the middle radical as

Jjy and is changed to a long alif, an become jll

Past tense conjugation of the verb is as follows:

3jJLA e
wmmmmmrn Singular Dual Plural

jll \^Jli

3
rd
person masculine He said They both said They all said
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, ,lc- , A

3
rd

person feminine

cJll

She said

bill

They both said

6^

They all said

2
nd

person masculine

0 i

ddi

You said

Usii

You both said

fill

You all said

oJpI

C

oy

2
nd

person feminine

cii

You said

Uiil

You both said You all said

fix*

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

oJi»

I said

-
ml

We all said

Some other verbs on the pattern of jll are:

3b - To taste

~ To become hungry

ilc- - To seek refuge

— To fear

Examples or, the pattern of jll :

“He (Allah) said, ‘O Adam! Inform them of the names of

these (things).’ ”(2:33)
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“They said, ‘Glory be to Allah above all! We did not

know (find) any evil on his part.’” The Aziz’s wife said. .

.

(12:51)

“Before that (i.e. in the worldly life) they were well-off.”

(56:45)

\_yit CjuSt Y) y,

“Except those who repent and make amends.” (2:160)

“/ certainly turn to You and 1 am certainly of those who

submit (as Muslims).” (46: 1 5)

^ <3h I?*' -**$

“So they tasted the evil result of their conduct; and they

had a grievous penalty.” (64:5)

“Till you come to the graves.” (102:2)

Here (eJji) deviates slightly from the pattern of Jll because

the middle radical j has a kasrah (—) on it.

Past tense conjugation of cJU- is as follows:
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SjJLA

Singular Dual Plural

UJ

3
rd
person masculine He feared

laU-

They both

feared

!>&

They all

feared

ole C-O

3
rd

person feminine

diu.

She feared

\£\k

They both

feared

0

They all

feared

i

2
nd

person masculine

^ 0

You feared

Ux4

You both

feared

You all

feared

2
nd

person feminine

0

You feared
You both

feared

a

You all

feared

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

i * *

1 feared

-
U2l>>

We feared

The second radical bears kasrah (—), therefore the feminine
o

third person plural becomes which has a kasrah (—) on the

C The remaining words will follow the same pattern with the

kasrah {—)
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Some other verbs with similar behavior are:

- To sleep

^ - To be about to

Examples on the pattern of Jl> :

“But he who fears from him who bequeaths, some unjust

or sinful (clause).” (2:1 82)

^ jLllK %

“But when youfear about him (that they may slaughter

him) then cast him into the river.” (28:7)

^ <£ ot ^

And Ifear my heirs after me.” (19:5)

“While they were more close to
,
not doing it. (2:7 1)

Here 6U (6y) and (o^i) is on the pattern of and ^Ir-

respectively. Therefore, the third person feminine plural will be

in both forms and and thereby the table will carry on

forward with the kasrah (—) and dammah (_») respectively.

off lid L*ii3X>j dda |j>*)
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“What! When we die and become (part of the) soil and
bones, will we (then) be raised.” (37:16)

“And whether you die or you are slain, (in any case) you
will he gathered towards Allah.” (3:158)

: \-XJz cJ Is 5

She said, ’I wish I had died before this.’” ( 1 9:23)

f jWs jfy \_yUj \jJS J>j&\ o\_ ^

“Those who did not believe and died while they were
infidels.” (2:161)

JUI ': Here ^ comes in place oft, the middle radical as

in £2 and is changed to a long alif, and becomes pi) .

Some other verbs on the pattern of are:

oU - To pass the night

— To move

t'j
- To turn aside

Past tense conjugation of A2 is as follows:
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lllsli Singular

o>~-

Dual

' £* .

Plural

4-olc- JZlj*

3
rd
person masculine

&
He sold

lEU

They both sold

i_£U

They all sold

3
rd

person feminine She sold They both sold

^ 0

o*i

They all sold

2
nd

person masculine

Cju

You sold

UiL

You both sold

© > o

r*t
You all sold

2
nd

person feminine

0

Cju

You sold You both sold

ci*

You all sold

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

? 0

CUxj

I sold

-
\3L

We sold

Examples on the pattern of 9\^_ :

“Then from among them is he who says, ‘Which of you

has this (chapter of the Qur’an) increased in belief?”’

(9:124)
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^ iii! Aj $ Lj a!_jL»- -dylU- lijj^

“And when they come to you, they greet you with (a

greeting) wilh which Allah does not greet you.” (58:8)

“They (her people) said, ‘O Maryam! You have come

with a strange thing.”’ (19:27)

‘And eat from it freely from wherever yon like." (2:58)

'They were young men (who) believed in their Fosterer,

ancf ffe incr< 7asedthem in guidance. ” (18: 13

)

“So when they deviated from the right, Allah (also)

deviated their hearts from the right.” (61 :5)

“Then wher Musa fulfilled the term and was traveling

by night with his family.” (28:29)
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WEAK VERBS- III

afek'cii juivi

Defective Verb

Verbs with a weak final radical are called defective. Here j or ^c,

comes in place of J, the final radical in the root jis. They are of

two types:

Herej comes in the place of last radical J and is written with an

alif like in^co -» IcS - to pray/to call

The past tense conjugation of ico is as follows:

SjJla

Singular

L9^

Dual Plural

3
rd

person masculine

l£3

He called They both called

l>3

They all called
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3
rd

person feminine

cuco

She

called

l£co

They both

called

6jco

They all

called

jp Ju>

2
nd

person masculine

Oj£0

You
called

Ui^S

You both

called

0 £ 8 -*

You all

called

2
nd

person feminine

o^c-S

You
called

Ui^S

You both

called

S >o - "

00*°

You all

called

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

> o ^ ^

1 called

i

We called

Some other verbs on the pattern of \co are:

U-j - To hope

111 - To be hard

'Aj - To recite

Examples on the pattern of Ico:

\'X' -- f "i

They both pray to Allah their Fosterer.” (7:1 89)

bWu^ uCy JiS ^
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“He said, ’My Fosterer! I invited my people (towards

You) night and day.’” (7 1 :5)

^ <3 ol»- Js 4ii\

“This was the procedure of Allah which has passed

among His servants (in earlier generations too).”

(40:85)

^
pSlc-kyLfr ^

“Then We pardoned you even after that.” (2:52)

“Then your hearts hardened even after that.” (2:74)

“But when alone, some of them say to others.” (2:76)

^ XS ^1' ci
&

“(That was) Allah’s procedure with those who passed

away earlier.” (33:38)

Here ^ comes in the place of last radical J.

ijj - To throw/blame
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The past tease conjugation ofJj is as follows:

Singular Dual
e

:

Plural

U-olc- Xja

3
id
person masculine

Jj

He threw They both threw

!>*3

They all threw

a • £
<. ya

3
ld

person feminine

0 ^

She threw

iSj

They both threw They all threw

J: \-a

2
nd

person masculine

. ° " -

You threw

U&j
They both threw

o So . ^

(*Vj

You all threw

2
nd

person feminine

v.
3 " "

You threw

U&ij

You both threw

sl*-.
OV“j

You all threw

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

CXw«J

I threw

-
UUj

We threw

Some verbs on the pattern ofJj are:

1 - o run/ strive

(JJ
- :o refuse

^ t

Jjt - o come
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Examples on the pattern of

^ C>j \sjU^ 1^5

1

—

‘They said:
4We hear, and we disobey.'' (2:93)

“And even ifyou come with all signs, to those who have

been given the book.” (2:145)

^ ^®l3 ^1^9 f? 1 LJb $

“Whenever it shines on them they walk therein, and

when it darkens over them they stand still.” (2:20)

“And restrained himself from evil desir (79:40)

“That was because they disobeyed and tney exceeded the

limits.” (5:78)

“Go to Fira’wn, he has certainly rebelled (20:24)

“Then w^hen Musa fulfilled the term and was traveling by

night with his family.” (28:29)
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“And when He decrees an affair.” (2:1 17)

A
>>Jj <JL>' 6^U-i til. JS

“Say, ‘I fear the punishment of the Great Day, if 1 disobey

my Fosterer.’” (6:15)

In the second radical bears kasrah (—) and therefore we

observe a change in the pattern as compared to the base pattern

in which the second radical bears fatha (—).

Past tense conj ugation of is as follows:

SjAA

Singular

Jr*

Dual Plural

3
rd
person masculine

s

He met

OJ

They both met They all met

3
rd

person feminine

iissi

She met They both met

6^
They all met

2
nd

person masculine You met

UllflJ

You both met You all met

2
nd

person feminine You met You both met

<!&

J

You all met

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

o4iJ

I met

-
UIaJ

We met
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Some other verbs which are on the pattern of are:

- To be pleased

l

jdJ- - To fear

- To forget

Examples on the pattern of ^ji}:

“And when they meet those who believe.” (2:14)

“When you meet those who do not believe, marching

(against you) for war.” (8:15)

“So when they reached the junction between the two

(seas), they bothforgot their fish.” (18:61)

“This is your god, and the god of Moses, but heforgotV'

(20 :88 )

i^fP
“This day I have perfected your religion for you and

completed My favor on you and I have chosen Al-Islam

as the religion for you.” (5:3)
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^
4,'T f > ^ *>*'

cLtTji <CX- 4jlJl

“Allah is pleased with them and they are pleased with

Him. That is for him who fears his Fosterer.” (98:8)

t f- _

Here <^lj is a hamzated weak verb as 1 comes in place of in

the middle radical and in the place of J in the final radical, it

however follows the pattern of .

p

Past tense conjugation of ^5 \j is as follows:

Singular

t

Jr*

Dual
cf

Plural

3
rd

person masculine

Jj
He saw

b'j

They both

saw

bb
They all saw

3
ld

person feminine

TT
She saw

They both

saw

'1'

They all saw

tw-Js\]£- Jj'xj*

2
nd

person masculine

t

C-oV

j

You saw

ULlj

You both saw

•i* t'

r*b
You all saw

2
nd

person feminine

p

You saw

uLij

You both saw

Si'f-

uvb

You all saw

p&L.

First person

( Masculine/Feminine)

i °f-Colj

I saw

-

ot

ILIj

We saw
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£

Examples on the pattern of ^Yy.

“He (Musa) said, ‘O Harun! What prevented you, when

you saw them going astray?”’ (20:92)

^ .
~

/jJ L 1 ex <•j I^

“Did you see him who belies religion?” ( 1 07:
1

)

“Say, ‘Do you see, if this is from Allah and you do not

believe in it.’” (46: 10)
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DOUBLY WEAK VERB

In English means tangled or complicated. In this chapter we

will deal with verbs that have more than one weak letter

in their formation.

Verbs with the first and third radicals as weak letters -
j, 0

05

They follow the same pattern as the defective verb For

example:

jj - to save

The past tense conjugation of is as follows:

Singular

£ 9

Dual
cf

Plural

3
rd

person masculine

i)

He saved

uij

They both

saved

!&
They all saved
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3
rd

person feminine She saved

l£S)

They both

saved
They all saved

2
na

person masculine You saved

ui^3

You both

saved

pvj

You all saved

2
nd

person iemmine You saved

UiJj

You both

saved

' l o ' ^

ov*j

You all saved

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

CU-s-Sj

I saved

-
£jj

We saved

Some verbs on the pattern of jj are:

iJj
-- To fulfill

j,j To become weak/lose strength

uf-J To keep in mind/retain

Verbs with the second and third radicals as weak
O 01

letters - Lh\ii itt

They follow the same pattern as the defective verb For

example:

- To live

iSy - To become strong/powerful
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Past tense conjugation of is as follows:

2

Singular

J1*

Dual Plural

3
rd
person masculine

eg*

He lived

\' ;

They 10th

live d

1° * "

They all

lived

3
rd

person feminine

0 -

She lived
They ooth

livi d

They all

lived

2
nd

person masculine You lived
You both

lived

a ^

You all

lived

C-oj-a

2
nd

person feminine You lived
You both

lived

' >0

You all

lived

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

} 0 '

1 lived

-
UU-

We lived
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THE DOUBLE LETTERED VERB

* #
X S *

In some verbs the second and third radical are identical. In such

cases the second radical will have shaddah (_±.) on it and hence

it will be pronounced twice.

Example:

(j-j-ii) _ to think/to suspect

Some grammarians categorize double lettered verbs as tri-literal

and some as bi-literal.

Past tense conjugation of is as follows:

.

IjJLA

Singular Dual Plural

3
rd
person masculine

He
thought

They both

thought

\p>

They all

thought
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3
ld

person feminine

culk

She

thought

They both

thought

They all

thought

2
nd

person masculine
You

thought

You both

thought

You all

thought

2
nd

person feminine

oils

You
thought

You both

thought

&&
You all

thought

First person

(Masculine/Fem inine)

> °-'tr
CULLb

I thought

-
Lias

We thought

In the third person feminine plural the shaddah (jhL) is removed

and the letters will be written individually. In the remaining

table this pattern is carried forward.

Some words on the pattern of are:

jJL - To strengthen

- To pass

- To run away

Examples:
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“Nothing indicated his death to them except a moving

creature of the earth.” (34: 14)

"I will not follow your desires, (and in case 1 did) then

indeed I would go astray and 1 would not be of those

who are guided.” (6:56)

k

“Those who do not believe and turn away (people) from

the way of Allah.” (4:167)

“So whoever is on a pilgrimage (Hajj) to the house

(Ka’bah) or pays a visit (Umrah)." (2: 158)

oj* O L* Us §

“And that which she worshipped besides Allah, had

hindered her (earlier).” (27:43)

“And we thought that mankind and jinn never speak a lie

against Allah.” (72:5)

“And they (too) thought as you thought that Allah will

never raise anyone (to life after death (72:7)
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j S /S " *<S\
i_o_J «-$J CJ' '-Vj C2-J|£

“May the hands of Abu Lahab perish. And mav he perish."

( 111 : 1 )

“(Such) harm and happiness did afflict our forefathers

(too).” (7:95)

ot

“But when We remove from him that which harmed

him, he passes on as if he had not prayed to Us for the

harm that had afflicted him.” (10:12)

“So when he covers her she bears a light burden and

moves about w ith it.” (7:1 89)

“So when the night covered him he saw a planet.” (6:76)

-ft
4^ *> ^

^ silup ^1^2^23 Os JJ

“And messengers about whom We did mention to you

earlier.” (4: 164)
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VERBS WITH FIXED PREPOSITIONS

Some verbs are found with prepositions attached to their object.

Verbs with such prepositions sometimes convey different meanings.

For example

:

means “to judge”, “to fulfill”, “to decree” but when

it comes with the preposition ^ it means “to bring to an

end”, “to kill”.

: o if <Syu Zs^ 'Hj

^

“And when He decrees an affair, then He says to it only,

‘Be,’ so it is.” (2:1 17)

“So Musa struck him with his fist thus killing him ” (28: 15)

x$L means “to bear witness”, “to be present”. When it comes with

it means “to bear witness against’’/“give testimony against”.
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^ ^j-a-3 ^

“So whoever among you is present in the month of

(Ramadan), let him then fast.” (2:185)

^ j^:.

"‘They will s <y, d'fe bear witness against ourselves.’” (6:130)

CJ& with or withot t J means “to repent” but when it comes

with it means, “ o accept repentance”/“to forgive”.

Juu
_
y> ,pj io'

“But whoever repents after his injustice.” (5:39)

% kif'

“Then Allan w//7 turn to him (mercifully).” (5:39)

When *U- comes without any preposition it means “to come”.

However, when it is used with the preposition it means, “to

get’’/“to bring”.

^y2^S3a \ t >0*

“So when he came to him and narrated (his) narrative.”

(28:25)

: *-£j, Jyl cn $

“Say, ‘Who (then) sent down the book with which Musa

had cornel (6:91

)
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The following table shows verbs with fixed prepositions:

Verb with meaning Preposition
Meaning with

Preposition

jli

He said, to speak, to

inspire, to indicate

J
He said, to speak, to

inspire, to indicate

To give as a gift, to grant,

to bestow on, dedicate

J

To give as a gift, to

grant, to bestow on,

dedicate

To cover, veil

J To forgive, pardon

To realize or acknowledge

one’s favour, to thank, be

grateliil

J

To realize or

acknowledge one’s

favor, to thank, be

grateful

To prostrate, to be

submissive

J
To prostrate, to be

submissive

&
To bear, perceive,

respond, listen, allow,

give permission

J

To bear, perceive,

respond, listen, allow,

give permission

Be witness, be present

J Be witness, be present

&
.

To bear witness, give

testimony against
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lie

To pass over, to forgo

&J To forgive, to pardon

0

To abound

To remove

0 «'

u*

To pull away, to

remove, take off, to

open up, lay open, to

bare

To forbid

0 " To prevent, forbid,

prohibit, restrain

Err, wasted, go astray,

forgets

& To stray, disappear,

gone away, failed

To follow
£ To recite

To pass, move, pass on

& To pass on
, by

To pass with, carry

Indicated, showed,

pointed at, guided,

discovered

& To indicate, point,

show, guide, discover

To fulfill, to judge,

decide

To bring to an end,

i.e. to kill
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To communicate, narrate

(a story), to follow one’s

track

&
To communicate,

narrate (a story), to

follow one’s track

To enter
jp To enter

To happen, to take place

To show, to set

before, propound a

matter.

J To offer, to present

OS

To seek forgiveness, to

repent

Jl
To seek forgiveness,

to repent

To accept repentance,

to forgive

To reach a place, to

arrive at, to seek

friendship, to reconcile

Ji

To agree, to make up,

to reconcile, to arrive

at, to reach a place.

P
To appear, rise,

to ascend

•£/<> To depart from
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Cse'j

To be pleased, satisfied,

content, chosen, prefer

cf- '

'-f
To be pleased

He came
He brought, he got

J'

He came, arrived

He brought, he got, he

gave

r*

To interest, regard,

concern, worry, care

u->
To have in mind,

intend, desire

To come out
To come out, produce

s-

To command
To command

ilc-

To seek protection,

take refuge

To seek protection,

take refuge

To be ungrateful,

negligent, thankless

To hide, to refuse, to

deny, reject. To

disbelieve, denied

ungratefully
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He went, is gone

look away

Is gone away, departed

To long

To desire, long for

0 To have no desire,

10 be averse

Ji To supplicate

To prefer(one thing

over another)

;U

Settled, incurred, earned

Ji
To come back to,

to return

To bring, lead back,

to bear

L&
To seek, wish for,

desire, oppress

> To be unjust,

to oppress

Vi/*-’

To strike, to beat

With : to coin a

similitude, give a

parable, set an example
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Examples:

“When his Fosterer said to him (Ibrahim), ‘Submit.’ He

replied, ‘I submit before the Fosterer of the worlds.’”

(2:131)

\ oil tiiM dii -vl {j* UJ yAj g

“And grant us mercy from Thine Own Presence; for

Thou art t he Grantor of bounties without measure.” (3:8)

“Fie said, ‘My fosterer! I have been unjust to myself so

protectively forgive me.’ So He protectively forgave

him.” (28:16)

“The Day their tongues and their hands and their feet

will bear witness against them as to that which they used

to do.” (24:24)

> A >*
>d

“But when We remove from him that which harmed

him.” (10: 12)
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“Then We bring out through it fruits of every kind.”

(7:57)

“And enjoin that which is recognized (as good) and

forbid that which is not recognized (as good).” (3:1 14)

bjjju iyif'b pfc- J^

“And that which they had fabricated will go away from

them.” (6:24)

“Or (did you not consider one) like him who passed

over a town which had fallen down on its roofs.” (2:259)

“She bears a light burden and moves about with it.”

(7:189)

/ y ^ ^ ^ y / } . ‘f, ff v

-) \ j6 L* J3 3^

“So when he came to him and narrated (his) narrative.”

(28:25)

“And He taught Adam all names; then He presented

them (things) before the angels.” (2:3
1

)
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> \ '\\$

"‘Allah w/7/ be pleased with them and they will be

pleased with Him, that’s the great achievement.” (5:1 19)

“Allah took away their light and left them in darkness

(so that) they do not see.’’ (2:17)

>>

“Then she came to her people carrying him (Isa).”

(19:27)
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THE IMPERFECT TENSE-1

, , * ° > . /
3Li1 T

t

Consonant Verbs - JUaVi

The imperfect tense denotes both present and future tense in

which an action is unfinished.

The conjugation of the imperfect tense is made by adding

prefixes and suffixes to the past tense.

Example:

} Q ^ t

JiL - He does or he will do.

The imperfect tense conjugation of Jii: Jiij is as follows:

'

^jJL*

Singular Dual
Cf
Plural

3
rd
person masculine

He does/

will do

They both

do/ will do

They all do/

will do

177 21 : The Imperfect Tense-
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< ole

3
rd

person feminine
She does/

will do

They both

do/ will do

They all do/

will do

2
nd

person masculine
You do/ will

do

You both

do/ will do

You all do/

will do

2
nd

person femin ine
You do/ will

do

You both

do/ will do

You all do/

will do

First person

(Masculine/Femin ine)

J> ^ 0 f

Jiil

I do/ will do

-

J-L

We do/

will do

£•

The prefixes are ^ , oJ , j- These are also called the signs of

111 .

The suffixes are for duals, “Oj—” for masculine plurals,

‘5’ for feminine plurals and for the second person

feminine singular. There are no suffixes for the first person.

The first radical of past tense i.e. ‘t_s’ will bear sukoon (_!_)

on it.

The second radical in the imperfect tense may bearfatha

(—), kasrah (— ) or dammah (_L).

If the verb is on the pattern of Jii, i.e. second radical ‘tf bears a

fatha ( —). Then the second radical of the f jUkill can bear:
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a) Fatha ( —). For example:

Past tense verb Imperfect tense verb

& &
He opened He opens/ will open

He made He makes/ will make

> x «

He wiped He wipes/ will wipe

b) Kasrah (—). For example:

Past tense verb Imperfect tense verb

Xj^

Cjysj>

He hit

> 0 X

He hits/will hit

He earned He eams/will earn

He recognized
He recognizes/will

recognize
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c) Dammah (~JL). F or example:

Past tense verb Imperfect tense

£jUl*

verb

^ '

\

He helped

J > a "

He helps/will help

He left He leaves/ will leave

He ascended He ascends/ will ascend

If the verb is on the pattern of J*S i.e. if the second radical

bears kasrah ( —) then the second radical of the imperfect tense

can bearjatha (—), kasrah (—

)

Examples:

a) Fatha (—)

Past tense verb Imperfect tense verb

> ' 0 *-

He listened He listens/will listen

He drank He drinks/ will drink

pju

He knew He knows/ will know
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b) Kasrah (—

)

Past tense verb Imperfect tense verb

He thought He thinks/ w 11 think

Verbs of the pattern of will never bear damniah (_L) on the

second radical (^) in the imperfect tense.

If the verb is on the pattern of JAi i.e. if the second radical bears

dammah (_L) then the second radical of the imperfect tense

(^jUkUl) will always bear dammah (-L). For example:

Past tense verb Imperfect tense verb

He kept away

> 9 o'
-Cjlo

He keeps away/will

keep away

> "

He became good
He becomes good/will

become good

He approached

* .? i
'

He approaches/ will

approach
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Examples of the imperfect tense:

“And Allah does what He wills.” (14:27)

“Those who fulfill the agreement with Allah and do not

break the pledge.” (1 3:20)

“Dressed in fine and thick silk, facing each other.” (44:53)

f 6l

“And Dawood and Sulaiman, when they both gave

judgment concerning the field when the people’s sheep

pastured therein by night.” (21 :78)

“And it is not lawful for them to hide that which Allah

has created in their wombs.” (2:228)

ft <L

“Do not shed blood (among) yourselves and do not drive

out your people from your houses.” (2:84)
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“He (Allah) replied, "I know that which you do not know.’”

(2:30)

“We can afflict them (too), for their sins, and set a seal

on their hearts so that they would not he able to hear."

(7:100)

“Then Allah sent a crow scratching the earth.” (5:31)

“That was because they used to reject the signs of Allah

and kill the prophets without having the right to do so.”

(3:112)

Note:

When the imperfect tense (£jLkl)V) is preceded by

or ‘eJ^’ (very soon/shortly), they give the meaning of

future tense to the imperfect tense. or are

called the particles of future (Jllii-lTil

Examples:

“The foolish among the people will say.” (2:142)
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“Never, you will come to know.” (102:3)

/ < K9
- < *' v

^ ^y~»yb> jVJ sp

“Again, never, you will come to know.” (102:4)
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THE IMPERFECT TENSE - II

0

(J n/f T

f

Hamzated Verbs

When hamza, T is used as the first radical as i i f\: jS’U, there

will be no change in the conjugation and it will follow the

pattern of JiS: Jill

The imperfect tense conjugation of f\\ j£U is as follows:

3jJLA

Singular

(J

Dual
£f

Plural

Iw-dlc

3
rd
person masculine

He eats/

will eat

oSvirf

They bo ; h

eat/'will cat

They all

eat/ will eat

L_-0 Ic SH-OyA

3
rd

person feminine
She eats/

will eat

They both

eat/ will cat

^

They all

eat/ will eat
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2
nd

person masculi ie
You eat/

will eat

You both

eat/ will eat

> i,!

6jKl5

You all eat/

will eat

2
nd

person fern ini] e
!

i

You eat/

will eat

^ Wi

You both

eat/ will eat

o Wi

You all

eat/will eat

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

^ £ of’

J^=ul

I eat/will

eat

-

JSt

We eat/ will

eat

Examples:

“And slay those who enjoin justice from among

human beings.” (3:21

)

.. a* •< > 'cw' y
<^==L>^ o Uj ojJ& L> Up

j

“And I inform you of that which you eat and that

which you store in your houses.” (3:49)

f- * * * &
When hamza, T is used as the second radical as in Jil : JUi

there will be no change in the conjugation and it will follow the

pattern of Jii: Jiiu.
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The imperfect tense conjugation of jll:JL1S is as follows:

Singular Dual Plural

e-jic y,

3
rd
person masculine

>£

JU5

He asks/

will ask

jSh
They both

ask/will ask

o/ns

They all

ask/will ask

i_.ole-

3
rd

person feminine

JU3

She asks/

will ask

o'SUi

They both

ask/will ask

They all

ask/will ask

2
nd

person masculine

jU3

You ask/

will ask

(j iLl3

You both

ask/will ask

o/uj

You all ask/

will ask

2
nd

person feminine

oJJ*U3

You ask/

will ask

gSlUi

You both

ask/ will ask

You all ask/

will ask

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

yt t

ju
I ask/will

ask

-

jhi

We ask/

will ask

Examples

:

4 ^

"‘And they askyou about the Spirit (Ruh).” (17:85)
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“And they ire not tired” (41 :38)

c. £ „ £ 0 ^

When hamza, T is used as the third radical as in ,
there

will be no change in the conjugation and it will also follow the

pattern of Jii: JjLb.
- 9

The imperfect tense conjugation of is as follows:

5jju>

Singular Dual
e

Plural

3
rd
person masculine

9

Ae
He reads/

will read

They both

read/will read

0 9 s
® "

They all

read/will read

3
rd

person feminine
She reads/

will read

They both

read/will read

They all

read/will read

2
nd

person masci line

9

\y£

You read/

will read

You both

read/will read

< o 9 sll.

You all

read/will read

2
nd

person femir ine
You read

/

will read

You both

read/will read

You all

read/will read

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

l ot

1 read/will

read

-

>

We read/

will read
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Examples:

“Then ask those w/?o read the book (which was revealed)

before you.
1

’ (10:94)

“Allah begins the creation.” (30:1 1)
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THE IMPERFECT TENSE-III

J» * ° * o °

£jLua^JI JjLaJI

Weak Verbs JliaSu

As we have dealt with, in the past tense, there are three types of weak

verbs based on the positions taken by the weak letters (<_£
-j— i) in

the root word J*i. They are:

Assimilated verb - JliJI
} f-

Hollow verb -

Defective verb - J1

Assimilated Verb - JILil:

In this kind of verb, the initial radical is weak i.e. j or They

come in the place of <J>. The patterns will be according to the

pattern J*3 and there will be no change.

eSj'j-M <JLiJI : Here j comes in place of
,
the first radical, as

can be seen in the following examples:

lij : i*j - to promise
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to stand

to reach/arrive

to describe/assert

The weak lette j is dropped in the formation of pjLkDl.

The Imperfect ense conjugation of ic-j : is as follows:

Singular Dual
c*

Plural

3
rd
person masculine

9 ^

-Xaj

He
promises/

will promise

They both

promise/will

promise

Oj-^J

They all

promise/will

promise

3
ld

person feminine

-

-Xju

She

promises/

will promise

o\1ju

They both

promise/will

promise

^ 0 ^

They all

promise/will

promise

2
nd

person masculine

You
promise/

will promise

You both

promise/will

promise

^ „ 9 ^
OjA*S

You all

promise/will

promise

2
nd

person feminine

You
promise/

will promise

You both

promise/will

promise

You all

promise/will

promise

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

I promise/

will promise

-

9 -

Xxj

We promise/

will promise
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Note 1:

We usually observe that the sign on tl e second radical in

the imperfect tense is kasrah (—). However, in some
words the second radical may bear a fatha {—).

CSj
:

- To grant/confer

To p/ace/deliver

The imperfect tense conjugation of > is as follows:

.
•

••

IjJLA

Singular Dual Plural

3
rd

person masculine
He gives/

will give

They both

give/will give

' 0 *

They all

give/will give

3
rd

person feminine

>

She gives/

will give

They both

give/will give

^ 0 '

They all

give/will give

2
nd

person masculine
You give/

will give

You botli

give/will give

You all give/

will give

Q-o^o

2
nd

person feminine
You give/

will give

You botli

give/will give

6^
You all give/

will give

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

1 give/will

give

-

> - '

We give/

will give
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Note. 2:

The verb j=rj is an exception to the pattern of Ic-J. Here the j is

not dropped in the formation of the and the conjugation
f ^ o ^

"
>

follows the consonant pattern JiL and will thus be

The mperfect tense conjugation of J^-5 : is as follows:

j

u
Singular

Jr-4

Dual
cf

Plural

3
IC

nerson masculine

\

'

He fears/

will fear

They both

fear/ will fear

They all

fear/will fear

;

3
IC!

person feminine
She fears/

will fear

They both

fear/will fear

They all

fear/will fear

2
nd

person masculine
You fear/

will fear

You both

fear/ will fear

>
•J

o 1 " O'

<jj^=ry

You all fear

/

will fear

2
nd

person feminine

5^
You fear/

will fear

You both

fear/will fear

0

You all fear/

will fear

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

> A

I fear/will

fear

-

ifc 5

We fear

/

will fear
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t£\J\ JliJI : Here ^ comes in place of , the first radical.

- To become easy

:
(jlilj - To despair/lose hope

JloJ :
- To dry up

The imperfect tense conjugation of ju is as follows:

Singular Dual piiral

3
rd
person masculine

He loses

hope/will

lose hope

They both

lose hope/

will lose hope

They all lose

hope/will

lose hope

3
rd

person feminine

> t°z

She loses

hope/will

lose hope

^yl.i i»a *

)

They both

lose hope/

will lose hope

- °

They all lose

hope/will

lose hope

2
nd

person masculine

You lose

hope/will

lose hope

.. i

You both lose

hope/ will

lose hope

You all lose

hope/ will

lose hope

2
nd

person feminine

You lose

hope/ will

lose hope

You both lose

hope/ will

lose hope

You all lose

hope/will

lose hope

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

t_r"'

I lose

hope/will

lose hope

-

* s-
0 *

t Ai. \
{Jr^zr'

We lose

hope/will

lose hope
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Hollow Verb — ;

Verbs with a weak middle radical i.e. j or ^ are termed as

hollow verbs. They come in place of the middle radical. The

middle letters j. or ^ are replaced with alif T for easy

pronunciation.

Hollow verbs art of two types:

1. iSjty Here j comes in place of the middle radical,

as Jy and is changed to a long alif, and becomes J\S.

Here the j comes back in the formation of the imperfect tense.

The imperfect tense conjugation of JH : Jyj is as follows:

Sjju>

Singular Dual
c*

Plural

3
rd
person masculine

He says/

will say

They both

say/will say

' M o t "

Oj

They all

say/will say

3
rd

person feminine
She says/

will say

They both

say/will say

D&
They all say

/

will say

oSjjjj ijfyu

2
nd

person You say/ You both You all say/

masculine will say say/ will say will say
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2
nd

person feminine
You say/

will say

You both

say/will say

6^
You all

say/will say

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

* » A

Jyl

1 say/ will

say

-

We say/

will say

In the third person and second person feminine plural, the j is

dropped and they will become jlL and respectively.

Exception:

As mentioned earlier, eJU- is an exception to the rule.

Hence it will not follow the pattern of JU ; Sy->-

The imperfect tense conjugation of is as follows:

5jju*

Singular Dual Plural

U-olc ^Sjuo

3
rd

person masculine

o\£

He fears/

will fear

glSU£

They both

fear/will feai

They all

fear/will fear

iw-olc C-Ojja

3
ld

person feminine
She fears/

will fear

g\5l£

They both

fear/will fear

They all

fear/will fear
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2
nd

person masculine

Cj>\&

You fear/

will fear

You both

fear/will fear

You all fear

/

will fear

2
nd

person feminine
You fear/

will fear

You both

fear/will fear

You all fear

/

will fear

First person

(Masculine/Fem inine)

> £

I fear/ will

fear

-

We fear

/

will fear

Here we see that in the second person and third person feminine

plural, alif, is dropped and will bear fatha {—) on it as in

'

{
y ẑ and $3-.

2. JUl ln this case, tS comes in place of the middle

radical, as £*> and is changed to a long alif, ‘l’ as . In the

past perfect tense the ’ is dropped.

In the imperfect tense, ^ comes back except for third person and

second person feminine plurals.
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" > o

The imperfect tense conjugation of is is follows:

/ i: Ty •

SjAJ*

Singular Dual Plural

J

3 person masculine

} a ^

He sells/

will sell

They boi i

sell/will sell

' 0 > 0 ^

They all

sell/will sell

v—-ole*

3
rd

person feminine

j> 0 £

She sells/

will sell

They hot a

sell/w ill sell

6*s*

They all

sell/will sell

^5 Juo

2
nd

person masculine

£&
You sell/

will sell

You hot l

sell/will sell

^ o ? o £

(j

You all

sell/will sell

2
nd

person feminine
You sell/

will sell

ijlily

You both

sell/will sell

You all

sell/will sell

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

>0 f

(S'

1 sell/will

sell

-

> 0 <&
We sell/

will sell

Note: will have the imperfect tense as .
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Defective Verb —

Verbs withj in place of the final radical J, in the root J*j are

called defective \ erbs.

W1 ere . comes in place of the last radical J.

The j present ir the spelling of IcS (Jco) returns during the

formation of the mperfect tense.

The imperfect ter se conjugation of \co : is as follows:

Singular Dual
t*.

Plural

3
ld
person masculine

sf o ^
^C*Jo

He calls/

will call

jlyd

They both

call/will call

- 0 > o ^

They all

call/will call

ole- d-O

3
ld

person feminine

0 > O £

She calls/

will call

They both

call/will call

? 0 > « ^

o_^-y>

They all

call/will call

2
nd

person masculine

c > 0 -

You call/

will call

You both

call/will call

j 0 > « ^

You all call/

will call

i£- doy

2
nd

person feminine
You call/

will call

o'ji-oo

You both

call/will call

' * > o
£

ijjf-jj

You all call/

will call

First person

(Mascul ine/Fem i n in e

)

o * o f

1 call/ will

call

-

o 9 o *

We call/will

call
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Note: We see the
i

j remains in the conjugation, in second

person and third person feminine plurals. The third person masculine

and feminine plurals are the same i.e and the second person

masculine and feminine plurals are the same i.e .

jUl ij comes in the place of last radical J.

The imperfect tense conjugation of is as follows:

Singular

ly
Dual Plural

c-olc-

3
rd
person masculine

He throws/

will throw

They both

throw/will throw

-j o .J o

<^y*y

They all throw

/will throw

c-jlc-

3
rd

person feminine

cb5

She throws/

will throw

0^-5y
They botli

throw/will throw

^0 o -

ck*y

They all throw

/will throw

2
nd

person masculine

oC5

You throw/

will throw

cK^y

You both throw/

will throw

0_yy
You all throw

/will throw

2
nd

person feminine

o&y
You throw/

will throw

o^yy

You both throw/

will throw

O&y
You all throw

/will throw

First person

(Mascu li ne/Feminine)

<&'

I throw/

will throw

-

We throw/

will throw

Note: The second person feminine singular and plural are the

same, ^i°J>

.
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The imperfect tense conjugation of 'p : j&> is as follows:

Singular Dual
e*

Plural

3
rd
person masculine

0

He meets/

will meet

They both

meet/will meet

They all meet/

will meet

3
rd

person feminine
She meets/

will meet

They both

mecl/will meet

6&:

They all meet/

will meet

2
nd

person masculine

0

You meet/

will meet

(jUJilj

You both

meet/will meet

0^"

You all meet/

will meet

2
nd

person feminine
You meet/

will meet

gl^Ja

You both

meet/will meet

^ 0

You all meet]

will meet

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

J3 '

I meet/

will meet

-

0

We meet/

will meet

The second radical bears kasrah (—) here and therefore we

observe a change in the pattern as compared to the base pattern

ijj in which the second radical bearsfatha (—)

Here we note that the second person feminine singular and

plural is the same i.e jIDj .
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Note:

Jul, jj and <J6 fall into the pattern of Jj in the past

tense conjugation. However, the imperfect tense conjugation

is on the pattern of Jul

Examples:

{
JlLj : JlIS - To run/strive

Jjl : S)k - To refuse

J%5 : - To forbid

The imperfect tense conjugation of is as follows:

lliiiifsiiiliwsmBmmMm Singular Dual
e

Plural
gjfat _____

—

(_o\c

3
rd
person masculine

He strives/

will strive

They both

strive/will strive

' Q s' 0 s'

They all strive

/will strive

3
rd

person feminine

X o C
^ J -L A. S

[S'

She strives/

will strive

% \y y o "C.

They both

strive/will strive

y 0 y a y

They all strive

/will strive

2
nd

person masculine

^ -t -t •*- ^

You strive/

will strive

OUilS

You both

strive/will strive

0 " o ~

You all strive/

will strive

2
nd

person feminine

^ o y 0 C.

You strive/

will strive

You both strive/

will strive

y O y 0 'U

You all strive/

will strive
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-•f
*

-• o
'

First person I strive/
“

We strive/

(Masculine/Feminine) will strive will strive

The imperfect tense conjugation of <j\j JSJt is as follows:

Singular

JC*

Dual Plural

uoltf.Xj*

3
rd
person masculine

He sees/

will see

They both

see/ will see

They all see/

will see

e_-olc djy
3

rd
person feminine

She sees/

will see

oC/j

They both

see/ will see

^ o

OOi

They all see/

will see

c-Js[£ j5

2
nd

person masculine

cS j
You see/

will see

You both

see/will see

V ' 5

Oj_/

You all see/

will see

Co jA

2
nd

person feminine

^ o

o>-j

You see/

will see

d&y

You both

see/will see

You all see/

will see

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

I see/

will see

-

We see/will

see

There is an irregularity in the pattern of ^J\y.
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Examples:

4 zAj ^*1 U #

“And those who join that which Allah has commanded

to be joined.” (13:21)

4 Qp^ dii

“Nor do they adopt as their religion , the religion of truth

(Islam).” (9:29)

fjX <I»t it)

“Who is the god other than Allah who could bring them

(back) to you?” (6:46)

“When they transgressed in (the matter ol) the Sabbath.”

(7:163)

o\Luvalt (j\ jSCxtUHli U-jjb U j) ^

“Why do you not come to us with the angels, if you are

of the truthful ones?” (15:7)

< i * t'i-ttf'i'

“And the day they did not keep the Sabbath, it (fish) did

not come to them. Thus did We test them because they

transgressed.” (7:163)
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“Why do you admonish a people whom Allah would

destroy.” (7:164)

ft

“Say 7 seek the protection of the Fosterer of the day

break.’” (113:1)

“He will enter flaming fire.” (1 1 1:3)

“A messenger from Allah, reading clean pages.” (98:2)

ft

“And as for him who comes to you striving hard." (80:8)

ft

“And hefears." (80:9)

ft^Jd^l ft

“And the Hell will be made manifestfor him who sees."

(79:36)

^ joy. U- j jjfLs ^
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“For them therein, there will be what they will for,
and

more from Us.” (50:35)

“So be patient over what they say
,
and glorify by praising

your Fosterer.” (50:39)

0* Ja JjAjj Cjfcf fb Jyjj
j

“The Day We will say to Hell, 'Are you filled?’ And it

will say
,
“Are there any more?’” (50:30)

“But (He involves you in such situations) that He may

test some ofyou by means of others.” (47:4)

“He grants females (daughters) to whom He wills and

He grants males (sons) to whom He wills.” (42:49)

“And many of the partners certainly wrong one another.”

(38:24)
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THE IMPERFECT TENSE - IV

0 0

Doubly Weak Verb -

Here we will study the imperfect tense conjugation of verbs that

have more than one weak verb cjjJlU) in their formation.

Verbs with the first and third radicals as weak letters follow the

same pattern as the defective verb (Jj : Cfji)- The j is dropped

in the formation of the imperfect tense.

Example: jj : ^ - to save

Imperfect tense conjugation of

SjJLA

Singular Dual Plural

jjijoo

3
rd
person masculine

&
He saves/

will save

They both

save/will save

^ 0 !> '

They all

save/will save
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-O it- C-Oj-za

3
rd

person feminine

T

&
She saves/

will save

They both

save/will save

They all

save/will save

2"d
person masculine

&
You save/

will save

Oufj

You both

save/will save

: • is

You all

save/will save

2
,ld

person feminine

^ 0

You save/

will save

You both

save/will save

You all

save/will save

F irst person

(Masculine/Feminine)

4
I save/

will save

-
&

We save/

will save

Verbs with the second and third radicals as weak letters follow

the pattern of
i

yi: JlJu

Example

~ to live

Singular Dual
cf

Plural

i_olc.
J>.

'

xj*

3
rd
person masculine

He lives/

will live

They both

live/ will live

They all

live/ will

live
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3
rd

person feminine

^ 0 ~

She lives/

will live

gU^
They both

live/ will live

They all

live/will live

2
nd

person masculine

. 0 ~

You live/

will live

gC£
You both

live/ will live

Oj^-

You all live/

will live

2
nd

person feminine
You live/

will live

You both

live/ will live

You all live/

will live

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

I live/ will

live

- We live/will

live
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THE IMPERFECT TENSE - V
% / *

0
* ®

*

^ t \ J 1|

The Double Lettered Verbs jk*U

Verbs in which the second and third radicals are identical and bear a

shaddah ( - ) on them, will be pronounced twice. For example:

:
jiLj — To think/to suspect

Imperfect tense conjugation of
:
jiL :

5jJLfi

Singular

Jr*

Dual Plural

jlikj

3
rd
person He thinks/ They both think/ They all think/

masculine will think will think will think

&
o rd

3 person She thinks/ They both think/ They all think/

feminine will think will think will think
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2
nd

person

masculine

0^
You think/

will think

You both

think/will think You all think/

will think

2
nd

person

feminine

You think/

will think

<
jlllaS

You both think/

will think

You all think/

will think

First person

(Masculine/

Feminine)

I think/will

think

-

We think/ will

think

Note: Usually there is a dammah ( JL) on the second radical in

the conjugation of the imperfect tense. For example:

tf - 2

. i To strengthen

jj ^ '

jr* To pass

To touch

To make happy

5 ^ . 2 > '

To favor/gift

To lighten

C ' Z >'

r*
: r^

" To intend

Sometimes the second radical may bear kasrah (—) orfatha (_l).

Here are some examples:

Ji :
yd - To run away/escape
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j> - To stay permanently/dwell in

y :
yu - To be cool

Examples from the Qur’an:

QjQ ,«ju Laj c/r~ J A

“And those who deny Our signs, the punishment will

afflict them because they used to transgress.” (6:49)

“They consider it theirfavor on you that the / have accepted

Islam.” (49:17)

“And they do nothing but guessT (2:78)

“A Day when man will run away from his brother.”

(80:34)
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PAST CONTINUOUS

JdLall

S is a helping verb meaning ‘'was/were” Howe\ er, when it comes
before the imperfect tense it will make it a past continuous verb.

For example:

} Q s' s-

Jiaj Ob - He was doing.

Past continuous conjugation ofJiL 0%\

Singular

<P-*

Dual Plural

e--ole- JZlxja

3
rd

person masculine
He was

doing

oSuL' ur

They both

were doing

ojkL' \$t

They all

were doing

3
rd

person feminine

jiisdjr

She was

doing

jSUl: V=51T

They both

were doing

They all

were doing
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2
nd

person mascu irie

UuLj O-Jo

You were

doing

You both

were doing

^ > 0 s , A,
< 0

\

"
. i 0 l\C

You all

were doing

<

—

Coj^

2
nd

person fern in ne
You were

doing

i3*X*-aj LoS”

You both

were doing

jiib ys
You all

were doing

J&L.

First person

(Masculine/Feminme

% of.

Jiil do
I was doing

-

ULUS'
’w'

We were

doing

The conjugation for is in the past tense though it is used

along with the imperfect tense j
Examples

:

\
\ tjc i y

‘That was because of their disobedience and they were

the persons who exceeded the limits.” (2:61)

X1 ! ^

Oydso f
> > -

. to
^>- O'j?

“And that you fast is better for you ifyou know” (2:184)

/aa.

^

=>L Li e" =»

"‘They both used to eat food.” (5:75)

“And We delivered him from the town which practiced

bad things.” (21 :74)

: <JdA i) Sti J-Lt> jt

“And they will say, ’Had we but listened or understood, we would

not have been among the inhabitants of blazing fire.’” (67:10)
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MOODS OF THE IMPERFECT TENSE - I

The imperfect tense by slight changes may be in two forms.

The Subjunctive Mood -

The Jussive Moods -

When a particle such as 5' (that) precedes the simple imperfect

tense Jiiu (he does/ will do), it changes the case ending of the

imperfect verb to fatha or nasab (—). The meaning differs from

what it has in its absolute case. This is the subjunctive mood of

the verb. For example:

JiLJ o\
- That he does/ will do.

Similarly, if a particle such as oi (if) precedes the simple imperfect

tense (he does/will do) it will change the case ending of the

imperfect verb to sukoon orjazm (—) and the meaning will differ

from its absolute case. This is the jussive mood of the verb.
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® o J o

jj- if he does/will do.

These two forms of the imperfect tense, the subjunctive and
jussive moods can be made by slight changes to the imperfect
tense verb.

The Subjunctive - i* <j

The prefixed particles wli)l Jjjil change the mood of the

imperfect tense to ihe subjunctive. They are listed below:

Meaning

\\
will never

O'
'

that/that not

o'+S- ^

°Si

So that/so that not
+ II $

Until

J
So that/in order to

Therefore/then
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Q £

Below is a table demonstrating, the action of (o') on the imperfect

tense (Jiij):

0jJL*

Singular Dual

c*
Plural

l—dlc-

3
rd

person masculine

J*L o'

that he

does/will do

o'

that they both

do/ will do

ijkL O'

that they all

do/ will do

3
rd

person feminine

JA^O'

that she

does/will do

SUl! o'

that they both

do/ will do

o o $ 0 t-

0^*Ae O'

that they all

do/ will do

2
nd

person masculine

^ ^ O ^ of'

Jii3 o'

that you

do/ will do

<j\

that you both

do/ will do

that you all

do/ will do

2
nd

person feminine

O'

that you

do/ will do

(jl

that you both

do/ will do

0^0'
that you all

do/ will do

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

Jii' O'

that 1 do/

will do

-

- ^ 0 ^ o £

Jiii O'

that we do/

will do

Points to note from the above table:

The fathah (—) which is evident in the imperfect tense is seen

only on the singular third person masculine and leminine, the

singular second person masculine and on the first person singular

and plural, i.e. JiJb
,
JilS

,
Jill

,
Jill . For all other forms, the o

of duals and plurals are dropped except in the feminine plurals.
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Examples of-L^Ul found in the Qur'an. Example ‘jl’ (that):

^ LToIj <u\~f)

“Nor should they themselves go out, unless they commit

an open indecency (65 •A')

S-

As ‘ooU’ is feminine plural, the ‘o’ is not dropped.

“It is most hateful to AMah that you say that which you

do not do.” (61:3)

The ‘o’ is dropped from ‘OjijJu ’ due to the addition of ‘of.

ol +Sl —>Sfl - (that not):

Example:

“Do notfear nor giaeve but receive the good news of the

garden which you are promised”. (41 :30)

J + Ol oS( - (for that):

Example:

^ df offO'tl.eOjfj'^

“And I am commanded that I should be the first of those

who submit (as Muslims).” (39:12)
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jj : It gives the meaning of will never and is a strong

negation of the future. When is prefixed to the it

will indicate the future tense. For example:

‘Allah will neverforgive them protecti\ ely.” (9:80)

. >

“You will never attain righteousness unless you spend

from that which you love.” (3:92)

J)
- In order to/so that:

“That we may glorify You much.” (20:33)

XT - So that not/in order not to:

For example:

“So that the (wealth) may not become an item of circulation

(only) between the rich among you.” (59:7)

'XSf - So that not:

^
ill 5) ft xjo jiCu 3/

“So that he does not know anything (even) after (having

had) knowledge.” (16:70)
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-Until:

4 6-^

“And lo not go near them till they are clean." (2:222)

L'2

"(This is only) till He separates the evil from the good.”

(3:175)

J - So that

/ 9^ / / ^ ^ 1 / ^ ^ ^ 9 C> S .

^ Al^

“And cast on you love from Me, so that you might be

brougnt up before My eye.” (20:39)

J + -» 2>Uj - So that not:

Ail Ĵ aS ci}ijr‘ <—ai

(

f =tji jJit

"That the owners of the book may know that they do not

have control on anything from the grace of Allah.” (57:29)

Examples:

i yuts AL*ju (jlj j\s

“But if you do not do it, and you will never do it then be

on your guard against the fire.” (2:24)

: b ^J crfj^ ^
(j. dP ol GlJ 5
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“And we know that we can neither defeat Allah in the

Earth nor can we defeat Him by flight/’ (72:12)

“Allah will never raise a messenger after him.” (40:34)

“Say, "None can ever protect me against , Ulah and / can

neverfind besides Him, (any source of) re uge.’” (72:22)

“And we thought that mankir^i, and the ji in never speak

a lie against Allah.” (72:5)

<_| C-i L ff& JyJJ Jt ^

“Least a soul should say, ‘My regrets on being negligent

towards Allah’s side.’” (39:56)

L i
's L '5L-L* aj z tjL

“Allah is certainly not ashamed to set forth the similitude

of a fly or something above that.” (2:26)

“Allah commands you that you should certainly slaughter

a cow.” (2:67)
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“He cor inlands that you serve no one but Him Alone.”

(12:40)

\ " • >

“Do not fe nor grieve but receive the good news of the

garden \ Inch you are promised.” (4 1:30)

“Thus \t e returned you to your mother that her eye might

he cook /and (that) she might not grieve.” (20:40)

/ ir * > *" ; > > 'ZX sr "
;f £>- yu Xj p

“And d< > not go near them til! they are clean.'’’’ (2:222)

l: 4 J4-'

“And the y will not enter the garden until the camel passes

through he eye of the needle.” (7:40)

•4 <_2i2 ^ ^ Jca-ij \

“That Adah may separate the bad ones from the good

ones.” (8:37)

“That He may cut off a portion from among those who

did not believe.” (3:127)
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pi% Kaj {jA fJuLi \a ii\ dfiysJ*J
|

“That Allah may protect you from (every) sin of yours

which you (could) send in advance and which you (could)

leave behind.” (48:2)

“And We taught him the (art of) making coats of mail

for you that they might protect you in your wars. (2 1 .80)

\jptLyajj \yaSJ>j \jjy -

“And do not make Allah, because of your oaths, a

hindrance in your righteousness and guarding (against

evil) and effecting reconciliation between human being.’

(2:224)

In the last example, we see that the conjunction j’ j'j)

meaning “and” carries forward the effect of the

Therefore, the following imperfect verbs joined by will be

affected in the same manner as the first verb and will be in the

subjunctive form.

When come before weak verbs (adiilh JUiMi),

hamzated verbs JliiSlV) and doubled letters verbs (

>(») we will observe the same changes as in the consonant

verbs, therefore, they do not need to be dealt with separately.
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“He commands that you serve no one but Him Alone.”

(12:4()

‘Do n n fc ir nor grieve but receive the good news of the

gardei winch you are promised.” (41:30)

/ >'

“Thus We returned you to your mother that her eye might

he cooled and (that) she might not grieve.” (20:40)

“And Jo not go near them till they are clean." (2:222)

“And t tey will not enter the garden until the camel passes

through the eye of the needle.” (7:40)

' Cn *^4x1 \ \ 1 ;)£

“ That Allah may separate the bad ones from the good

ones.” 8:37)

“That He may cut off a portion from among those who

did not believe.” (3:1 27)
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^ [AJ ^
jJaii l* aa\ p

“That Allah may protect you from (every) sin of yours

which you (could) send in advance and which you (could)

leave behind.” (48:2)

“And We taught him the (art of) making coats of mail

for you that they might protectyou in your wars. (2 1 :80)

A) \_^>tL-yojj \3jy
-s'** '

“And do not make Allah, because of your oaths, a

hindrance in your righteousness and guarding (against

evil) and effecting reconciliation between human being.’

(2:224)

In the last example, we see that the conjunction j’ (<-«£*)! j'j)

meaning “and” carries forward the effect of the

Therefore, the following imperfect verbs joined by j’ will be

affected in the same manner as the first verb and will be in the

subjunctive form.

When come before weak verbs (slsiill jlilSTp,

hamzated verbs JUiSl^) and doubled letters verbs (

hr-W.U) we will observe the same changes as in the consonant

verbs, therefore, they do not need to be dealt with separately.
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MOODS OF THE IMPERFECT TENSE - II

/ ji > /

The Jussive -

The prefixed particles which are called change the

mood of the imperfect tense to the jussive where the final radical

takes a sukoon orjazm (_L). These are listed below:

Meaning

/
Was noi /did not

\3 Noi yet

If

J Should

Do not/Should not
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Table with JiL c>\:

Singular

* *> A

Dual

::

Plural

3
rd
person masculine

If he does/

will do

If they both

do/ will do

\^d\
If they all

do/will do

3
rd

person feminine

oi

If she does/

will do

If they both

do/ will do

If they all

do/will do

2
nd

person masculine
If you do/

will do

If you both

do/ will do

If you all

do/will do

2
nd

person feminine

iM

If you do/

will do

o!

If you both

do/ will do

If you all

do/will do

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

jii' oi

If I do/will

do

-
If we do/

will do

Points to note from the above table:

The sukoon (_L) which is evident in the imperfect is seen only

on the singular third person and second person masculine and

feminine and on the first person singular and plural, i.e. JiiJ ,

o o ^ ooA o o ^

JiLaj
,
JjlsI and TiLtu.

For all other forms, the ‘o’ of duals and plurals are dropped as

in the subjunctive, except in the case of feminine plurals.
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p
- was not/did not: It is used to deny a smtement. It changes

the present future tense to past tense.

“We did not assign (this) name to any one before.” ( 1 9:7)

11 - not yet:

“And (will do so to) others (too) from among those who

have not yetjoined them.” (62: 3 ;

^ I A ^

“And belief has not yet entered into your hearts.” (49:14)

In the above example, we see that IS ol bears kasrah (—)

on it (instead of sukoon (J_). The genera rule is that sukoon

(2L) is changed to kasrah (—) to join the following letter.

Note

:

When UJ is followed by the imperfect tense it gives the

meaning of not yet. When it comes before ti e past tense it means

‘when’ without any effect on the harakah of the past tense.

“So when Talut departed with the forces”. (2:249)

°o\ : It is a conditional particle and gives the meaning of “if’. It

usually comes in the beginning of a conditional sentence and is

followed by two imperfect verbs in the jussive case.
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l&GlV'

“Ifyot: help Allah, He will help you and make your feet

firm.” 47:7)

J43 1yfi-* olJ '
^==>*U- Jjjj 1

“Ifyoi wanted a decision then the decision has come to

you, aid ifyou desist then it will be better for you.” (8: 1 9)

It can also come along with H. For example:

6!
+ i -+ %

If+no —» if not/unless

“And if You do not protectively forgive me and have

mercy on me I will be of the losers.” (1 1 :47)

J - should: It is also called ^lam of command {fi\ iS)”. We

will deal with this in detail in the imperative form.

“Let him who has abundance spend out of his abundance,

and one w ho has his provision straitened on him, let him

spend from that which Allah has given to him.” (65:7)

d : This is the particle of prohibition and is also called f
It is used with the second person imperfect tense to give a

negative command.
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it>'y^ All'' j d-^A! 0^1

“And do not say for those who are slain in the way of

Allah (that they are) dead.” (2: 1 54)

“And do not make Allah, because of your oaths, a hindrance

in your righteousness and guarding (against evil) and

effecting reconciliation between human beings.” (2:224)

There is one more N named ililSJl N, which is used for negation

and means “no”. This S will have no efiect on the verb that

follows it. It is just used as a statement.

“Allah will not catch you for what is vain in your oaths.”

(2:225)

“They cannot travel in the land.” (2:273)

4&X
“Allah does not task a soul but (to the extent of) that

which He has given it.” (65:7)

cJj^a\

“Say, ‘No one in the skies and the Earth knows the

unseen except Allah.’” (27:65)
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WEAK VERBS - juWt

Assimilated verbs on the pattern of Ic-J and and hamzated

verbs will charge when prefixed with with the

same effect as that of the basic consonant pattern i*i.

Hollow verbs on the pattern of J\J and will undergo the

following change:

Singular

Jr-*

Dual Plural

*

3
rd
person masculine

He did not

say

tv 4
They both

did not say

They all did

not say

3
rd

person feminine
She did not

say

rj&p
They both

did not say

6^
They all did

not say

2
nd

person masculine
You did not

say

rj&p
You both

did not say

You all did

not say

2
nd

person feminine

4^5 fj

You did not

say

You both

did not say

You all did

not say

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)
I did not say

-

Q } ^ s

We did not

say
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Table for^ jLJ :

!-

*>
Singular Dual Plural

3
rd
person masculine

Cf-P
He did not

sell

ULoj p
They both

did not sell

(0^0 ^ 0 \

They all did

not sell

3
rd

person feminine

CfP
She did not

sell

P
They both

did not sell

Cpf- p
They all did

not sell

2
nd

person masculine

irP
You did not

sell

You both

did not sell

You all did

not sell

2
nd

person feminine

.
• s M
p

You did not

sell

^4 P
You both

did not sell

p
You all did

not sell

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

CfP
I did not sell

-
Cfp

We did not

sell

In the table above we see that ‘j’ and are dropped in the third

person masculine and feminine singular, second person masculine

and first person singular and plural because the last letter is

made sakin (_!_). Two sukoons cannot appear together, and

therefore, the weak letter is dropped. The remaining pattern however

will have the j’ and the respectively in the conjugation.
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Defective verbs on the pattern of \co, Jj and -jJ will have the

following changes in their conjugation when prefixed with

JjjiU

Table for

SjJus

Singular Dual
<?

Plural

t, oW

3
ld
person masculine

He did not

call

°P

They both

did not call

They all

did not call

3
rd

person feminine

t^P
She did not

call

l-"
9 0 £ M
Jo Ij

They both

did not call

- 0 ^ 0 - 9 \
(Qj-^'Jo Ij

They all

did not call

2
nd

person masculine

r
0 - M
t^P

You did not

call

You both

did not call

\f^°P
You all did

not call

CYo yA

2
nd

person feminine

fJ

You did not

call

IJtlS p
You both

did not call

You all did

not call

P&j.
First person

(Mascu 1ine/Fem in i ne)

&P
I did not

call

-

L 0
* M

t^P
We did not

call
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Table for^ :

!

1

5jJLA

Singular Dual
Cf

Plural

3
rd
person masculine

t

O' o \M r
3

He did not

throw

They both

did not

throw

They all

did not

throw

L_-olc-

3
rd

person feminine

o\

She did not

throw

They both

did not

throw

p
They all

did not

throw

2
nd

person masculine
You did not

throw

12*j3

You both

did not

throw

Wfj

You all did

not throw

/ 2
nd

person feminine /

,

p
You did not

throw /

\2ajj jJ

You both

did not

throw

You all did
j

not throw /

/
A /

First person I

(Mascul ine/Fem inine)

f'!P /
did not

throw

J /
e did not

throw
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Table for jL) :

SjJLA

Singular

J14

Dual Plural

3
rd
person masculine

He did not

meet

VJb p
They both

did not meet

\$&p
They all did

not meet

3
rd

person feminine

<5^ p
She did

not meet

\jis p
They both

did not meet

They all did

not meet

2
nd

person masculine
You did

not meet

p
You both did

not meet

\$sp

You all did

not meet

2
nd

person feminine
You did

i
not meet

Uiis p
You both did

i

not meet

S&p
You all did

not meet

First person

(Masculine/Femin ine

)

os- ^

I did not

meet

-

o

We did not

meet

In the hollow verbs, we see that j’ and are dropped in the

third person masculine and feminine singular, the second person

masculine and in the first person singular and plural. The

remaining pattern will have the j’ and the respectively in

the conjugation.

Double lettered verb The change in pattern is as

follows:
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Table of^ : TUL jU (when it is written separately):

.iyLo

Singular Dual
cf

Plural

3
rd

person masculine
He did not

think

UiL'

J

They both did

not think

They all

did not

think

3
rd

person feminine
She did

not think

J

They both did

not think

They all

did not

think

i—jpy#- /ju.

2
nd

person masculine

(jUaj

You did

not think

Uiij J

You both did

not think

1
jjla")

You all did

not think

2
nd

person feminine
You did

not think

UliS j

You both did

not think

You all did

not think

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

fJ

I did not

think

-

We did not

think

Here the shaddcih (—) is opened in the third person masculine

and the feminine singular and in the second person singular and

first person verbs.
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Examples:

013 4b\ ot \yi\s ^L*a> ^ <jja

“But ifyou do not do it, then take notice of war from

Allah and His Messenger; and ifyou repent (or go back

to the affair of loan), then for you is the principal of your

amount.” (2:279)

f

jutt Jj ijba $ fi

“But ifyow do not do it, and you will never do it, then be

on your guard against the fire.” (2:24)

“ While Allah has not yet known (marked out) those who

strive (in His way) from among you and known (marked

out) those who are patient?” (3:142)

“If a wound has afflicted you, then a similar wound has

afflicted the (other) people.” (3:140)

“So ifyou turn back, then I have conveyed to you that

with which 1 was sent to you.” (1 1 :57)

jl cJls Ajj <>L| e »'
> (5
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“And they will call out, ‘O Malik (Angel incharge of

Hell)! Let your Fosterer make an end ofusd He will say,

‘You certainly have to stay (here).”’ (43:77)

U 2hi \ pt- Ij ^ ^

^

“But do not go near this tree, because you will become

one of those who are unjust.” (2:3*)

“You do not associate with Me anything (as partner), and

clean My house for those who walk around (it).” (22: 26)

“Then do not say (even), “Uff,
”
to them nor scold them,

but speak to them in words of honor.” (17:23)

“And if You do not protectively forgive me and have

mercy on me I will be of the losers.” (,1 1 :47)
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THE IMPERATIVE VERB

Direct Command - ul»b>4l)>«Vl

The imperative is the command form of a verb. The imperative

is of two kinds:

o £

Direct command - _y> jI

Indirect command - jJS'3l\\ j

J»\ is the “direct command” which is given to the

second person.

Example:

4»Jo\ - (you) hit

y^\ - (you) help

4^1 - (you) drink

Sometimes the command is given to the third and to the first person.

^ o
0
t

In such case it is known as Indirect Command, j ^(*4
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Example:

Vi/sijj J - He should hit

J -
i should help

1 <J
- I should drink.

Direct command -

As we have said earlier is formed from the

imperfect second person masculine and feminine. Now let us

observe how the second person imperfect tense is changed to the

imperative form of the verb.

ZjJLA

Singular

A -

Dual Plural

^5JlA

2
nd

person

masculine

> ^ o „

Y ou do/ will

do

You both do/

will do

(jjJJuij

You all do/

will do

->nd
2 person

feminine

You do/ will

do

You both do/

will do

You all do/

will do

Step 1

:

From the above table, remove the sign of the second

person imperfect tense “o” as can be seen from the table below:
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Singular Dual
cf

Plural

2
nd

person masculine

9 . o

2
nd

person feminine
oiiii

Step 2:

Add hamza
,

in the place of o. If the second radical of the

imperfect tense bears fatha (—), or kasrah (—) then the

prefixed hamza (1) will get kasrah (—). If the second radical

bears dammah (_L) then the prefixed alif, (1) will also bear

dammah (_L). Note that there will never be fatha ( —) on the

prefix hamza, ofcommand ).

Singular Dual
Cf

Plural

JZ.

2
nd

person masculine

9 o

2
nd

person feminine
6^1

0 0

This prefixed hamza is called hamzatul was

l

sjli), the

hamza ofjoining . Though present in the script, it is not read. It

joins the preceding word with the succeeding word.
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Step 3:

The last letter of the masculine singular will bear sukoon (_L)

on it. All other nun ’s (j) are dropped except that of feminine
0
a

plural. Therefore, the command form, y\ will be as below:

Singular Dual

:Illl!l!i|
: Cf :

Plural !

9 a

\ jliil

2
nd

person masculine Do Do (you both) Do (you all)

Suii
0 0

2
nd

person feminine Do Do (you both) Do (you all)

Imperative form of «

. f 1

Singular Dual
Cf

Plural

2
nd

person masculine Open Open (you both) Open (you all)

2
nd

person feminine Open

\^cl\

Open (you both)

6^1
Open (you all)
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Imperative form of Csy
:

ZyLA

Singular Dual
cf

Plural

(—JpliS-

2
nd

person masculine

0 0 .

Strike Strike (you both)

\

0>
\

Strike (you all)

2
nd

person feminine

0 t

Strike Strike (you both) Strike (you all)

Imperative form of

:

SjJla

Singular Dual Plural

2
nd
person masculine

>

• > *t

Help Help (you both)

\yjJ\

Help (you all)

C-Oj^

2
nd
person feminine

. > A
iSj

Help

vjA

Help (you both)

O

Help (you all)

Examples

:

' » -

“And thatyow should serve Me
,
this is the straight path.”

(36:61)

' » yyy » (
' > - ”Y*i'

i sA'A? -LpV d '

“Strike with your foot, this (water which thereby gushes

out, is for a) cool bath and a drink.” (38:42)
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£j LyXJO LAfl-S

“We said: ‘Strike the (porous) rock with your staff.’”

(2:60)

4. iiS >

“And wiien We (Allah) said to the angels, ‘Bow down

before Adam,”’ (2:34)

cJ
i
y^\ lllij

“We said: 'O Adam! You and your wife, dwell in the

garden.”' (2:35)

“We said: ‘G’o down, some of you will be the enemies of

others.”' (2:36)

“So remember Me I will remember you and be grateful

to Me and do not be ungrateful to Me.” (2:152)

“So do v\ hat you are ordered to do.” (2:68)

“But if they fight with you then slay them.” (2: 191)
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“Both go to Fir’awn, he has certaii ly rebelled.” (20:43)

3 JX;t (j

“So enter among My servants.” (8^:29)

^ ^L>ji U>; j b3 yL^\j Llo <_a^j

“And pardon us, and protectiveh forgive us, and have

mercy on us. You are our Guardiai so help us against the

people who are infidels.” (2:286)

IMPERATIVE FORM OF HAMZATED VERBS:

First Radical Hamza:

The imperative is formed by removing the sign of the imperfect

tense, “o”. The first radical hamza of he word will also be

dropped. No prefix {hamza) is used to make ti le of such verbs.

The imperative form of jSd:

,y ;>^cyy:':
v

: y
::y yA-yf

CjSl*
cf

Singular Dual Plural

T % 1#

2
nd

person masculine Eat Eat(you both) Eat (you all)

TC $
2
nd

person feminine Eat Eat (you both) Eat (you all)
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“Then cat and drink and cool (your) eye.” (19:26)

“Take (lm? from their wealth, through which you may

clean them and purify them.” (9:103)

“And ect from it freely (from) wherever you will.” (2:35)

4 Ca \jX*~ |

Hold with strength that which We have given you and

listen.” 2:93)

Some hamzated verbs however deviate from their pattern and
C

take the hamzatul w as

l

4

Sj-Lfc’ in the imperative form.

^ £

The imperative form of Oil :

Singular Dual Plural

2
nd

person masculine

C&\

Permit

UjJI

Permit(you both)

1

JjJo}

Permit (you all)

v

—

Cl-o 0°
—/

2
nd

person feminine Permit

bill

Permit(you both)

:5 -j o
,

O-^i

Permit (you all)
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Second Radical Hamza:

The imperative form of JLL :

Singular Dual
C?

Plural

a
.

yla SfiLi/Su

2
nd
person masculine Ask Ask (you both) Ask (you all)

cfc]!& SflL]/SLl yLi/jb

2"d person feminine Ask Ask (you both) Ask (you all)

The pattern for jL, can be made with or without hamzatul wasl

as shown in the table above.

at

“Ask the children of Israel, how many clear signs did We
give them.” (2:21 1)

“And inquire in the city in which we were.” (12:82)

Third Rdical Hamza'.
£ _

The imperative form of \'Js :

V**
Singular

t *

Dual Plural

2
nd
person masculine

u
Read Read(you both) Read (you all)

C-oj_A

2
nd
person feminine Read

\r}\

Read(you both) Read (you all)
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4s
\ p\ ^\ " - " ^ ^ y

“Recite in the name ofyour Fosterer Who created.” (96: 1)

IMPERATIVE FORM OF WEAK VERBS:

First radical j or JlLJl - JjUl jiijl)

In JILJ1 where the first radical is j, the sign of the

imperfect tense “o” is removed and the imperative is formed

without hamzatul was!.

The imperative form of lij:

Singular Dual
cf

Plural

2
ntl

person masculine

Af-

Promise

\jjz

Promise (you

both)

\jJS-

Promise (you

all)

2
nd

person feminine

'S-Ur

Promise
Promise (you

both)

qIp

Promise (you

all)

In jl_> Jli* the first radical is & the imperative is formed by

removing the sign of the imperfect tense “o” and by adding the

hamzatul was

l
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The imperative form of Jill :

Singular

* A

Dual
c*

Plural

Jz '-Xa

2
nd
person masculine

0 $0,

0^1
Grieve

LX
1

Grieve (you both ) Grieve (you all)

-do

2
nd
person feminine

0 t°\

Grieve

JJL>)

Grieve (you both)

- 0 £°1
1 X ^ r

Grieve (you all)

Hollow Verbs 13)1 (J3i.Sn - JJl

Here the imperative is formed without hamzatu! wasl oiJ

and by removing the sign of the imperfect tense, “o”.

The imperative form of Jll :

5jJLA

Singular Dual Plural

l—-Jl^ jjo $
2
nd

person masculine Say Say (you both) Say (you all)

Jli£. 0^3"° rj>

2
nd

person feminine Say Say (you both) Say (you all)
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The imperative form of :

Sjju*

Singular

4^
Dual Plural

2
nd

person masculine

b
Sell

Ul>

Sell (you both)

\yL

Sell (you all)

2
nd

person feminine

0
0

l

Sell

ULo

Sell (you both)

bb
Sell (you all)

Defective Verbs: - 4^'

Here the sign of the imperfect tense, “d>” is removed and

hamzatul wasl ‘ »>-*’ is prefixed to the The weak

letters of the verb will be dropped in the masculine and feminine

singular.

The imperative form of IcS :

jjji*

Singular

Jr*

Dual

mjfr

Plural

2
nd

person masculine Call

, A

Call (you both) Call (you all)

2
nd

person feminine Call Call (you both)

>
' o > 0 f

Call (you all)
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The imperative from ofyy

•Sjju>

Singular

JA1

Dual
cT

Plural

2
nd
person masculme Throw

1^,1

Throw(you both t

I'^l

1

Throw (you all)

2
nd

person feminine Throw

i

\1aj\

Throw(you both

)

T
0 3

\

U^J l

Throw (you all)

The imperative form of

jJLA

Singular Dual Plural

i— jSj_«

2
nd

person masculine

0

Meet Meet (you both Meet (you all)

l^Js> \jZ-

2
nd

person feminine

M
Meet Meet (you both

)

Meet (you all)
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The imperative form of ,

:

^jJU*

Singular Dual
c*

'

Plural

C-2s>l

2
nd

person masculine

J

See

£
See (you both)

»j3

See (you all)

CtoJ.X

2
nd

person fern mine

0 ^

See See (you both)

^ 0 ^

See (you all)

$

Because svj is a hamzated weak verb it has irregularity in its pattern.

Examples:

, 'Si v

^ jp.

“Eat and feed your cattle.” (20:54)

“Say: ‘Bring the Torah and read it, if you are truthful.’”

(3:93)

4 t4L> <Tr-“ cl! ^

“Invite to the way ofyour Fosterer with wisdom.” (16:1 25)

V | Lay ^

“Be patient
,
and your patience is not (due to anything)

but by (the help of) Allah.” (16:127)
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“Read that which is communicated to vou of the Book.”

(29:45)

: UJ j UX- i

“And pardon us, and protectivelyforgive us. (2:286)

“Return to your Fosterer pleased ano pleasing (Him).”

(89:28)

IMPERATIVE FORM OF DOUBLY WEAK VERB:

Here the imperative if formed by dropping the weak letter <_s and

the sign of the imperfect tense “o”.

The imperative form of j,J:

iA*

Singular Dual

cf
Plural

j_a

2
nd

person masculine

3
°

Save

U3

Save(you both)

'y

Save (you all)

2
nd

person feminine

3

Save

125

Save(you bodi)

S 0 „

Save (you all)
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“Our Fosterer! Give us good in this world and good in the

hereafter andsave us from the punishment of fire.” (2:201

)

IMPERATIVE FORM OF DOUBLED VERBS:

7 he mperative is made by prefixing hamzatul wasl ‘ Sjlaf

after dropping the sign of the imperfect tense
, “o”.

The mperative from Jsk :

Singular Dual Plural

2 person

masculine

[

?

\ l f

Lower your

voice/eyes

„ <1
0 A

..bc. i

Lower (you

both) your

voice/eyes

1= > > * f

Lower (you

all) your

voice/eyes

ry id
2 person

feminine

9

J
? f

C |

Lower your

voice/eyes

0 l

\ .LcA

Lower (you

both) your

voice/eyes

9

* * > ? f

Lower (you

all) your

voice/eyes

“And be moderate in your walk and lower your voice.”

(31 : 19 )
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THE IMPERATIVE VERB - II

Indirect Command - (USiXl j u^Ui^yVI

The indirect command is given to the third

and first person imperfect tense. This is done by adding prefix

“J” of the jussive to the third and first person imperfect tense. It

is called lam of command (^>Nl fN).

\
/’ :

Singular Dual

cf
Plural

3
rd
person masculine

0 0 .

He should

do

They both

should do

They all

should do

3
rd
person feminine

She should

do

SuisJ

They both

should do

They all

should do

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)
I should do

We
should do
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When lam of command “J” is prefixed to the imperfect tense,

the last letter of the third person singular and first person
singular and plural will bear a sukoon (JL).

The ‘ j’ of the dual and plurals are dropped except for third

person feminine plural.

Example:

Z&2 OLiJ \jl\ij J

And they will call out, O Malik (Angel incharge of
Hell)! Let your Fosterer make an end of us.’ He will say,

‘You certainly have to stay (here).’” (43:77)

Note: When lam of command “J” is preceded by a j or a o.
the kasrah (—) ol the J is changed to sukoon (JL).

Examples:

-La j

"So let them serve the Fosterer of this house (Ka’bah) ”

(106:3)
h

Then write it down and let a writer write it down between
you with fairness.” (2:282)

4 JILJt .Ljj
£

“Then let his guardian dictate with fairness.” (2:282)

i Iju

‘The Beneficent (Allah) allows to stretch for him.” (19:75)
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TRANSITIVE AND INTRANSITIVE VERB
^ 0 * ^ X % * > 9

“ '

Verbs are of two types:

Intransitive verb - jiiJi

a > o
0 '~

Transitive verb -

1. INTRANSITIVE VERB - fgSUi

When an intransitive verb is used in a sentence, there is no need

of an object. The verb along with the subject gives complete

meaning to the sentence.

Example

:

“And_yo« used to laugh at (some) of them.’' (23:1 1 0)

“And they came to their father at night fall, weeping.” (12:16)
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2. TRANSITIVE VERB -

A transitive verb will always need an object. When a transitive

verb is used in a sentence it will have a subject as well as an
object to give complete sense to a sentence.

Example:

‘And Dawood killed Jalut.” (2:251)

“Allah sets forth an example for those who do not believe.”

(66 : 10)

Sometimes transitive verbs need more than one object.

“Who made the Earth a spreading for you.” (2:22)
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THE PAST PASSIVE VERB

The known verb ^dS\ is the active voice of the verb.

Here the subject is known, i.e. the doer of the verb is specified.

We have discussed these kinds of verbs i 1 all the preceding

chapters on the pattern of JiS,

Example:

“That Allah is displeased with them and they will stay in

the punishment.” (5:80)

^
\ 'jX? ">k-

“Until when he reached the setting place of the sun (West).”

(18:86)

The passive voice of the verb is called (unknown).

The subject is unknown i.e the doer is not specified. The passive

verb is usually formed from a transitive verb (^j^Ul
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It has two components - the passive verb and the object. As the subject

(Jc-lDl is not present, the object will take the harakah ofthe subject i.e

dammah (_L) and is called the deputy of subject Jc-UJl Jdc,.

Example:

>—

j

j£-LaJI

“And the records (of deeds) will be placed ( 1 8:49)

The passive verb :s formed by changing the harakah of active

participle Jii,
,
jAi, to J*i. The change is standard for all

verbs and is characterized by dammah (_L) on the first radical

and kasrah (—) on the second radical.

Passive Verb of Consonants -

Table of :

SjJl*

Singular

Jr*

Dual

A*
Plural

i—olc. Xa

3
rd
person masculine

&
He was

raised

They two

were raised

They all

were raised

3
rd

person feminine

t
"

She was
raised

They two
were raised

They all

were raised

2
nd

person masculine

- a
. >

J

You were
raised

You two
were raised

o > 0 . 9

r^j
You all

were raised
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2
nd

person feminine

0 . >

Coi

You were

raised

1 - * o . >

You both

were raised

0 * >

o'**;

You all

were raised

pKx.

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

> o , >

I was

raised

- We were

raised

Table of^j and

Singular Dual

cf
Plural

(wol6 ^$Jua

->rd

3 person

masculine

Fie was

helped

They both

were helped

They all were

helped

3
rd

person

feminine

o „ >O
She was

helped

IS

They both

were helped

^ 0 >

O

They all were

helped

2
nd

person

masculine

•" 0 \

You were

helped

Ui>s

You both

were helped

o >

You all were

helped

2
nd

person

feminine

o i

You were

helped

U-3

You both

were helped

sit >.

You all were

helped

First person

>0 >O 2J

I was helped

-

\j

We were

helped
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SjSLA

Singular Dual
e*

Plural

->rd

3 person

masculine

- .9

He was

heard

\' *

They both

were heard

lo> 9

1

They all were

heard

^>rd

3 person

feminine

o - >

She was

heard

l-p*.

They both

were heard

-• o 9

They all were

heard

2
nd

person

masculine

You were

heard

t i>

LaJp^a^j

You both

were heard

o 9 0 ,

You all were

heard

doj-a
j

ond
2 person

feminine
j

o ^

You were

heard

\
" > 0 >

You both

were heard

ai* 9

(pYX-a-t*

i

You all were

heard

First person

i
° *

I was heard

-
Y'*

0

^ ^ ^

We were heard

Examples:

“When the sun and the moon will be brought together.”

(75:9)
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“Those who resist Allah and His Messenger will certainly

be disgraced as those before them were disgraced." (58:5)

^ If ^

“And the sky will U opened <ui4 it will become gates.”

(78:19)

^ >—lS" l <Jlj

“And towards the sky how it is raised" (88: 1 8)

^ C^a> iJlj ^

“And towards the mountains how they are rooted." (88: 1 9)

“And towards the Earth how it is spread?” (88:20)

^JdJ\ i-r;

“And when wild animals are brought together." (8 1 :5)

/fl&Q '{g§\

“Had we any power in the affair, we would not have
been slain here.” (3: 154)

“fie killed owners of the pit.” (85:4)
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“Fasting is prescribed for you as it was prescribed for

those before you.” (2:1 83)

<

'j* \Sijj 1-CA [jllS ^ 1^4 ijijj \JjJ==>]

“Whenever -they : will' be fed’ from them with fruits as

food, they will say, ‘This is that which was provided to

us before.”' (2:25)

u
Except (from) one to whom injustice was done

(4:148)

“And they will he presented before your Fosterer in ranks.”

(18:48)

“And it will he blown into the trumpet.” (39:68)

HAMZATED VERBS Jfdll

When hamza T comes as first, second or third radical as in jS\

JL2- or \y> the passive voice is on the same pattern as that of j*l.

That is the first radical bears a dammah (_L) and the second

radical bears a kasrah (— ). The following tables demonstrate

their conjugation.
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The table of y>\ :

-2
>
jJLA

Singular Dual Plural

L-jlc

3
rd
person masculine He was

commanded

i

They both

were

commanded

'3>'

They all

were

commanded

cLoj^>

3
rd

person feminine

>

oj^i

She was

commanded

They both

were

commanded

6>i

They all

were

commanded

2
nd

person masculine

o>(

You were

commanded

Ui>i

You both

were

commanded

>i f

p-V?'

You all

were

commanded

2
nd

person feminine

o>(

You were

commanded

You both

were

commanded

5 £° f

oo*'

You all

were

commanded

(

Jfcu

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

>

o>i

I was

commanded

- We were

commanded
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The table of Jkl and \y* :

Singular
v

Dual
IS -I

Plural
;

mmmm - 1

.->rd

3 person

masculine
He was asked

%L
They both

were asked

\jk

They all

were asked

e-jlc-

^>rd

3 person

feminine

*ik:

She was

asked

\ik

They both

were asked

dM
They all

were asked

Jia
2
nd

person

masculine

You were

asked

i;«k.

You both

were asked

j^k

You all were

asked

2
nd

person

feminine

CT-djL<*'

You were

asked

K-k.

You both

were asked

ok:

You all were

asked

First person
I

ck^
1 was asked

-

uk
We were

asked
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Singular Dual
c*

Plural

3
rd

person masculine

f
J

He was

ridiculed

Uji

They hot a

were

ridiculed

i f

They all

were

ridiculed

<wolc-

3
rd

person feminine

i \
>

0\j>

She was

ridiculed

£- a

Ui
:^

They both

were

ridiculec

They all

were

ridiculed

2
nd

person

masculine

olyt

You were

ridiculed

Uilyft

You both

were

ridiculed

You all were

ridiculed

2
nd

person feminine

Oiyi

You were

ridiculed

Uilyft

You both

were

ridiculed

You all were

ridiculed

First person

i I
>

I was

ridiculed

-

£ a

We were

ridiculed
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WEAK VERBS - ijbili

Assimilated Passive Verb - JlLJi:

When j comes as the first radical in place ofo in the active voice, the

pattern will be the same as J*1 and we will not observe any changes.

Table of itj :

^jSLA

Singular Dual
c?

Plural

<--ole- jZlxj*

3
ul
person

masculine

He was

promised

They both were

promised

IjJXj

They all were

promised

ole-

->rd

3 person

feminine

i - ^ >

She was

promised

They both were

promised

T 0 >

They all were

promised

J'AA

2
rU:

person

masculine

O-XjCj

You were

promised

Uilc-j

You both were

promised

0 > 0
)

You all were

promised

2
nti

person

feminine

„
0 >

You were

promised

You both were

promised

££° >

You all were

promised

First person

(Masculine

/Feminine)

l
6 >

I was

promised

-

UJlCj

We were

promised
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Verbs with the first radicle are usually intrans itive verbs
( fj '

)

Hence passive voice of these verbs cannot be formed. Example:

Hollow Verbs - :

When j comes as the second radical in place of ^ as in JlS (J3*) ?

the passive should be Jy according to the rule but it is read as

JlS for easy pronunciation.

Table for Jl5:

syj*

Singular Dual
ef

Plural

3
rd
person masculine

jrf

He was

told

They both

were told

They all

were told

e ole*

3
rd

person feminine

0 t 0 •*

She was

told

isirf

They both

were told

They all

were told

2
nd

person masculine

dii

You were

told

.0 a

Uiii

You both

were told

(LsiS

You all were

told

2
nd

person feminine

cJi

You were

told

diii

You both

were told

You all were

told

jJScjs

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

cJi

I was told

-

di

We were

told
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As we see from the above table, the passive voice of the third

person feminine plural is jU. The pattern will then carry

forward as the past tense table.

Table for

Singular

• A

Dual Plural

Ji,Ya

3
rd
person masculine

< 0

Fie was

feared

They both

were feared

.

They all

were feared

Ic-

3
rd

person feminine

o ; 0

She was

feared

They both

were feared

They all

were feared

2
nd

person mascuhne

i
- ®

.c^>-

You were

feared

UUi-

You both

were feared

o > o

You all were

feared

|

2
nd

person feminine
You were

feared

You both

were feared

o

You all were

feared

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

t * *

I was

feared

-

LJl>-

We were

feared

As is exception to the pattern of JU, the third

person feminine plural will be and then the table will carry

forward as in the past tense.
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When iS comes as second radical in place of as in ^ ( ^ )?

the passive voice should have been £5? according to general rule.

However it is written as for easy pronunciation.

Table for^ :

lilllllii
5>*

Dual Plural

3
rd
person masculine

^ A

&
He was sold

They both

were sold

t 0 > 0

They all

were sold

Oolc-

3
rd

person feminine

a ^ e

Goto

She was sold

\s£L>

They both

were sold

^ 0

They all

were sold

2
nd

person masculine

Cju

You were

sold

You both

were sold

r*i
You all

were sold

2
nd

person feminine

0

You were

sold

U^o

You both

were sold

o

Cfai

You all

were sold

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

> O

Oou

1 was sold

- We were

sold
1

From the above pattern, we see that the passive verb of the third

person feminine plural is yu and the pattern iollowing it is the

same as in the past tense.
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Defective Verbs: iSlsJI

When j comes in place of J as in IBS (fBS) then its passive verb

instead of being ^co will be written as (Jo.

Table of (J-fy

SjJla

Singular Dual

£*-

Plural

L—olC'

3
rd
person masculine

9

He was

called

Ufo

They both

were called

|9 9 9

IjCO

They all

were called

3
rd

person feminine

o 9

She was

called

%c.S

They both

were called

^ o 9

Uif ^

They all

were called

2
nd

person masculine

^ o 9

You were

called

You both

were called

o 9 o 9

You all were

called

2
nd

person feminine

a 9

You were

called

\
9o 9

J)

You both

were called

9

You all were

called

pjfcco

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

^
0 ^

9

I was called

-

\^o 9

uifo

We were

called

When iS comes in place of J as in Jj and
(

^J, the passive verb
9

pattern follows (jf and Jll respectively as according to the

standard pattern of J*l.
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PASSIVE VOICE OF DOUBLY WEAK VERBS

Doubly weak verbs such as j,J become according to and

will follow the standard pattern.

DOUBLE LETTERED VERBS -

Double lettered verbs like becomes Jak and follow the

standard pattern.

Table for Jihk:

Singular Dual
cf

Plural

3
ld
person masculine

He was
bitten

Those two
were bitten

18 ^
They all

were bitten

3
rd

person feminine

° >)C.

She was
bitten

l * V--

Those two
were bitten

>

They all

were bitten

2
nd

person masculine

^ o
4 >

You were

bitten

You both

were bitten

0 > 0

You all

were bitten

CUjij-A

2
nd

person feminine

o
4 ^

You were

bitten

\'> \ .
>

lA^./aC

You both

were bitten

i i o >

You all

were bitten

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

5 o
t >

i ’n

I was
bitten

- We were
bitten
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Examples:

d°H ' 'd

“And when it is said to them, ‘Do not cause corruption

in the Earth.”’ (2:1 1)

“And it was said, ‘O Earth! Swallow your water and 0

sky! Withhold (the rain).’ And the water was absorbed

(in the earth) and the affair was decided.” (11 :44)

^ s)-Lf4-lly
(
j£jc)L

“And the record (of deeds) will be laid down and the

prophets (informers) and the witnesses will be brought,

and it will be judged between them with justice.”

(39:69)

“A similitude of the garden, which is promised to those

who guard (against evil).” (47: 1 5)

• iC ' z* ' *>rr > 'C\t' .
*'

“And the Book (of Deeds) will be placed (before you);

and thou wilt see the sinful in great terror because of

what is (recorded) therein.” (18:49)
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# o'

“Say, 7 am forbidden to serve, those w hom you pray to,

besides Allah.’” (6:56)

“And those who did not believe will be driven to hell in

troops.” (39:71)

“Then (if) he is oppressed,
Allah will definitely help him.”

(22:60)

^ _22u jtp. eidj ^

“And whether you are slain in the wav of Allah or you

die.” (3:157)

“That is because, when Allah Alone was prayed to ( i.e.

invoked), you did not believe.” (40: 12)

i z\j x±>\ * \ %

“And when His signs are read to them . it increases them

(in) faith.” (8:2)
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“When the Earth will be shaken (with) a shaking.” (56:4)

“And the mountains will be crumbled (with) a shaking.”

(56:5)
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THE IMPERFECT PASSIVE TENSE
0^0 ' * *

° '

The imperfect passive is formed by giving dammah (_L) to the

sign of the imperfect tense, andfatha (—) on the second radical.

Passive Verb of Consonants

Example:

Table of :

SjJu*

Singular Dual
cf

Plural

3
rd

person masculine

He is being

raised/will

be raised

oUi^

They both

are being

raised/will

be raised

o K oi

\

They all are

being raised/

will be

raised
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' " ‘ l—

^

3
rd

person feminine

> T zl

vV

She is being

raised/ will

be raised

.t^ # 2

They both

are being

raised/ will

be raised

x'
o < o J

They all are

being raised/

will be

raised

^5"

2
nd

person masculine

> K

You are

being raised/

will be

raised

You both

are being

raised/ will

be raised

; e > ? o>

y

You all are

being raised/

will be

raised

2
nd

person feminine

^ 0 < o £

ui*V

You are

being raised/

will be

raised

You both

are being

raised/ will

be raised

,, 0 '
0 >

You all are

being raised/

will be

raised

jJfco.

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

1 am being

raised/will

be raised

We are being

raised/will be

raised
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HAMZATED VERBS -jwtl

Table of

111
V-*

Singular

JlA

Dual Plural

ord
3 person

masculine

> - V

He is being

ordered/will

be ordered

gil
They both are

being ordered/will

be ordered

<• >'%>

They all are

being ordered/

will be ordered

^rd
3 person

feminine

^ ^ o S

She is being

ordered/will

be ordered

oil
They both are

being ordered/

will be ordered

They all are

being ordered/

will be ordered

2
nd

person

masculine

>'¥-

You are being

ordered/will

be ordered

oil
You both are

being ordered/

will be ordered

o

You all are

ordered/will be

ordered

^nd
2 person

feminine

111
You are

ordered/will

be ordered

Oil
You both are

ordered/will be

ordered

You all are

ordered/will be

ordered

First person

(Masculine/

Feminine)

I am ordered/

will be

ordered

-
We are ordered/

will be ordered
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Table of jLi :

Singular

Jr*

Dual
cf

Plural

3 person

masculine

jb
He is being

asked/will be

asked

fib4
They both are

being asked/will

be asked

o/ui

They all are

being asked/

will be asked

3
rd

person

feminine

•f . i

She is being

asked/will be

asked

jMUo

They both are

being asked/will

be asked

0 ft

They all are

being asked/

will be asked

2
nd

person

masculine

Jll3

You are

b:ing asked/

\\ ill be asked

You both are

being asked/will

be asked

^ &
0 i

You all are

being asked/

will be asked

2
nd

person

feminine

jUllS

You are

being asked/

will be asked

fid
You both are

being asked/will

be asked

°2 >

jJuLS

You all are

being asked/will

be asked

,Js^.

First person

(Masculine/

Feminine)

jkf

i am being

isked/ will

be asked

- We are being

asked/ will be

asked
.
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Table of :

tA*

Singular Dual
cf

Plural

Oolc. _pXA
-

3 rd
5 person

masculine

9

U 0 '

He is being

ridiculed/will

be ridiculed

sfe*
Those two are

being ridiculed/

ill be ridiculed

9

T a
f-

0 9

They all are

being ridiculed/

will be ridiculed

^rd
3 person

feminine

i
0 .

She is being

ridiculed/will

be ridiculed

Those two are

being ridiculed/

will be ridiculed

They all are

I

being ridiculed/

will be ridiculed

-ind
1 person

masculine

9

U‘i

You are being

ridiculed/ill

be ridiculed

&&
You both are

being ridiculed/

will be ridiculed

9

? of^09

You all are

being ridiculed/

will be ridiculed

^nd
2 person

feminine

You are being

ridiculed/will

be ridiculed

You both are

being ridiculed/

will be ridiculed

You all are

being ridiculed/

will be ridiculed

First person

(Masculine/

Feminine)

9 9

!>!

I am being

ridiculed/will

be ridiculed

- We are being

ridiculed/will be

ridiculed
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WEAK VERBS - 50^1 JL^VI

The pattern of Ic-j : .

> ^ o ^

ic-^ is according to the passive imperfect tense J*aj.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, there will be no passive

voice for the verbs beginning with <J as they are intransitive verbs.

The pattern of : Jjaj A J'UL. The j is changed to long alif, \ .

Table of JUL:

- 'TV- vvi; ly-

Singular Dual Plural

3
rd
person

masculine

He has been

told/will be

told

Si\Ju

They both have

been told/will be

told

oM
They all have

been told/will be

told

3
rd

person

feminine

j\ii

She has been

told/will be

told

They both have

been told/will be

told

They all have

been told/will be

told

jviS gSllii

You have You both have You all have

2
nd

person
been told/ been told/ will be been told/ will

masculine
will be told

|

told be told
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ojpl^ Coj^
rynd

2 person

feminine

You have

been told/

will be told

ji55

You both have You all have

been told/wili be been told/will be

told told

First person

(Masculine/

Feminine)

jlst

I have been

told/will be

told

jlii

We have been

told/will be told

In the third person and second person feminine plurals, the alif,

‘I’ will be dropped.

The passive Verb of ^ -»

The ^ is changed to a long alif, This ah is dropped from

second and third person feminine plurals.

The passive verb of Ico : -» iJ-°A

Table ofJ-Z :

3yuz

Singular

Jr-*

Dual Plural

Oolc Jua

^rd
3 person

masculine

J-°A

He is called/

will be called

They both are

called/will be called

' a ' 0 )

Jo

They all are

called/will be called

It-

^rd
3 person

feminine

She is called/

will be called

jUili

They both are

called/will be called

'To-" 0 9

They all are

called/will be called
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2
nd

person

masculine

cP^

You are

called/will be

called

jUi-ji

You both are

called/will be

called

You all are

called/will be

called

i_JsU£

2
nd

person

feminine

„ o ^ o >

You are

called/will be

called

-Xj

You both are

called/will be

called

You all are

called/will be

called

First person

(Masculine/

Feminine)

>

1 am called/

\\ ill be called

-

cP-^

We are called/

will be called

Passive verb of ->

Passive verb of JLU JLSu.

DOUBLY WEAK VERB - Lalfritt

Passive voice of jj : °Jl> J

DOUBLE LETTERED VERBS -

Passive verb of ^Jac- : -> Ja*-i
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is*
Table of '

T~

3jj-a

Singular

UJ-*
|

Dual
I

cf
Plural

3
rd person

masculine

t ,>

He is bitten/

will be bitten

jUkij

They both are

bitten/will be

bitten

* _ *

They all are

bitten/will be

bitten

3
rd person

feminine

i ,>
Josu

She is bitten/

will be bitten

jVjaij

They both are

bitten/will be

bitten

O ,, o >

They all are

bitten/will be

bitten

okli£* ^
2
nd person

masculine

i ->

You are

bitten/will be

bitten

You both are

bitten/will be

bitten

. o 4 'i

You all are

bitten/will be

bitten

'

2
nd person

feminine

You are

bitten/will be

bitten

You both are

bitten/will be

bitten

0 0 >

You all are

bitten/will be

bitten

First persot

(Masculine

Feminine)

, i

1

I am bitten/

will be bitter1

We are bitten/

will be bitten

-*
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Examples:

“And the punishment of the hereafter will be more

disgracefi and they will not be helped (41:16)

“And on the Day the enemies of Allah will be gathered

towards the fire, then they will be formed into ordered

ranks.’’' (4 ! : 1 9)

4 AS y’Jz&{
jh Nj *^js

“Do not fear nor grieve but receive the good news of the

garden which you are promised." (41 :30)

“Nothing is said to you except that which was said to the

messengers before you.” (41 :43)

4^ (»-*> \fjtfjp

“As it they were being driven towards death and they

were seeing (it).” (8:6)

4 ^ j|. oJc-JuJ (3hi o* *-iSs3 £3^

On the Day (the covering) will be removed from the

ankle (there being a calamity), and they will be called for
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prostrations, but they will not be able to (prostrate).

(68:42)

“Nor will recommendation be acceptedfor him nor will

compensation be taken from him nor will they be

helped (2:48)

/ 4 /> z-r <. . s'
'

“And guard (yourselves against) a Day in which you will

be returned to Allah, then every soul will be paid back in

full that which it had earned, and injustice will not be

done to them.” (2:281)

“And how would you reject, when you are those to

whom the statements of Allah are read” (3: 101)

/ > Ai > >> .’< 4 'r>\
4 p-y~'

“Boiling water will be poured over their heads. (22:19)
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DOUBLE EMPHASIS
o o » > . o 9 ® ^ ®

To emphasize the meaning of the imperfect tense j is added as a

prefix to the imperfect tense (pjLki) and iJui&h (5) or

jyJI (5) as the suffix. For example:

^uC\/°J>judi - Indeed he will do.

Table with aIIhSJI (6):

Singular Dual
c*

Plural

^rd
3 person Indeed he Indeed they both Indeed they all

masculine does/will do do/will do do/will do

Out jiiLJ

->rd

3 person Indeed she Indeed they both Indeed they all

feminine does/will do do/will do do/will do

2
nd

person Indeed you Indeed you both Indeed you all

masculine do/will do do/will do do/will do
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cyy

2
nd

person

feminine

&&
Indeed you

do/will do

Indeed you both

do/will do

Indeed you all

do/will do

First person

(Masculine/

Feminine)

Indeed I

do/will do

-
Indeed we all

do/will do

Table with ill&\ jyJl (5):

;
-ty*

Singular Dual
C?

Plural

^rd
3 person

masculine

Indeed he

does/will do

Indeed they both

do/will do

Indeed they all

do/will do

jy

3
rd

person

feminine

Indeed she

does/will do

Indeed they both

do/will do

Indeed they all

do/will do

2
nd

person

masculine

jliis)

Indeed you

do/will do

Indeed you both

do/will do

•Y.\A
c^r-

Indeed you all

do/will do

2
nd

person

feminine

Indeed you

do/w ill do

oiils)

Indeed you both

do/will do

Indeed you all

do/will do

First person

(Masculine/

Feminine)

&&
Indeed I

do/will do

-

<jr-
- -

Indeed we
do/will do
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f'i and oJ> can also come attached to the imperative

and the passive fonns of the verb.

Examples:

JO d or^jj

“And if he does not do what 1 command him to do, he

will definitely be imprisoned and lie will be ot those who

are degraded.” (12:32)

iilaSJt (5) can be attached without j to the imperfect

for emphasis.

Example:

“O children ofAdam! Do not let the devil temptyour (7:27)

4 ja; 'oy&p.&
“O children of Adam! Whenever there come to you

messengers from among you, narrating to you My signs.”

(7:35)

“Then if you dominate them in war, disperse them (in

such a manner that) those who succeed (them not being

present with) them, they (too) may be mindful.” (8:57)
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“And ifyoufear betrayal from a people then throw back

to them (their agreement) on equal terms.” (8:58)

J can come without j attached with a noun, pronoun or preposition.

“What! When we become (part of the) soil (after our death)

shall we indeed be (created) in a new creation?” (13:5)

'->1^

“Man is certainly at a loss.” (103:2)

“And whoever strives, he strives only for (the benefit of)

his own soul. Allah is certainly Independent of the worlds
”

(29:6)

Examples:

“No, if he does not stop. We will drag him
, seizing him

by his forelock.” (96:15)

(jy-i
(
jiLlN j\ Ijj Jpff, lf>\j&

“/ will definitely punish him with a severe punishment

or slaughter him or he should definitely come to me with

a clear authority (justifying his absence).” (27:21

)
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“Return to them, and we will definitely come to them

with armies which they will not be able to oppose, and

we will definitely drive them out from there, disgraced,”

(27:37)

i \fio QvjA ofj^S f J

“That you will definitely cause corruption in the earth

twice and you will definitely transgress (with) a great

transgression.” (17:4)

'pd 4&\ Uiii pfifip L-j [)

“And those who strive for Us, We will definitely guide

them to Our ways, and Allah is certainly with the doers

of good.” (29:69)

cjfe yfid

“They will definitely say
,

‘Allah.’ How then are they

turned away (form the truth)?” (29:6 1

)

f 'St, S'' ' %'S'' * >> . A
\ U-U Jjd \fi\

“He (Musa) is certainly a great (expert 1 among you all

who has taught you the magic. So I will definitely cut off

your hands and your feet from opposite sides and I will

definitely crucify you on the trunks of the palm trees, and
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you will definitely know which of us has more severe and

more lasting punishment.” (20: 71)

a“If you do not desist 1 will definitely stone you
,
now go

away from me for a long time.” (19:46)

if

“Then shall we question those to whom Our message

was sent and those by whom We sent it.” (7:6)

“77ze« We will definitely narrate to them with knowledge

because We were never absent.” (7:7)

“Because You have removed me from the way, 1 will

definitely sit waiting for them (human beings) on Your

straight path.” (7:16)

byfy f-. O-jV iilbi

“Certainly tiiere are signs in that for a people who believe.”

(30:37)
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ACTIVE PARTICIPLi
^ 0

In Arabic, the noun used for the doer of an action (subject), is
called JpUJI ^1. It is formed by adding an a/if

( |) t0 the first

radical of the verb JiS. The middle letter is given a kasrah (-)
and the last radical is given tanwin L). The active

participle pattern will be Jell.

Example:

' * * <?

To prostrate one who prostrates

To praise one who praises

-» Jig"

To disbelieve/ disbeliever/

To be ungrateful ungrateful one

35: Active Participle
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Active participle table for masculine gender:

(Case) Singular

:

< * A

Dual Plural

Nominative aJU-)
A doer Two doers Doers

> <

Accusative (c-^aSJl SJU-)
SUlI

A doer Two doers Doers

Genitive (\i-l aJC-)
A doer Two doers Doers

Active participle table for feminine gender:

(Case) Singular

f *

Dual
c*

Plural

Nominative 1 3JU-)
Sfii

A doer

(woman)

jlillc.ll

Two doers

(women)

o^lc-U

Doers

(women)

Accusative (l_w£J1 aJU-)

a1p\I

A doer

(woman)

Two doers

(women)

Doers

(women)

Genitive ( 5Jl>.)

aIc-U

A doer

(woman)

Two doers

(women)

0*^11

Doers

(women)
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Examples:

“Say, ‘O InfidelsV” (109:1)

“And I am not a server of that which you serve.” (109:4)

“And you are not servers of that which I serve.” (109:5)

“Then they will become regretters over th it which they

had hidden in their souls (minds).” (5:52)

“And for them there will be pure mates (seouses) therein

and therein they shall stay.” (2:25)

HAMZATED AND ASSIMILATED VERB -

Hamzated verbs on the pattern of jLl and \y or assimilated

verbs on the pattern of 1£3 and take their actb e participle on

the pattern of Jj&l1.

Example

:

J5 1 - One who eats
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Jll Jill - Questioner

\y -> - One who reads

lij 1&\) - One who promises

-> - One who becomes easy

Example:

cdjjC di'1-- dk*^

“A questioner asked about the punishment to befall.” (70:1)

Note: Some active participles are on the pattern of Jl*i. These

come as adjectives and describe eternal, everlasting qualities.

Example:

- Great one

- Good one

jJ>
- Big one

Examples:

He said, ’Then get out of it, for you are certainly driven

away.'” (15:34)

“He is none other than an honored angel.” (12:31)
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“The Beneficent, the Merciful." (1:3)

“(The Queen) said, ‘O you chiefs! A:i honorable letter

has been delivered to me.”’ (27:29)

JJ2\ 1

“A mercy from your Fosterer, He is certainly the All-

Hearing, the All-Knowing." (44:6)

“And it does not tire Him to preserve (monitor) them

both, and He is the High, the Greatest. (2:255)

“And effecting reconciliation between human beings,

and Allah is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing." (2:224)

HOLLOW VERBS -

When the second radical is the weak letter or then their

active participle will be on the pattern of JjU.

Examples:

JU -y Jjla - One who speaks

£Tj - One who sells
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DEFECTIVE VERBS -^aSUJI

When the third rat ical is the weak letter j or ^5, for e.g. IcS and Jj,

the active participle will be on the pattern of_^cd3 and j*\j as per

the pattern Jell. low ever we observe a change in its formation.

Ic-S -> >' j -> 9\i - One who calls

9

y»
x

] -> jdj - One who throws

jiJ -> gS - One who meets

This is because when j or <s bear dammah tanwin (A) and is

preceded by kasrah (—), then the j and ^ are dropped and the

harakah of the previous letter is changed to tanwin kasrah (—).

Table of :

For masculine gender:

(Case)

ijju>

Singular Dual
c*

Plural

Nominative (gijh aJU-)
&

A caller

gLcdS

Two callers Callers

Accusative (c-JjSj' aJU-)

Uc-lS

A caller

g^f'S

Two callers Callers

Genitive (Js-1 aJU-)
A caller

g^3
Two callers Callers
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For feminine gender:

(Case) Singular

(J
1*

Dual Plural

Nominative (*sjll

r

A caller

(woman)

jlilcdS

T wo callers

(women)

oils- IS

Callers

(women)

Accusative ill?-)

a!f \S

A caller

(woman)

Two callers

(women)

cAlcdS

Callers

(women)

Genitive aJC-)

aIp^S

A caller

(woman)

Two callers

(women)

cJCs- IS

Callers

(women)

Note: When J is added to the singular of active participles like

^1S, the iS will be wr 'tten as

DOUBLE LETTERED VERBS- L^llbXl

According to the pattern ,
active participle of verbs on the

pattern of & should be But they will be written with a

shaddah (jtL) as jUi.

^ -> (jU? - One who susoects

jj, JJUj -> - One who goes astray

Or) ITS)' "5j i-frL

“Not (the path of those), upon who n is Your anger, nor

of those who are astray:" (1:7)
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For masculine gender:

(Case) Singular

Ju
Dual

cf
Plural

Nominative (^S^jl (JU-)

ii£

One who
suspects

Those two

who suspects

Those who

suspects

Accusative <JU.)

l!l£

One who
suspects

Those two

who suspects

Those who
suspects

Genitive (Ji-I XJli.)

*)!£

One who
suspects

Those two

who suspects

Those who
suspects

For feminine gender:

(Case) Singular

I
1

A

Dual
e

Plural

Nominative (^JijJl Uli )

<?.—

One who
suspects

0^
Those two

who suspects

olSlB

Those who
suspects

Accusative (i^aSJI aJU.)

ITus

One who
suspects

gJSffe

Those two

who suspects

ol?l£

Those who
suspects

Genitive (^i-1 lili-) One who
suspects

Those two

who suspects

Those who
suspects
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Examples:

“The sending down of the Book is from Allah, the All-

Mighty^ the All-Wise (39:1)

k csj:

“And no bearer ofburden will bear the burden of another.’

(39:7)

“Is he who devoutly prostrates and stands (for worship)

during the hours of night, being cautious of the hereafter,

and hopes for the mercy of his Fosterer (equal to one

who does not do this)?” (39:9)

^ jitc (££ U-” ^ C&J'J

“For those who do good in this world is good and the

earth of Allah is vast. Only those who are patient will be

paid back their reward without measure.” (39:10)

“No, then serve Allah and be among those who are

grateful.” (39:66)
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'"Allah is the Creator of everything and He is a Trustee

over everything.” (39:62)

“And those vho do not believe in the signs of Allah, those

are the persons who are the losers .” (39:63)

$£«£» (f\

3

“Say, ‘Then do you advise me to worship (something)

other than Allah, O you ignorantpeople!'” (39:64)

“So he sougnt the protective forgiveness of his Fosterer

and fell down bowing and turned (to Allah).” (38:24)

“When (horses of high breed, which were) still when
standing and swift while running, were presented to him
in the evening.” (38:3

1

)

“Strike with your foot, this (water which thereby gushes

out, is for a) rool bath and a drink.” (38:42)

Ojf3 1 c.i.1 fyoJo ofJai S

“Or do they say, ‘(He is) a poet, for whom we are waiting

for an accident of time?’” (52:30)
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,^411

_> ofj-jf \ dfffjWr,dfS\

“Those who repent, who serve (Him), who praise (Him),

who fast, who how down, who prostra e themselves, who

enjoin that which is recognised (as good) and stop

(people) from that which is not recogn.sed (as good) and

those who protect (themselves by remaining within) the

limits (imposed by ) Allah; so convey the good news to

the believers (described above).” (9: 11.)

“No! They say, ‘Confused dreams, he forged it, he is a

poet,' so let him bring to us a sign like that which was

sent through the earlier (prophets)." (21 :5)

“Then perhaps you will kill yourself wit i grief, sorrowing

after them.” (18:6)

/ XX / / * X

^ oyo o -Cs> ^ #

“They said, These two are surely magi dans.'" (20:63)

4 i/3fj h

“And those who are active in giving charity (zakat
)."

(23:4)
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“(Other) faces that Day will be happy” (88:8)

“Herein you will not hear useless talk” (88:1 1)
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THE PASSIVE PARTICIPLE

0 #
* 0

We have seen that Aj simple obieci bears the action of

the verb. But the passive participle JjAlJ\ jL- i follows the

pattern of Jyia*.

Jii ^ — Done

— Opened

" £ > a-

<3!^. -> - Created

-> - Gathered

Known
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For masculine gerdei

:

(Case) Singular Dual
cf

Plural

Nominative illi.)

Done (two) Done (all) Done

Accusative SJli)

Done

«1 o ^ ^

(jru

(two) Done (all) Done

Genitive (ji-1 aJI>
)

Done (two) Done

o&ii;

(all) Done

Forfeminine gender

:

(Case) Singular

* A A
us-*-*

Dual
e*

Plural

Nominative (^y a)U-)

o>?-
4J^*JLA

Done (two) Done

£ \J
e * *'

(all) Done

Accusative ajU-)
4J

Done

°^\o S ®

(two) Done (all) Done

Genitive (ji-1 aJU- )

Done

o /\ 0 > '
jjula

(two) Done

j*jL«

(all) Done
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Examples

:

Ol »\jo
Jj yis L: p^Jbl oiL JU.A 4JLil Jo #

4 its

“The Jews say, ‘Allah’s hand is tied up ’ Their hands be tied

up and they be cursed because ofwhat tuey say. No! Both His

hands are spread out. He spends as He ' /ills.” (5:64)

4 XP'i \

“And the promised Day.” (85:2)

/ *i" i
< -- \

“And the witness and the witnessed.” (85:3)

i * »» . X

“Therein are raised couches.” (88: 1

3

r?-
3 <_>'

‘And drinking cups placed ready ( for use).” (88: 14)

‘And cushions set in rows." (88: 1 5)

y v

4 ^J*r4 eS.bjj4

‘And carpets spread." (88: 1 6)

4 ft*. oJc-JJJ ^

“All will be gathered at the appointee time on the known

Day.” (56:50)
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The passive pari cipie of hamzated verbs (on the pattern of JH
jll and t)S) anc assimilated verbs (on the pattern of i&j and

.9
^ 0 ^

yS) will also be )n the pattern of J\yuv>.

ji”' -> J p u - Eaten

"'Z 9
s

JLl A j — Asked

\'J>
^ l

:% - Read

Icj -> - Promised

A jllli Feasible

HOLLOW VERBS - Ls^J*

When the second radical is the weak letter j, as in JU then its

passive participle will be in the form

For masculine gender:

(Case)

3jJLA

Singular Dual
cf

Plural

, 9 "

Nominative

9 ,

Said (two) Said

T o
\

o i *

oyjLA

(all) Said

.9 '

Accusative (<_~a£)l aJC-)
Said

i'

(two) Said

\
0 Z'

(all) Said

Genitive (*£-\ 3JU-)
Said (two) Said (all) Said
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For feminine gender:

(Case, Dual
|B

Nominative (^11 iJU-)

4Jym

Said (two) Said

£ M. i'
* J 2yv>

(all) Said

Accusative iJU.)

Z\o l'
AJyu*

Said (two) Said (all) Said

Genitive (Ji-1 £)L>.)

aJjLa

Said (two) Said

o'Ti;

(all) Said

When the second radical is the weak letter ij, as in 9\j then its

passive participle will be in the form

For masculine gender:

• (Case)
Singular

:

L^*

Dual
cf

Plural

Nominative (^ajll a)U-)

9* -

cr
Sold

jlw
(two) Sold

;>)• -

(all) Sold

Accusative (<_~*aSJI 3JU-)

IstwO

Sold (two) Sold

^ 0 0 ^

Oi&ry*

(all) Sold

Genitive (Ji-I llU-)
Sold (two) Sold

^ a o ^

O^y3

(all) Sold
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For feminine gender:

(Case)
Singular Dual

C*
Plural

Nominative (*ijb aJl^)
Sold (two) Sold

o\^
(all) Sold

Accusative (i_-^ 11 o_L)

^ ^ 0 ^

Sold

0 C ^

(two) Sold

01*1^4

(all) Sold

Genitive aJU-)

^ s' Z s'

Sold

0 s s' 0 S

(two) Sold

oiii;

(all) Sold

DE FECTIVE VERBS - loll

When the third radical is the weak letter j or the

will be in the following form:

Ic-S jy - A y. - Called

Jj <£. > - Thrown

^jj -> ^ .Li — Met

DOUBLE LETTERED VERBS

Doubled letter verbs also have their passive particle of the form

-> - Suspected
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Examples:

&
“The Day when mankind will be like scattered moths.”

(101:4)

“May be that your Fosterer will raise you to a praised

position.” (17:79)

“So that He made them like eaten up straw Omsk)!” ( 105:5)

“And drinking cups placed ready (for use).” (88:14)

“And cushions set in rows” (88:15)

Allah sets forth a similitude: a slave inder someone’s

control.” (16:75)

"And evil will be the place of presentation and those

presented.” (1 1:98)
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“That is the Day on which mankind will be gathered and

that is the Day which will be witnessed.

” (1 1 : 103)

“Except as your Fosterer wills, a gift without break

(11:108)

“And We will certainly pay them back in full their

portion without reduction (1 1:109)
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VERBAL NOUM
o ^

®' ' * 0

Ji pll

The source from which all the nouns and verbs ax derived is called

jjJaUl. Verbal noun is a type of noun which can bear the article

ji or tanwin —
) and can be declined according to the

sentence i.e nominative, accusative and genitive case.

Example

:

“Why do the rabbis and the priests not forbid them from

their sinful speech and their eating the orbidden? Evil is

the work which they do.” (5:63)
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“Feed ten indigent persons, on a scale of the average for

the food of your families; or feed ten poor persons with

the normal food with which you feed your own people or

clothe them or set free a slave.” (5:89)

The following an the nouns and verbs derived from the ji-Ul

Verbs - juM

Active Particiole

Passive Participle

Noun for place and time —

Noun for instrument si'Nipt

Comparative, Superlative -

Adjective

Elative - SiJldpt

The verbal forms are not governed by a certain rule as they are

(accepted by hearing, tradition).
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The following patterns are used in the Holy Qur’an:

Pattern Example From the Holy Qur’an

. ^ sZ i . t >> Y. * yr '\' V

“So his soul willed for him, the murder of his

brother, he thus killed him and thereby became one

of the losers.” (5:30)

“Polytheism is certainly a great injustice.” (31:13)

“And (they) say, ‘Our hearts are coverings.’” (2:88)

9^

“We have indeed created man in hardship." (90:4)

“And they came withfalse blood on hi s shirt” (12:18)

9 >
4 OviiW ^

“Guidance (in it) for those who guard (against evil).”

(2:2)

!i

&

4 J Ot ^

“So I took a handful from the footstep of the

Messenger.” (20:96)
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“Then that is an unfair division (53:22)

Si*
“When you were on the nearer side (of the valley).”

(8:42 s

^ A3 J..V? J A_>-U3^

“Then (he should effect a) ransom by fasting or

(giving) charity (2:196)

/ " \> Y
c£1jj d.*.» ^

“And perfected is the word ofyour Fosterer.” (6:1 1 5)

^ CLydCd jk i>\y>

“It is nothing but a reminder for the worlds.” (6:90)

^ cJl) Li ^

“So, that call of theirs did not cease.” (21:15)

3^
^^ \Xtb

“0 good news\ here is a youth.” (12:19)

gSLi
“And when Musa returned to his people, angry and

grieved.” (7:150)
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“We hear and we obey, (we seek) Your protective

forgiveness our Fosterer and towards You is the

destination.” (2:285)

4 scUS

“And He has made infidelity and transgression and

disobedience (items of) dislike to you.” (49:7)

9 „

Jlii

“And We have the power on its removal.” (23:1 8)

9

gui

“Yet is he the most rigid in opposition.” (2:204)

jlii
“He (Dawood) said, ‘He has been unjust to you by

demanding your ewe.’” (38:24)

Sui
‘M (declaration) of immunity from Allah and His

Messenger.” (9:1)

Sug ^ ^

“Do you make (one who) gives drink to pilgrims.” (9:19)

“Before the rising of the sun and before its setting.

(50:39) 1
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Oy*3
^ ^

“So her Fosterer accepted her with a good acceptance.”

(3:37)

$ 0 -r

“We made you a party more numerous.” (17:6)

!»>;

“And of the cattle some are for carrying burden and

some for slaughter (food).” (6:142)

§* ^ 0

Note: The pattern Ajjd> is called £2 1
^L\. It is used to specify

the number of times an act is committed.

There is a kind of- jjJJI - called -

Its pattern can be - Ji — Jili

(3-S^ S

“My Fosterer! Cause me to enter the entrance of truth.”

(17:80)

/ . •

\ 9-V^ JfrMif

“And cause me to exit the exit of truth.” ( 1 7:80)

“They will stay therein; excellent will be the dwelling

place/timefor staying.” (25:76)
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TRIUTERAL DERIVED VERB

The verb in which there is an increase in letter or letters is called:

Letters are added to the tri-literal root verbs JiiJl) to

increase the vocabulary and to fulfill the demands of the language.

Due to the increase in letters to the tri-literal root verb in the

form of prefixes, suffixes and infixes, derived verbs are formed

and their meaning can be:

Similar to the root

Changed from transitive to intransitive, etc.

For example: the root verb is “to kill”.

By adding a long vowel alif, M’ after <jj of jis, the derived verb

JSli is formed and gives the meaning “to fight another person”.

If the second radical of this verb is doubled it will become

JiS which means “he massacred”.
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There are 15 forms of verbs. The three lettered form J*i which

is the root, is considered as the first form. The other 14 forms

are the derivatives of the first form.

Form I: Jii, J*3, Jii

With the addition of one letter to the first form of the verb, the

following verbs are derived.

Form II :

Form III
: Jc.\S

Form IV :

With the addition oi'two letters to the first form of the verb, the

following verbs are derived.

Form V :

Form VI :

Form VII :

Form VIII
:

j£j\

Form IX
: Jii)

With the addition of three letters to the first form of the verb, the

following verbs are derived.

Form X
: JJ

Form XI :
jlili

4-letter root verbs: :>y*l\ uJu

Form XII
: JliS

Form XIII :

Form XIV
:
Jlil)

Form XV
:
Jlliii
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It is formed from the tri-literal root by doubling the second

radical. The imperfect tense (^jUk »h) sign of this pattern will

bear a dammah (_£.).

Table of Jls:

Past

Tense

Imperfect

Tense

Imper-

ative

Verbal

Noun

Active

Participle

Passive

Participle

Past

Passive

Imperfect

Passive

P P
SkL

pi pi P * $ ' *

!

P t ® £ j&i P P
Points to note:

1. Some words of this form have a causative meaning. For

example:

To know To teach (to cause someone to know)
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“And He taught Adam all names, then He presented

them (things) before the angels.” (2:31)

2.

This form ma\ be adopted to strengthen the meaning. An act

is done with grea violence or continued for a longer duration.

To cut 1 o cut into pieces

jiJ A „jis

To kill To massacre

3. To shorten: Some verbs of this form give the complete sense
of a senten ce.

jS - To say "Allahu Akbar”

— To say "SubhanAllah”

4. To change from intransitive (^>2AJ!) to transitive (^Ii£U I).

Words that are intransitive in form I become transitive in form II.

r
u *

To sleep To put to sleep

5. Same meaning as in tri-literal.

In this form the meaning ofthe derived verb is the same as the root.

Jj2 -> JjJ

To change To change
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“Then those who were unjust changed the word to other

than what was said to them.” (2:59)

6.

Verbs formed from nouns.

Some verbs in this form are made from nouns.

dot - To make a Jew. (from the noun meaning Jew)

-To make a Christian, (from the noun meaning

Christian)

7.

Totally new meaning are given to the derived form. For

example:

To mock To subjugate

“Glorified be He Who has subjected these to us (for our

use) and we were not able to do it.” (43: 1 3)

To roast To pray

-> p
To injure To speak

8.

To make the passive voice of this form, in the past perfect

tense, the first radicle is given dammah _JL and the second
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radicle is given kasra. Whereas, in the imperfect tense the

sign of will bear damma, and the second radicle

will bearfatha.

The verbal noun (jUklh) in the defective verbs

will be on the pattern of

For example: jj Ojj'

Table of J/j t0 puriT> , to clean.

Past

Tense

Imperfect

Tense

Imper-

ative

Verbal

Noun

Active

Participle

Passive

Participle

Past

Passive

Imperfect

Passive

& & % KS

'

& & & &

“And save me from Fira’wn and his work and save me

from the unjust people.” (66:1 1)

>> >

“He (the devil) promises them and excites vain desires in

them, and the devil does not promise them (anything)

but deception.” (4: 120)

Note: There are some verbs which are not defective but their

verbal noun (jJuki) is also on the pattern of

Example:
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Examples:

“He recites to them His signs and purifies them and

teaches them the book (the law) and the wisdom.” (62:2)

“And recite the Qur’an gradually (giving) intervals.”

(73:4)

'if ^

“So he neither accepted the truth nor worshipped (offered

salat)!” (75:31)

“But denied and turned back!” (75:32)

>1J>

“And (remember) when We delivered you from the people

of Fira’wn.” (2:49)

“The squanderers are certainly the brothers of the devils.”

(17:27)
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“Whatever is in the skies and the Earth glorifies Allah.”

(57:1)

4 4

“Glorify the name of your Fosterer, the Most High.” (87:1)

“But Allah has made the belief (an item of) love for you

and He has beautified it in your hearts, and He has made

infidelity and transgression and disobedience (items of)

dislike to you.” (49:7)

“No, he has come with the truth and confirms the

messengers (w ho had come before him).” (37:37)

* s /
^ c>1 J

5

“Inform me with knowledge if you are truthful.” (6:143)
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The form J&lS is constructed by adding altf ( 1 ) in between the

first radical <_? and second radical The imperfect tense sign of

this pattern bears dammah on it.

Table of JcAj:

Past

Tense

Imperfect

Tense

Imper-

ative

Verbal

Noun

Active

Participle

Passive

Participle

Past

Passive

Imperfect

Passive

Jas
Jw

Jc-lii Jc-Uw &
Jsll j

jvss/

fro
jij*

To make the past passive voice, the general rule is followed but

the alif ( 1 ) in between will be changed to j.

Example:

Jc-ll jfy
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Points to note:

1. Verbs of this form usually show an action being done with

another (person or group). Hence it is always a transitive verb.

/ils - To kill

JSU - To fight

/ » s * „ < „ f * \
# O ^ Jp

“And howr many of the prophets fought (in the way of

Allah) with whom there were many devoted men.” (3:146)

Sometimes verbs of this form might have a complete new

meaning from their tri-literal root. For example:

Q'Ji
- To kneel down / lie down

iJjU - To bless

“The neighborhood of which We have blessed, that We

might show him (some) of Our signs.” (17:1)

The verbal noun of a defective verb (^UH J*-ah) will be on the

pattern of aIc-DLI.

Example:

Past

Tense

Imperfect

Tense

Imper-

ative

Verbal

Noun

Active

Participle

Passive

Participle

Fas/ r

Passive Passive

;s>: P fvisa
5=

jsu
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Examples

:

“I was expecting that I would certainly encounter my
account (of deeds).” (69:20)

Ops V !

“Andfight with them till there is no persecution.” (2:193)

P* \ A* p's*-' \ ?*

“Fighting is prescribed for you and it is (a matter of)

dislike for you.” (2:216)

“So now associate with them, and seek what Allah hath

ordained for you.” (2:187)

' ^ ^ > ><

“For that there is the garden for them, they fight in the

way of Allah.” (9:111)

“And whoever strives
, //e strives only for (the benefit of)

his own soul.” (29:6)

4 £? ft f
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“Did you not consider him who argued with Ibrahim

about his Fosterer?” (2:258)

^ bl/*? ^ b^

“And there are those who chose the mosque to cause

harm” (9: 1 (>7)

“When the hypocrites come to you.” (63:1)

> »/

“I do not intend to go towards that from which I (myself)

forbid you.’' (1 1 :88)
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Form IV - 3*ai

The form Jill is made by prefixing hamza ( 1 )
with fatha (—

)

to the root form Jii. This hamza ( 1 ) is not the hamza of joining

sjlft), as in the other forms hence it is always pronounced.

The imperfect sign of this pattern bears dammah on it.

Table of Jill:

Past

Tense

Imperfect

Tense

Imper-

ative

Verbal

Noun

Active

Participle

Passive

Participle

Past

Passive

Imperfect

Passive

? o >

J^A?

0 of- 9 0 9 a a

A

pit
>1

fSq
£ \

o >

fill pjj

Points to note:

1. Some words of this form have a causative meaning. For

example:

To go out To drive out

jjS- To descend jjit - To take or bring down
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^ itl-iiJ I
U-bL-J Uj Jjj j^LLj <cJy] ^

“And Ife /rove sent it down in reality and it has come
down in reality, and We have not sent you but as a

conveyer of good news and a wamer.” (17:105)

2. Some Transitive verbs are made from the

intransitive verbs (fjSU').

Example:

- To enter jiot - To make to enter

— To forget - To make to forget

^ ^ ^ of.

- Togo CJol- To remove

“Praise is due only for Allah Who has removed grief

from us.” (35:34)

3. Sometimes verbs of this form might have a complete new
meaning from their tri-literal root. For example:

^ „ oi

^Jj-Tocut - To lend

(JlJ
- He met ,JL)1

- To cast down, to fling

“Ifyow loan to Allah a good loan.” (64:17)
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“He said, "You throw (firsty So when they threw. . (7:1 16)

4. Some verbs of this form are from nouns.

- Morning ^J\ - To enter upon morning

- evening
(

jU>\ - To enter into evening

— Forenoon — To enter into forenoon

5 . In hollow verbs, the verbal noun will be on the pattern olTjlii).

Example:

g ,

Table of pill to establish, to straighten:

Imper-

afive

Verbal

Participle

Passive Past

Passive

Imperfect

Passive

%

?> ^AA ^9'

6. In defective verbs, the verbal noun will be on the pattern of

Example: To establish, to straighten

Table of Jjt

:

Past Imperfect Imper- Verbal Active Passive Past Imperfect

7^e: Tense ative Noun Participle Participle Passive Passive

o
* 0

A

l\il\
f . >

C3j'
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Examples:

And do not say to one who offers you peace, (or

salutation), ’You are not a believer.’” (4:94)

“Their hearts (being involved) in pastime. And those
who are unjust talk in secret.” (2 1 :3)

{^0jdJU
“And ITe sent before you only men.” (21:7)

“And delivered them and him whom We willed and We
destroyed those who committed excesses.” (2 1 :9)

“And We produced after them other people.” (21:11)

“Whenever they will intend to go out from it.” (22:22)

“But Allah has made trade lawful and prohibited usury
”

(2:275)
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“And do not be extravagant
,
He certainly does not like

those who are extravagant (7:31)

p
JOJjl Xi

'

“Allah directs you concerning your children.” (4:11)

LrcJtl*5\ <33J <J\s >4 ^ 5

“When his Fosterer said to him (Ibrahim), ‘Submit: He

replied, ‘I submit before the Fosterer of the worlds.”

(2:131)
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Form V - jliu

It is formed by adding o to form II: J*S.

Table of

Past

Tense

Imperfect Imper-

ative

Verbal

Noun

Active Passive

Participle

Past

Passive

Imperfect

Passive

> '

(J- - fib Jiis

P
Points to note:

1. is the reflexive form of J-*i. Here the action relates

back to the doer. For example:

^ - To teach - To learn.

- To separate - To be separated.

^11 -To make spacious ^Ui5 - To become spacious
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^ v i \y>JL~aj ^$0 3 Ijl^

“When it :s said to you ‘Make room in assemblies
(58:11)

And remember the name of your Fosterer and devote

yourself to Him (with exclusive) devotion.” (73:8)

2. Verbs made from nouns.

p-*i
— Sin — To shun away from sin

3. Verbs which indicate gradual action.

\brr
~ To swallow, to sip - To drink sip by sip

“He will drink it little by little but he will not be able to

swallow it.” (14:17)

4. Verbs with complete new meaning

?$ - To mjure 4^ - To speak

- To speak the truth - To give charity/alms

“And the men who give charity and the women who give

charity (33:35)
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Examples:

4 'e-Uu' <jJLjAjj pCu

“And those w/?o die among you and le; ve behind wives.”

(2:234)

^ a»\ jj& £ vjffs

“And do not longfor those (articles) in which Allah has

been more gracious to some gifts.” 4:2 2)

^ f
Jub UiilliilS_ytLj ^

“That Allah may protect you from (e' ery) sin of yours

which you (could) send in advance (43:2)

^ i 4jiit i 4

“And hold together (and be united) through the rope of

Allah and do not be divided.” (3: 1 03)

X pjjj f

“And on the Day the hour of doom wdl be established,

on that Day they will be divided (30: 1 4)

“Our Fosterer! And accept my prayer.” (14:40)

^ jluji ^Jj\
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“Our 1 osterer! Accept from us, You are certainly the

All-He iring, the All-Knowing.” (2:127)

“He who gives his wealth for his self purification
”

(92:18

346 42; Form K
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iljtf il\'JCZ %'jc£

Points to note:

1. Words of this form usually show an action being done with

another (person or group).

- To fight - To fight each other

0jfc - To help Oj[*5 - To co-operate/to help one another

2. When <_£ comes in the place of third radical J.
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Example:

j\i£ - To tun; away from

Table of

Past

Tense

Imperfect

Tense

Imper-

ative

Verbal

Noun

Active

Participle

Passive

Participle

Past

Passive

Imperfect

Passive

N- '-Nr &J-

“Their sides keep away from their beds.” (32: 16)

^

“When they mutually agree to it in a recognized (good

manner).” (2:232)

Examples:

“And do not find fault (among) yourselves, nor call (one

another) by nicknames.” (49:1 1)

i\j 'j\

\

Jc-

“And help one another in righteousness and guarding

(against evil).” (5:2)
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^ _A*a) lj L I
\J>J sb

“And recommend to one another
,

the truth, and
recommend to one another

,
patience/’ (103:3)

tdj'i

“So let those who wish to put in conscious effort, put in

a conscious effortfor that/’ (83:26)

^ OV>Ui (Tt? bjr4 'jjj ^

“And when they passed by them they used to wink at

one another.” (83:30)

“And if you had made a mutual appointment, you would
have gone against the appointment.” (8:42)

jf A.Pf * *> */

^ ^ y

“Andyou would have disputed about the affair.” (8:43)

4 lliisps

“But when the two groups came in sight of each other he

turned upon his heels.” (8:48)

Jf ' *' *» ~ \
y Jf*>. <jA y

“Then they turned, some blaming the others.” (68:30)
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The form is constructed by prefixing l\ to the tri-literal root.

Table of ji111:

Past

Tense

Imperfect

Tense

Imper-

ative

Verbal

Noun

•
...

Passive

UL' JAM JUiif
9 SOS

- - ~

$ -r
o >

1 ! 1

-

“So twelve springs gushed out from it.” (2:60)

Points to note:

1. Sometimes verbs of this form might have a complete new

meaning from their tri-literal root.

jit - To be freed from bond

(jliaj) - To proceed/to depart
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2. The transitive root verb is changed to intransitive in this

form of the verb.

- To be broken

'^X>\ - To be cut off

I - To gush out

- To break

- To cut

'jkJ) - To c Leave/dig

Examples:

“When the sky is cleft asunder (82:1)

/ / ** Z' t

x
CIf > * *

m u-*c- aju o*
'Cfr>
uli £

“Thus twelve springs gushed out from it.” (7:160)

S*'"t {**'>]'

“ Would not have left off (falsehood) till the clear proof

had come 10 them.” (98:1)

^ yy\

“Your sight will return to you defeated (in its purpose)

and it will be tired.” (67:4)

“(It will be said to them),
‘Proceed towards that which

you used to deny.”’ (77:29)
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Verbs of this form are made by prefixing > and infixing o after

ij to Jii thus forming

Table of

Past

Tense

Imperfect

Tense

Imper-

ative

Verbal

Noun

Active

Participle

Passive

Participle

Past

Passive

Imperfect

Passive

J2S1 i

0 ^ 0
.

9 0

'
\ fUsi-}

' -• I
, „

Points to note:

1. To choose/do something for oneself. For example:

jg" - To weigh, to measure jlHST1 - To receive by

measure from

cam .T .Ti’h - To gain for oneself
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'S ^ 'jJl Jp pjdf <

“Those who, when they take by measure from other

people, the r take in full.” (83:2)

2.

Sometimes verbs of this form might have a complete new

meaning from their tri-literal root.

-To ielp

- To trike

YJ>-
- To deprive of

To take revenge

plap - To be disturbed

Y_y~\
- To respect

3. The tri-literal ool and this form have the same meaning.

po - To originate - To invent

pi -To be near/to approach pp To come close/be nigh

^ p-gjtp. ,piJJ

“Closer and closer to mankind comes their Reckoning.”

(21 : 1 )

4. If the first radical ci is one of the emphatic letters <p, p, J?,

P then the o ofpi) will be changed to “J?”.

Example:

i 4 -4

To be or become clear To choose

p) -4 pp?) -4 ip lap
To strike To be disturbed/confused
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To ascend/appear To look upon/look down/to descend

Examples:

“Allah certainly selected Adam and TVuh.” (3:33)

^ <JU ^

“(Someone will) say, ‘Would you peep (to see him)?’”

(37:54)

“So he willpeep, then see him in the midst of Hell.” (37:55)

^
1

1

^ -Xj* ^

“Is the unseen disclosed to him or has he made an

agreement with the Beneficent (Allah)?” (19:78)

^ >3 L

“Except that you become helpless by necessity to (eat)

it.” (6:119)

5. Ifthe first radical o is i or j the o of will change to

Example:

SI\\ A S\Sj) - To increase /grow larger

Ji-S -> Ji-S) - To enter
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6. If the first radical is 5, then the o of Jill I will be changed

to ^ and the S will be assimilated.

- To mention -> J^Sl-To remember

“But is there anyone who will mind?” (54: 17)

7. If the first radical is hamza
, then it will change to o.

-> -> To take

^ aIi' ^>5 jl* ^

“The likeness of those who have taken guardians besides

Allah.” (29:4!)

8. If the weak letter j comes in place of ei, the first radical,

the j will change to o and the pattern will be as shown in

the example.

Jk5
) \

Table of J^ajJ to communicate, to connect:

Past

Tense

Imperfect

Tense

Imper-

ative

Verbal

Noun

Active

Participle

Passive

Participle

Past

Passive

Imperfect

Passive

9

i

t
i

1L

.-j

, t’

9.

When the final radical is ^ as in the case of (j-J, the verb in

this form will be JlsJ J.
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o

Table of J&J1 to meet:

Past

Tense

Imperfect

Tense

Imper-

ative

Verbal

Noun

Active

Participle

Passive

Participle

Past

Passive

Imperfect

Passive

0

eM erf-

0

J&3i erf

b) l

^

“On the day the two armies met." (3:155)

10. In doubly weak verb where j comes in place of i_> and

in place of J as in <jj, the j will change to o to make Ju).

Table of to save one self:

Past

Tense

Imperfect

Tense

Imper-

ative

Verbal

Noun

Active

Participle

Passive

Participle

Past

Passive

Imperfect

Passive

Jl t\J3\

“So that you may save yourselves (from the punishment).”

(2 :21 )

Examples:

: JJA y»

“So the waters met for (the execution of) an affair

already programmed.” (54: 12)
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“And for you therein, will be what your souls desire

for.” (41:31)

“And flesh of birds from that which they desire
."

(56:21)

“And the good and the evil are not equal.''’ (41:34)

“And they cannot mediate except for him (with whom)

He is pleased." (21 :28)

“And (there are) others who have acknowledged their

sins.” (9:102)

“So that the torrent bears (on its surface) a swelling

foam.” (13:17)

“And hold together (and be united) through the rope of

Allah.” (3:103)

^ clql.,fv5T& Lydc-j L4J^

“Gets every good that it earns, and it suffers every ill

that it earns." (2:286)

“Except he who takes in the hollow of his hand.” (2:249)
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Form IX-

Prefixing \ and doubling the J makes j-i&l This form is used

only to express colors and defects.

Table of Jiii:

Past

Tense

Imperfect

Tense
Imperative

Verbal

Torn

Active

Participle

& Ox
! °S^\

>1
» ^ o *-

p-vjPi '?£\
9

As this form of verb is intransitive there will be no

passive participle and passive voice.

Example:

-To become white

1 - To become black
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yu&\ To become yellow

-To become green

Examples:

>> * 4 'f ^ t-
1

t'f \
1 La 13 :pj

‘Then as f(>r those whose faces will be black.'" (3:106)

/ »> * > * - \
\ 'JJi\ U'j p

“And as for those whose faces will be white." (3: 107)

“And his eyes became white due to grief.” (12:84)
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It is formed by prefixing to J*i.

Table of

Past

Tense

Imperfect

Tense

Imper-

ative

Verbal

Noun

Active

Participle

Passive

Participle

Past

Passive

Imperfect

Passive

L
*

9
^ 0

t
•:» >

-

> *
0 ' 0 ' 9<° ° >

Points to note:

1. The main characteristic of this form is that it often expresses

the seeking, asking or demanding as expressed in the root

form.

'Jins- - To pardon

^ £

£t's\
- To permit

- To know

-To help

- To ask for pardon
o

- To ask for permission

- To seek knowledge

foL11} - To seek help
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This form indicates a certain quality which a person may or

may not have.

Example:

lEas- - To be great iSaliil - To regard as great

- To be generous pjxiL\ - To regard as generous

jlS- - To be good - To regard as good

3. This form is the reflexive of the form IX Jill.

- To in form - To seek or gather information

-- £

jJU - To gi ve up/to deliver jJuLLl} - To surrender

4. When ^ corner in place of J as in then the pattern is

observed as below:

Table of - To ask for legal opinion:

Past

Tense

Imperfect

Tense

Imper-

athe

Verbal

Noun

Active

Participle

Passive

Participle

Past

Passive

Imperfect

Passive

£-

0 * 0\* 9 >
Z a'1 ... £> \

cs-^4
1

Examples:

i ill M#

“You Alone do we serve and (from) You Alone do we
seek help.” ( 1 :4)
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“Only those will respond' who listen ” (6:36)

“Respond to your Fosterer before the coming of the Day

from Allah, for which there is no turning back.” (42:47)

“Let them also, with a will. Listen to My call, and

believe in Me.” (2:186)

“But if they do not respond to you.” (28:50)

j&l ot

“I would have had abundance of good.” (7: 1 88)

“And covered themselves with garments and persisted

(in refusing) and considered themselves great (due to)

pride." (71:7)

^ -UJJ

“And I did seek to make him yield himself to me but he

abstained.” (12:32)
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“Then why do they not turn to Allah (in repentance) and

seek His protectiveforgiveness.” (5:74)

4

“And those who ask for protective forgiveness in the

early hours of morning.” (3:17)
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Form XI -

JUi} is fonned by prefixing
} and infixing alif ( 1 ) between ^

and J and doubling the J. Verbs of this form usually describe

intensity in color.

Table of JUi):

Past

Tense

Imperfect

Tense
Imperative

Verbal

Noun
Active

Participle

JUii SXA\ juiii

Example:

- To be deep green/black

Examplefrom the Qur 'an:

“Both, dark green in colour.” (55:64)
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FOUR LETTERED VERBS

Form XII - Ji»i

These verbs are formed from four letters, the root of which is

jiai. They are not derived from the tri-literal form Jii.

Table of

Pest

Tense

Imperfect

Tense

Imper-

ative

Verbal

Noun Participle

Passive

Participle

Past

Passive

Imperfect

Passive

*
, 0 ' *

J-^y fjJJi Jun

" x 0
< > 0 o o „

0*1
f, „

4^.3
£ 0 ^ !? ^ 0 ^ > o ^

C^-3 zy*~y-

Examples:
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j

“Who whispers into the bosoms (hearts or minds) of

mankind.” i 1 14:5)

“When the Earth is quaked with its quaking.” (99:1)

i

ff . t t
< ^ T f ^ k'"' V

^ ^ S"' ' -w ' (j* ^ jib \jj Sp

“But to live (so long) would by no means remove him

from the punishment.” (2:96)
,

it' * < \
# *3 > 4" f

-*—4 -^—3

“So their f osterer destroyed them due to their sin and

thus balanced it (the destruction was equal to their

crime).” (91 : 14)

#JLLL2

“And the night when it comes (and goes).” (81:17)
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DERIVED FORMS OF 4-LETTERED VERBS

jkiJt

FORM XIII JJliS

Table of jlilS:

Past

Tense

Imperfect

Tense
Imperative

Verbal

Noun
Active

Participle

J

FORM XIV

Table of JJJol:

I? «>

^ Imperfect

Tense
Imperative

Verbal

Noun

Active

Participle

i' e>

tuJb jiiii

3m /&s\ !fcLS\
f

>
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Examples:

“(Ibrahim i said, ‘Why not, but for the satisfaction of my
heart.’” (2 260)

“While his heart is peaceful with belief.” (16:106)

“O you peaceful soul!” (89:27)

- '
-If > A>

“The skins of those who fear their Fosterer tremble (in

response to the effect produced) by it.” (39:23)

FORM XV -

Table of

Past

Tense

Imperfect

Tense
Imperative

Verbal

Noun
Active

Participle

Passive

Participle

S^\ S&Z
:

ji&J Jiiiii
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In Arabic, declension is called which we dealt with briefly

in the second chapter. Based on the nouns are divided

into two groups: Indeclinable and Declinable

INDECLINABLE NOUNS

A noun whose final vowel is static is said to be i-e the

harakah on the last letter of the noun does not change in the

nominative, accusative or genitive case.

Nouns that are indeclinable are:

1. All forms of pronouns such as Ul, c-ol U>, Past

A

tense verbs that have pronouns like du\, IjI hidden in them

such as cJJl are also indeclinable.
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2. Particles of interrogation, prepositions, jussive and subjunctive

particles like: ji/ jll, j*/ C)\l p, $ I etc.

o 0 £ £

1 . Relative and demonstrative pronouns like: dilo All

(iiiJj' etc.

2. Nouns ending with alif ( 1 ) but spelt with the ending ^ like

and This kind of alifis called > ajSlL

Other example includes:

Examples:

/ ' ' *« / >

“ (There is) guidance (in it) for those who guard (against

evil).” (2:2)

“And those who believe, (both) in the life of this world

and on the Day when the witnesses will stand.” (40:51)

“He said. Throw it down O Musa."' (20:19)

>
~ U I \ 1

“Then do not sit with the unjust people after remembering

it.” (6:68)

“He indeed saw (some) of the greater signs of his

Fosterer.” (53: 18)
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DECLINABLE NOUNS

A declined noun is said to be LyLh i e. changeable. They

are of two types:

1.

2. je

Nouns which are are fully changeable and display
' ^ 0 0 £

the case they are in, by iSji-L or U LdjAvL

These are called triptotes. For example, |UJL« and jLli-.

(

Nouns which are are partly changeable

and are called diptotes. Most proper names of non-Arabic

origin, whether personal or geographical and adjectives

denoting colors are diptotes. For example:

o f 't > L '* 5 i '> t

Nouns of this kind will never bear tanwin or

kasrah (—).

Examples

:

“The leaders of Firawn 's people said ” (7:109)
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“(We will follow the) religion (dictated by) Ibrahim the

upright.” (2: 135)

“And when Ibrahim was raising the foundations of the

house with Ismael (he prayed).” (2:127)

“Go to Firawn, he has certainly rebelled.” (79: 1 7)

^ \ jj*

“And Dawood killed Jalut.” (2:251)

£*£ 8J5.

“It should be a yellow colored cow; its color should be

intensely yellow, delighting those who look at it.” (2:69)

^ ^

“A messenger who will come after me, his name being

Ahmed." (61:6)
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mV!

The particle used to make an exception is Nl The noun which

follows S?1 is usually in the accusative case (u->_ Jallll).

Example:

“There is no God except Allah.” (37:3 5)

There are two parts in a sentence where the particle of exception

is used -Excepted (jilli)') and Generality (iL- jliUJl).

In the above example:

all - is the generality,

'll - is the particle of exception,

aill - is the excepted,
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There are two types of Exception (<JiILJl):

1. The excepted is not from the

species/group of the generality (aL? jiLUJl). For example:

“And when We (Allah) said to the angels, ‘Bow down

before Adam,' they bowed down except Iblis.” (2:34)

The excepted, (a jinn), does not belong to the group of

angels referred to by the verb The excepted is

always in the accusative case lih ) in

2. The excepted (jiillM) belongs to the

same species/ group of the generality (iL> jiLLilt).

Example:

“But they drank from it except a few of them.” (2:249)

The rules which decide the harakah on the in jiillll

ill are:

1 . If the generality (il* and Sh are preceded by a sound

statement, which is not interrogative or negative, then the

excepted (^JiiLjJI) will be in the accusative case

“Everything will perish except His person.” (28:88)
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2. If particles of interrogation or negation precede ^ in an

exceptional sentence, then the excepted can bear fatha (—)

or the e ’raab of the generality (_A).

/ n mi \" x
^ ^ Uj

||

“And Muhammad is not more than a n essenger.” (3:144)

3. When generality (aL? is not evident in a verb and a

particle of interrogation or negation precedes the statement,

then the excepted will bear the harakah according

to its case (nominative __t, accusative -1 or genitive —).

“No one knows them except a few.” (18:22)

^ 1 OJ ^^

“Do not serve anyone except Allah.” 1 2:83)

“So we delivered him and his followers except his wife.”

(7:82)

Examples:

“No one knows them except a few.” ( 1 8:22)
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“Everyth ng will perish except His Person.” (28:88)

“Nothing comes out except a little.” (7:58)

“It is trott ing but a reminder for the worlds.” (12:104)

Ojy*J * La

J

‘And Munammad is no more than a messenger.” (3:144)

“And they say, ’The fire will not touch us except for a

counted number of days.’” (2:80)

4 tjC\

“Who do not (even) know (what is written in) the book

(their religion is nothing) but hearsay (idle tales or lies).”

(2:78)

‘Do not serve anyone except Allah.” (2:83)

‘Then you turned back except a few among you.” (2:83)
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ABSOLUTE NEGATION

^4^1 iii^
“There is no god except Allah.” (37:35)

“This is the book in which there is nothing doubtful. (2:2)

1. The S in the above examples is used for total negation.

2. It is absolute denial of the species in the circumstance(s)

defined by the sentences.

3. There will be no nunnation (jjjJj/— -) on the common
o ^ ^

noun following the jjvJ Si.

4. This ^ precedes a common noun and makes it accusative

).
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) } £

5. The predicate of the sentence will be nominative (p}_s°j2
\ ).

For example:

“There is no god except Him.” (2:163)

Examples:

“There is no portion in the hereafter.” (3:77)

“Allah, there is no god except Him, the Ever Living, the

Eternally Existing.” (2:255)

“Then there is no approaching (your wives), nor

transgression nor disputing during the Hajj.” (2:197)

>

“And nothing less than that nor greater but it is

(recorded) in a clear record.” (10:61)

^ u hi\ a

“We do not have knowledge except of that which You

taught us.” (2:32)

“There is no sin on you.” (2:236)
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THE NOUN OF PLACE AND TIME

1. Noun of place expresses the place where the action of the

verb is committed.

2. Noun of time expresses the time or occasion of that action.

3. These nouns are on the pattern of one of the following:

J in 4

JLik - Gathering

- Destination

- Mosque

<j

-

East

V
JjuLa

- Religion

Jiii - Battle-field
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•LLHi - Time of rising

- Place of meeting/junction

ojJla -Tomb

Left side

4.

Mostly, when the harakah of the second radical in the

imperfect form bears a dammah ( ji<L ) then the noun for

time or place will be on the pattern of Jii*.

Example:

f.O/ 9 o ^

jiL jiL

He kills/will kill Battlefield

5.

When the harakah of the second radical in the imperfect

form bears a kasrah (J*Jb) then the noun for time or place

9 o „

will be on the pattern of JxJu>.

Example:

He sits/will sit Gathering

6.

Sometimes though the second radical of the imperfect bears

dammah (
jjJtj) , the noun of time or place will be on the

9 o „

pattern of
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> > O' 9 O'
Mosciue

(3

i >
: O ->

t 0 -

East

& : jk: ^ - Place of rising

* > ;
"

. c-Jyu
9 o ^

West

7. The plural of both the patterns for masculine and feminine

will be on the pattern of

3jJLA

Singular

* t> .

Dual Plural

A mosque Two mosques i Mosques

A battle field Two battle fields Battle fields

8. The passive participle (jyuL) of the derived verbs is

considered as the noun of place and time.

Example:

jiol -> - Entrance

pUl -> - Place

-A - Place of prayer

4-iiS -A _ Place of turmoi 1

-> - Warehouse, Storehouse
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Examples:

“And We indeed made the children of Israel settle down

a real sett ing /’ (10:93)

“And We will make you to enter an honored entry." (4:31)

“For every news there is a (fixed) place/time, and you

will come to know.” (6:67)

' >

> cj

“Then (appointed for you) a place/timefor staying (life)

and a place/timefor departure (death).” (6:98)

“He will definitely make them enter an entry, with

which they will be pleased.” (22:59)

“And I can never find besides Him, (any source of)

refuge." ( 72:22)

“And there is a place ofstay and provision for you in the

Earth till a time.” (7:24)

^ 4iil ^
“And who is more unjust than one who prevents (people

from) the mosques of Allah.” (2:1 14)
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NOUN OF INSTRUMENT

1. The noun of instrument describes the instrument with

which the action of the verb is carried out.

2. It begins with the letter as the noun of place and time, but

the j» bears kasrah (—) instead offatha (_i).

3. These nouns are on the pattern of one of the following:

Jlxaji

To open Keys

Morning Lamp

5jj
? \'°

O'jiH?

To weigh Balance
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1* ^ 0

A
\
m /I A

&
°

The plurals of i 1SLi*, JLiL? and J-aJl? are on the pattern of

Jlf-uU and jcLA.

Examples:

4 cA^- At

“The Parable of His Light is as if there were a Niche and

within it a Lamp.” (24:35)

|| jA )
L^LaoV «w^a!

1
^.La-4 iO-CJxj^

“And with Him are the keys of the unseen, no one knows

it but He.” (6:59)

^ (X>J

X

^

“And establish the balance in a just manner and do not

reduce the balance.” (55:9)

“Then as for him whose weights (of good deeds) are

heavy.” (101:6)
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filiii

There are two genders in Arabic - Masculine and

Feminine (eJjDl).

Except for the following categories of words, all other words
indicate masculine gender.

1. Words that are feminine by meaning.

cJL - A Girl

ff- t

s'J-a}- A Woman
2 s-

j»l - A Mother

“And the wife of Firawn said, ‘Comfort of the eye for me
and you,”’ (28:9)
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“So We communicated to the mother of Musa, ‘Suckle

him.’” (28:7)

2 . Words ending with “ o ” (5iS^lJl tlill).

Example:

- Paradise

- Prayer

0^3 - Charity

aJj - Humiliation

a^I - Community

“And on the Day when We will raise a witness from

every community (16:84)

£&i
i i\j

“And when the Garden is brought near.” (81:13)

Feminine nouns arc also formed by adding “ 5 ” (a_£^D 1 to

masculine nouns and adjectives as can be seen from the following:

fili - Muslim woman

- Girlo4 AJLj £̂

A l

(jg - Big

i3 aJuJ - Night
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“We certainly sent it down during the night of Al-Qadr.”

(97:1)

^ CjjxlA-'^ *3
1 \jjg ^

“And this is certainly dijficult except for the humble

ones.” (2:45)

Though some words end with “ o ”, they are considered

masculine such as:

Dili- - Vicegerent/Successor

“I am going to make a successor in the Earth.” (2:30)

3. Words ending with “ *1 ” (sSjilll JSi\)

Examples:

t\'Jao~ - Green

*13^2 - Black

iUsl - White

IVJf- - Red

t\y^ - Yellow

*112 - Sky

“And when the sky has its covering removed.” (81:11)
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“A yellow colored cow, its color should be intensely

yellow, delighting those who look at it.” (2:69)

Though some words end with A, they are considered masculine.

For example:

£Uip - Learned

i\yLS - Poor

- Martyrs

“And call your witnesses besides Allah.” (2:23)

“Alms are only for the poor and the needy.” (9:60)

4. Words ending with ^ i.e kJdSfl

Example:

- Big

- Good news

“And the good news came to him, he began to plead with

Us.” (11:74)

5. Words feminine by convention like geographical names of

towns, villages, countries, etc such as:
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- Egypt

- Rome

“And the Egyptian who purchased him said to his wife.’

( 12 :21 )

“The Romans have been defeated.’ i 30:2)

6. Parts of the body that are in pairs.

jj - Hands

(yLc- - Eyes

j*-j - Feet

- Ears

7. Names given to fire.

0 ^,, <? o a ^ 9\<

J b ’

! i-' QA

“And you will not be questioned about the inhabitants of

the Hellfire.” (2: 1 19)

“I will make him enter Hell” (74:26)
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8. Names given to wind.

- Scorching wind

~ Furious and intensely cold wind

- Wind

9

- Violent wind

^ y>L-^- _g\J\ I'*£_) LL/jti ^

“So We sent a furious wind on them during the days of

loss.” (41:16)

“On which the wind blows hard on a stormy day.”

(14:18)

8. Certain other nouns are also considered feminine.

$ o

Jsj\ - Earth

, .US - Sun

— Self

- Wine

% - Well

jlS - House

jU - Fire
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4,

[4 3̂0̂ ^
“By the sun and its light.” (91 :

1

)

“(It is a) very hotfire.” (101:1 1)

“When the Earth is quaked with its quaking.” (99:1)

^ ijC ~)!j ^

“No! And I do swear by the self-accusing soul (th<

conscience).” (75:2)
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CONDITIONAL SENTENCES
« o /

o tfS A s A

1 I

There are two parts in a conditional sentence - The Condition or

Protasis J*i) an<3 Apodosis dly*- Al/d' ^j=r)-

In a verbal sentence, sometimes the protasis J*i) and the

apodosis have the verb in the perfect orjussive mood.

“Ifyou help Allah, He will help you.” (47:7)

A conditional sentence is introduced by one of the following

particles.

0 '

'M $
y*

if When If
Who / Whom /

Whoever
Whatever

i \

Which/ Which ever

d
When

0

L

What

'1
J*?’

W here
-
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Oi (if) is used to begin the sentence.

" >

; Jju 'jJyo oij i

“And ifyou return then We (too) will return.” (8:19)

When CA is preceded by J , it means indeed if/ certainly if.

l£L tj

“If you do not desist I will definitely stone you, now go

away from me for a long time.” (19:46)

>o'yXf- 1> p

“And if he does not do what I command him to do, he

will definitely be imprisoned.” (12:32)

Note: oi when followed by Ml is merely a negative particle.

^ iSy. cTj j*Ay

“It is nothing but a communication, communicated.” (53:4)

2. jl and 131 are said to be likely or possible conditions. In the

likely conditional sentence, the Jj«i and theif^lll

can be the perfect or the jussive.

: dUj. Sj

“So when the fear comes, you see them looking at you.”

(33:19)
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“Then when the fear goes away, they meet you with

sharp tongues.” (33:1 9)

3. The unlikely condition is introduced by ihe conjunctional.

“And had your Fosterer willed He would have made

mankind a single community.” (11:118)

“If We had sent down this Quran on a mountain, you

would have seen it fallen down splitting asunder due to

the fear of Allah.” (59:21)

An unlikely negative condition is often expressed by (if

not/had not)

“And ifAllah had not decreed exile for them.” (59:3)

“And had Allah not repelled some human beings with

others.” (2:251)

Examples:

“And if you intend to exchange one wife in the place of

another.” (4:20)

;
A

0 i ajU <V -

*>* -
. t

'

- ojj
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'"And ifgood befalls them they say, ’This is from Allah.’”

(4:78)

> )1 J\ :

“So whoever does good equivalent in weight, even to a

small particle, will see it.” (99:7)

“4m/ whoever does not believe in it, then those are the

persons who are the losers.” (2:121)

“Whoever does evil, he will be requited with it.” (4:123)

^ jL <if'i OAJ^

“4m/ whoever does that, he will meet (the punishment of

his) sin.” (25:68)

“And they said, ‘ Whatever sign you may bring to us, to

influence us with its magic, we will not believe in you.’”

(7:132)

,» y -v 1 »v a 4 »/ y .

i 4J3 Ijpjs U

“(By) whichever (name) you call (Him), His are the best

names.” (17:1 10)

<
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“So when he provided them with their pro\ ision.” (12:70)

^ Jy*- ot LA*—** ^

And whatever good you do Allah knows it.” (2:197)

j

“Wherever yon be ,
death will catch you up, even if you

are in towers raised high.” (4:78)

“ Where are those whom you claimed (that they were

Our) partners?” (6:22)
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INNA AND ITS SISTERS

^>9 y ^ £

The following particles are called \^j\y>-\ j Ol-

5i

Certainly

£

o'

Certainly

Sr

Like that But

60J

Would that

3^
May/perhaps

1. When nouns are preceded by these particles they are in

accusative case and the predicate is in nominative case.

These particles are found in a nominal sentence and give

fatha (—) to the noun that follows it and dammah (_L) to

its predicate.

2. Oi and o' both are used to emphasize the meaning of the

predicate but 5! comes in the beginning of the sentence

while o' comes between the sentence.

3. o! always found in the beginning of a sentence.
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-fj j_yQ*J ah'

“Allah is certainly Protectively Forgiving, Merciful.”

(16:18)

4.

“Allah certainly has power over everything.”(2:20)

5) always follow the verb JlS and its forms such as eJ\I,

: 'sjaj J_y*d JS

“He says that it is a cow which is neither old nor (very)

young.” (2:68)

Examples:

JU J-ladi 5)

“Say, ‘Grace is certainly in the hand of Allah.’” (3:73)

“And Sulaiman did not reject but the devils rejected.”

(2 : 102)

'’’’But the punishment of Allah will be severe.” (22:2)

“You do not know, perhaps Allah may bring about an

event (of reunion) after that.” (65: 1)
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KAANA AND ITS SISTERS

% 's'
c\£=a

The following particles are called t£>l-j±\j 0©-

Was To become

0 £

To become, to

enter/do in the

morning

J'5 u

Increasingly,

continuously

'
? \

To enter

the dawn

Not

To become,

to pass the

night

' °\

To become, to

enter, to do in

the evening

Forever,

continuously

Remain,

to be,

continue

These verbs give dammah (_L) to its noun and fatha (—) to its

predicate.
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Examples

:

‘Ibrahim was neither a Jew nor a Christian.” (3:67)

i ^ t

“And the heart of Musa’s mother became void (of

patience).” (28:10)

/ v

“His face is shadowed black.” (16:58)

“Is not Allah the Best Judge, of all the judges?” (95:8)
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THE ACCUSATIVE - I

0
/9 J ^ra

Objects - jlfUcJt

The objects of the verb are in the accusative case i.e 5JC-.

There are five kinds of objects:

I. DIRECT OBJECT -

It is used as the direct object of a verb.

Examples:

“Who created the skies and the Earth." (29:61

)

“So whoever is on a pilgrimage (H ajj ) to the house

(Ka’bah).” (2:158)
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“And when We will We can bring in their place (others)

like them ,
changing (completely).” (76:28)

“And He has sent down the distinction (between right

and wrong, the Qur’an).” (3:4)

Some verbs take two or more objects.

“And We gave them clear explanations of the (religious)

affair.” (45:17)

\ Cjj£r li'Qs li)

“We have made it an Arabic Qur'an that you may

understand.” (43:3)

“And He taught Adam all names.” (2:3 1)

II. ABSOLUTE OBJECT -

The absolute object is a verbal noun which is in the

accusative case. It is used in three ways.
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In the first case the absolute object is used to stress the

verb. It is a verbal noun which can be of the same root \ erb

used in the sentence. Some examples are given below.

(sli

“We certainly opened for you (a way by giving you) a

clear victory.” (48:1)

“And Allah caused you to grow from the earth (as a)

growth .” (71:17)

“And recite the Qur’an gradually (giving) intervals.”

(73:4)

Sometimes the verbal noun, used as an absolute object, can be

from a different root verb but of the same meaning such as:

4 fjj t) ^

“They will not harm you except annoying (you).”

(3:111)

2. In the second case the absolute object is used to know the

number of times a work has been done.

Example:

S' ' S'r'
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“So that they (could) attack you with a single (sudden

and united) attack.” (4:102)

3. In the third case the absolute object is used to describe how,

the action was done. i.e. as an adverb.

v
4\i\

“O you who believe ! fear Allah as He ought to be feared.”

(3:102)

III. OBJECT FOR TIME AND PLACE -

Nouns which are used to show the time or place of an action are

called or c3ULSl. These are also in the accusative case

8U.).

Examples:

“He replied. ‘I stayed for a day or part of a day.’”

(2:259)

“I invited my people (towards You) night and day."

(71:5)

“He says, Wove I repent.’” (4:18)
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“He knows that which is before them and that which is

behind them.” (2:255)

Some accusatives may be expressed by prepositional phrases.

behind
C o'

(J>j3
- above

0 -

c^- - beneath/under & - before

^ 0 ^

Ajo — after A \jj
~ behind

f\
- infront of - lower

Examples:

: 1JL- j l

“And We have made a barrier before them and a barrier

behind them.” (36:9 )

^ jj/vu V 1 ^ Li

“Then she was called from beneath her, ’Do not

grieve, your Fosterer has made a rivulet beneath you.’”

(19:24)

(̂ =====L^a jllul \

“And the caravan was on your lower side” (8:42)
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4 4f>.Ju-t cdk* ^

“Because there is a king who is after them (and) he takes

every boat siy force.” (18:79)

“So he began (the search) with their sacks before

(searching the sack of his brother.” (12:76)

IV. OBJECT FOR AIM OR PURPOSE -

& SJ-V4\ \ is also a verbal noun which is in the accusative case. It

expresses the reason of an action of a verb.

Examples:

«A£>j -aSL» e£

“Like him who spends his wealth to be seen by people.”

(2:264)

“And do not kill your children for fear of poverty.”

(17:31)

4 <£&$$$
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“They do not beg from people, being troublesome by

demandingfrequently.” (2:273)

“And among human beings is he who sells himself

seeking the pleasure of Allah.” (2:207)

“Did you not see those who exhibit ingratitude in

exchange for Allah’s favors?” (14:28)

“Then Firawn and his army followed them in rebellion

and transgression.” (10:90)

jJe.
,

“They thrust their fingers in their ears (because of) the

fear of death from the thunder-claps.” (2:19)

V. OBJECT FOR DENOTING MEANING OF “WITH” -

The particle “j” is used to give the meaning of (with).

The object which follows j will be in an accusative case

(i . aJL>-),
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“Now you make a collective decision in your affair

along with your (presumed) partners (of Allah) then do

not let your affair be dubious to you.” (10:71)
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THE ACCUSATIVE - II

> a i o
°

Noun for State - JUJ1

* 0
e.

The word Jli-l is a peculiarly Arabic construction. It is used to

describe the condition or circumstances at the time of the action of

the main verb and the circumstance ofthe subject or object or both.

jli-I is a common noun ( in the accusative form. The

subject of the intransitive verb (fjSUl) and the object of the
t-

" o
^

transitive verb is called Jli-l ji and it is usually a
*

'

«**»*

proper noun, ^*1) 1.

For example:

“And We will gather them on the Day of Resurrection

on their faces, blind and dumb and deaf.

” (17:97)
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“My Fosterer! Have mercy on them in a manner similar

to the manner in which they fostered me when I was a

small (child)." (17:24)

“Then We appoint Hell for him, he will enter it

disgraced, driven away" (17:18)

# b b* —LAI OjJo ^
“My Fosterer! I vow to you that which is in my womb to

be setfree (for your service)." (3:35)

» <>• bb

And as for him who comes to you striving hard..." (80:8)

'jAj' bt> 'Hj ^

“And when they see any commerce or pastime, they

disperse towards it and leave you standing." (62:1 1)

SSS / “V

‘So he went away from therefearfully vigilant.” (28:21)

“And he will return happily to his class of people.” (84:9)

/ ' ** 9 y9+ S' * S' Y

\ i) tfwf

“They turn on their backs in hatred
."

(17:46)
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yp>j 45ij owJi aLj

“(How) their shadows return from right and left bowing

down to Allah while they are humbly (following His

laws)?” (16:48)

0 ^

Sometimes when is used between sentences it is called JbU j\}

meaning “while”. The second sentence is a nominal sentence and

forms a structure of Jl>-. Such a sentence is called AJli-i

Example:

“Do not go near worship {salat) when you are

intoxicated (not conscious).” (4:43

)

“And how can you take it (back) when one of you has

gone into the other.” (4:21)

0 -

Jlil j\j is dropped when a verbal sentence follows. For example:

-J

“And a man came running from a distant (part) of the

city, he said, ‘O my people! Follow the messengers.’”

(36:20)
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THE SPECIFICATION

O

^

The specification is an indefinite accusative noun which is

used to clarify what is not clear by the verb of the sentence. It usually

explains the verb and may express weight, number, measure or other

kind of specification. It is in accusative case aJU-, and may

also be called jllDl. It answers to the question what/how many?

ilk- M>Oi

“My Fosterer! Increase me in knowledge.” (20:1 14)

“I have more wealth than you and I am mightier in the

party (of followers).” (1 8:34)

“We certainly do not waste the reward of him who does

good work.’" ( 1 8:30)

"fyi ^1) lit? ^ ol.

“The rising at night (for righteous work) certainly gives

rise to more strength of co-ordination and firmly

established speech.'” (73:6)

/•'yip \ i'-i >' I'd/y

“Those who were more severe than him in strength and

more in collection (of people/ wealth).” (28:78)
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“I saw eleven planets.” (12:4)

y ; ^ W *' y \^\\ s' V

^ U\yl ^

“And you see people enter the religion of Allah in

troops .” (1 10:2)

^
>14*^

“So he stayed among them for a thousand years less fifty

years.” (29:14)

“And We appointed for Musa thirty nights (7:142)

“The number of months with Allah is certainly twelve

months (in a year).” (9:36)

^ 4U i *— 1 -L i \
0*41

“But those who believe are strongest in love for Allah.”

(2:165)

“And who is better than Allah in coloring.” (2:138)

The noun following °<J=> (how much/ how many) is m the

singular accusative case. can also be used to show that the

object has a large number. In this case, J= will not be an
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interrogative, questioning the number but will take the noun

following it in the genitive case as in the following ayats:

'El>J ertfiyfy

“And a great number of cities,We destroyed.” (7:4)

“And a great number of towns, which were unjust we
destroyed.” (21:11)

The noun following the numerals will be Their plurals will be

possessed (aJ) oLkl)' ) and in the genitive case like the following:

“And the sea ( were ink) with seven more seas added to

it.” (31:27)

The noun counted after the number 13 to 99 is singular and in

the accusative case.

Example

“He has ninety nine ewes." (38:23)

From hundred onwards, the counted object is genitive and

singular like in the verse:

kjU i

“In every ear a hundred grains (2:261)
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PARTICLES OF CONJUNCTION

Particles which link words in sentences aie called conjunctions.

They are:

Conjunction Meaning Notes

J

And

. ifcc. j\j - links one sentence to

another or a noun to another

noun.

While

0

JLi-l j\j
- comes between two

sentences the second of which is

a nominal ; entence.

Then

It implies a close connection

between sentences before and

after it.

£

Or

To express doubt, or give choice

of one among few mentioned

deeds.
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_ £

r'
Whether

For determination of one among

few choices when the first object
£

is preceded by hamza (1).

M
When since/

after/

because

It is used with nominal or verbal

sentences and refers to

something of the past.

'Si When/ if
It usually indicates a time related

to the present or future.

r3

After that/

then, there

upon

It often introduces sentences

without a preliminary j or i_>.

Until / even

up to

Used to indicate the termination

of an object

But

is followed by a verb and

j£=d is followed by a noun in the

accusative e.g. and as prefixed to

pronouns

Either... or

When used twice in a sentence,

it gives the meaning of

“either.... or.,..”

Ui As for

It is followed by a nominative,

the predicate of which is always

introduced with a
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Examples:

“Then there is no approaching (your wives), nor

transgression nor disputing during the Hajj.” (2:197)

“And give their dowries to the women as a free gift.” (4:4)

“And how can you take it (back) when one of you has

gone into the other?” (4:21)

“Then Adam received (some) words from his Fosterer.”

(2:37)

i l&\ of(2

“Then bring it out for us, you follow nothing but

conjecture.” (6: 148)

“And do not shave your heads until the offering reaches

its destination,” (2: 196)

<±luiy
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“And whoever among you is sick or has an ailment of

the head, tl en the should effect a) ransom by fasting or

(giving) ch; rity or sacrificing.” (2:196)

M • \"
\

> *£
,

' >

“And whether you manifest that which is in your souls

or hide it, Allah will call you to account for it.” (2:284)

* > >

“If Allah intends to harm me, could they remove from

me His harm, or if He intends to be merciful to me,

could they withhold from me His mercy?” (39:38)

(Aa oi [s A 'S-

“Z)o you think that you will enter the garden while there

has not yet come upon you the like of (that which came
upon) those who passed away before you?” (2:214)

• SO_ hpl—9 4i)J\i\ OjlylJ ^

“Or do they say, ‘He has invented it.’ Say, ‘(If any human

being can invent it) then bring one chapter like it.’” (10:38)

^ A_aA»- <j (JaW" (j) J

“And when your Fosterer said to the angels, ‘1 am going

to make a successor in the Earth.’” (2:30)

A
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“ When they said to their people, ‘We are free of you and

that which you worship besides Allah.’” (60:4)

“He said, ‘Do you know what you did with Yusuf and

his brother while you were ignorant.’” (12:89)

. // /» > < v ^ / \

“ When the Earth is quaked with its quaking.” (99:1)

“When Allah’s help and the victory comes.” (1 10:1)

“And those who do not believe say, ‘What! When we

become (part of the) soil and our fathers (too), will we

be brought out?”’ (27:67)

^ f-

“Again, no, you will know.” (102:4)

“That is because they believed then became infidels.”

(63:3)

“Peace! It is till the appearance of dawn.” (97:5)
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You will never attain righteousness unless you spend
from that which you love.” (3:92)

“So you did not kill them but Allah killed them, and you
did not throw when you threw but Allah threw.” (8:17)

c&j 'jNi

“They will say, ‘Why not, but the statement of punishment
has become binding on the infidels.’” (39:71)

Then afterwards, either show favor or ransom (them)
”

(47:4)

“As for the boal, it belongs to poor people.” (18:79)

u%;

“And as for the young man, his parents are believers”

(18:80)
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THE VOCATIVE - Lljjl

Particles which are used to call or address someone are vocative

particles. They are called and arc as follows:

u O !
(masculine and feminine)

it

O ! (masculine)

l\j 0 !
(feminine)

1. When U is followed by a noun in the singular, it will be in

the nominative case. This noun will be without yy->

(nunnation) and without the article ' JT

2. As we have said earlier, the vocative particle is called s-llJl

and the one who is called is
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Example:

“0 Ibrahim, keep away from this.” (1 1 :76)

3. If the (one who is called) is cJLkl (possessed), then

it will be in the accusative case like:

& fi

“(9 owners of the book! Why do you not believe in the

signs of Allah.” (3:70)

4. Sometimes the first person singular passive pronoun
(j which

follows a noun is omitted and replaced by a kasrah (—) or

“ o ” to denote emotional feelings towards the addressed

one.

Example:

“He said. ‘O My father'. do what you have been

commanded (to do).”’ (37:102)

Sometimes the vocative U is omitted along with the pronoun like

in j :

^ cjjc-i <_>j JlS ^

“He said, ‘My Fosterer'. I invited my people (towards

You) night and day.’” (71:5)
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5.

The vocative is used for masculine and 14^fo for

feminine gender. The nouns which follow these vocatives

are in the nominative case and preceded by the article J' .

“O mankind ! Serve your Fosterer Who created you.”

(2 :21 )

Say, ‘O Infidels'”'

(

109:1)

\\p\i 0s,

“O you who believe! Seek help through patience and

worship (salat).” (2: 1 53)

“Oyou peaceful soul!” (89:27)

6.

To address a gathering iy is used like in the following

ayat.

4 SJtyJ&P
“And turn to Allah all together, O believers '.

” (24:31)

7.

For the purpose of prayer, instead of s\ oj>- the vocative

particle,

6

^
’ is suffixed to Allah like in:
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“You are glorified (above all) O Allah, and their greeting

therein will be 'Peace.’” (10:10)

8. To express feelings of affections, U is followed by a verbal

noun or a nominal sentence as in the following:

“He said, "O good news'. Here is a youth,’” (12:19)

“He said, ‘O my sorrow for Yusuf.’” (12:84)

9. Sometimes aIIJI is omitted. Some examples are

listed below.

> > >

“
Yusuf , turn away from this.” (12:29)

“Our Fosterer'. Give us good in this world...” (2:201)

“Our Fosterer'. Protectively forgive us our sins and our

excesses in our affair.” (3:147)
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OTHER PARTICLES OF INTERJECTION

cjtjyyt

1. To express grief or anguish towards someone, the particle

JjJ is always followed by J in an indirect speech. Example:

, 'A

^ is**

“Sorrowful is the state of every slanderer, defamer.” (104:1)

“Sorrowful is the state of those who measure and weigh

less than what is due.” (83:1)

In direct speech, J is replaced by the pronouns as dlL) (Woe to

you!) and UJJj) (Woe to us!).

2. ilCj / ilSljl are also used to express grief or anguish as in:

# (3>. !

f

Sorrowful is your state, believe, Allah’s promise is

certainly true.” (46: 1 7)

“Ah\ The ungrateful are not successful.” (28:82)

r'y (iji» jjl ’tt'

“Sorrow upon sorrow for you.” (75:34)

3.

jijj U (with feminine ending S instead of <s of the first

person pronoun) is also used for the same type of expression.
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4.

°Qj is]; -Jb^. iJuj

“She said, ‘Sorrowful is my state, shall I have a child

when 1 am an oid woman.”’ (1 1 :72)

dJJU is used to express desire or wish after expressing

some grief or anguish as in:

“And the infidel will say, "l wish I were dust.”’ (78:40)

^ Ujb jli O-;

“She said, ‘I wish I had died before this.’” (19:23)

^ (_£jS C2hb

“He said, 'I wish my people could know.’” (36:26)

5. Some other words used for expressing grief are:

~~ U — ol — '22 ^2

2

All these words come from the same root did.

“ (Zet t/;ere 6e) regret on My servants.” (36:30)

“They say, M/ev! Our regrets on our neglecting it.’” (6:31)

dll

“My regrets on being negligent towards Allah’s side.” (39:56)
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6. olfej* is used as jJL> to express the distant or rare

possibility of an occurrence. For example:

< - ,*v

“Far, far is that which you are promised.” (23:36)

7. <j\ gives the same meaning as ‘yes’ but is always

followed by a promise. For example:

“Say, ‘ Fes! And by my Fosterer, it is certainly true.’” (10:53)

S ‘yes’, ‘indeed’ answers with a certainty a question of

doubt which contains a negative word For example:

“Am I not your Fosterer? They said, ‘ Why not, we bear

witness.’” (7:172)

9 .

“Those who do not believe, claim that they will never be

raised (after their death). Say, ‘ Why not\ By my Fosterer!

You will definitely be raised.’” (64:7)

UjI and U51 ‘only’ are words of restriction asU

“Say, ‘I am a man like you. It is communicated to me

that your God is One God.’” (1 8:1 ! 0)
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lj| also gives the same meaning. For example:

“You Alone do we serve and (from) You Alone do we

seek help.” (1:5)

(Jilj »

“And then fear We alone” (2:40)

10. When *S\ and \+>\ are used in the beginning of a sentence, it

will mean “indeed’" or “as a matter of fact”. (They do not give

the literal meaning of the word i.e. indeed he, indeed she).

“The unjust wili not be successful.” (6:21)

<^i

“Then certainly , the eyes are not blind but the hearts.”

(22:46)

11. A word of warning is U meaning “Ah, be aware”.

4 pe pQ ^

“Yes, you are those who disputed about that of which

you had knowledge.” (3:66)

“Ah\ You are those who love them but they do not love

you.” (3:1 19)
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ADJECTIVES
> ' *

'

Adjectives are words that describe the quality, color or defect of

the other noun. They are usually derived from intransitive verbs

which denote a state or condition, rather than an act.

There are certain patterns to denote an adjective.

!• - Active participle (This is detailed in chapter 35).

- Righteous/good

jDlc- - Knowledgeable

t ^

Julc - Worshipper

“And I am not a server of that which you serve.” (109:4)

2
- £*

~ Noble
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like- - Great

^>-j - Merciful

- Powerful

“And Allah is the All-Knowing, the All-Wise." (9:15)

- 4
/» / » * S 9 / 9- / S

'

X

“For them there are ranks with their Fosterer and

protective forgiveness and an honored provision.” (8:4)

^JJ» - Great wrong-doer

Vji_t - Forgiver

9

dtjij - C ompassionate

i

“Man is certainly unjust
,
ungrateful." (14:34)

“And Allah is Protectively Forgiving, Merciful." (2:218)

4

“And Allah isfull ofpity for (His) servants.” (3:30)
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4.

oCjat- - Angry

otf'j _ Most gracious

“The Beneficent, the Merciful ( 1 :2)

-- -

5 ,

ft

“So, Musa returned to his people angry and (in) grief.”

(20 :86)

5 . JlSS

j'44- - Strong/powerful

“The Mighty, the Compeller, the Possessor of Greatness

(59:23)

The pattern used for colors and defects are:

Singular Dual Plural

Masculine
9 . of

Jiil gSuif

Feminine
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Examples:

“Until you can distinguish the white thread of the dawn

from the black thread.” (2: 1 87)

Aj\t jy* _^C- rj* tUiiJ

“It will come out white without (any) harm, another

sign.” (20:22)

» > > (<'
<pj\ jj:'± ju

\

“And in the mountains there are white and red layers,

(and others) of different colors and (still others)

intensely black." (35:27)

'Jj'fj'A (** y
“
Deaf, dumb and blind, therefore they cannot return (to

the light).” (2:18)
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NOUN FOR PRE-EMINENCE
o % ; 0

It is a noun which is used to compare another noun. The

comparison can be between two persons, things, groups or with

one person to a group of people, etc. The noun ot pre-eminence

is oftwo types:

1 . Comparative - f-A

2. Superlative - £—1

THE COMPARATIVE - ^1211

1. When two nouns are compared, the first noun which is

called is greater in quality, quantity or relation to

the second noun which is yllc- jJalill The particle used to

compare is °j?.

2. The sentence structure is as below:
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Jl L^i\ + °ya + aIIc* a* U

Cf'/' » -its*

“And persecution is a greater (sin) than slaughter.” (2:217)

3. In a comparative sentence of Arabic is used as against

“than” in English.

Pattern of the noun of pre-eminence 111 is as follows:

. 3 Jla

Singular Dual Plural

/i;

Masculine
JJl oSuif C

—

l::

.
>

Feminine
jdli &

4. These are formed from the three radicals and their pattern is

the same as that of colors and defects. The following are

some examples:

~ “beloved” -> CS~\ - “more beloved, dearer” is formed.

Ji-S
- “great” ->

f

J&\ — “greater” is formed.

5. The feminine of j_iil is JJi but the form JJ.il is used for

feminine comparative adjectives.

{

%

jfek oj
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“The rising at night (for righteous work) certainly gives

rise to more strength of co-ordination and firmly

established speech.” (73:6)

6. If or flic- jJailh are singular, dual or plural in a

sentence, the comparative (Oj'-sP r"i) used wl11 be

singular on the pattern of such as.

“And We are nearer to him than his life vein. (50. 1 6)

Examples:

“The night of Al-Qadr is better than a thousand months.

(97:3)

‘And who is better than Allah in coloring? (2.138)

pit 0?jpP :

“And persecution is a greater (sin) than slaughter.

(2:217)

. * ’< y S'\ >1'
4 (Of

<-rLA JV**® IAA jp

“He prays to him whose harm is nearer than his benefit.

(22:13)
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THE SUPERLATIVE-

It means the highest degree of comparison between humans,
animals and objects through which the superiority of one is

shown against all the others.

There are two methods used to form the superlative.

1- is made definite by prefixing the article, jl

During its formation we have to keep the gender and

number in mind.

jS

-

Hamid is the greatest.

ZjIjS- - Khadijah is the greatest.

- The greatest martyrs.

2- f—i can be formed by using a possessive phrase.

This type of formation takes place when the is the

best in quality among a group of people possessing the

same or different quality.

“And you are the Best Judge of (all) the judges.” (11 :45)

“And He is the Most Merciful of the merciful ones
”

( 12 :64 )
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Is not Allah the Best Judge, of all the judges?” (95:8)

“And He is r/j<? Swiftest in (settling) the account.” (6:62)

The comparative and superlative patterns are derived from three

radicals as mentioned. Therefore we observe the change as:

'jS -» >g\

“7

~ Bigger

- Smaller

In case of participles of the derived forms, words with more than

three consonants, and words of the pattern .Jill, the comparative

is formed either by ylt or lid followed by a noun in the

accusative. For example:

jjiiol s-LLlo Jl£i1

White Whiter

4ji L>- JLti\ \yJ*\'c.

“But those who believe are strongest in love for Allah.”

(2:165)

'Ac

“I have more wealth than you.” ( 1 8:54)
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THE ELATIVE

In jlshJdil there is comparison between nouns where as in

ilJllLh flX, the quality is not compared with others but is

possessed within self and has great intensi t y.

Example:

“And (that) Allah is the Knower oj the unseen?” (9:78)

The patterns for the elative are the same for masculine and

feminine and sometimes “ e ” (Si s-lSil) is added. Some

patterns are stated below:

Pattern Example

> t^° ^

oUj

Most merciful
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As*

9 o „

One who listens (the best)

Tyrant

Distinguisher

<?° 5S

Most tmthful

f.,r
Uj*-3

9 o > <

j^iC-

Most forgiving

llii

Defamer

<? _
Jlii

fSus

Oppressor, wrong doer (most)

liUi

Most learned

aJlcII

9^Ccb

Caller (best), Summoner

£ ^
<? <

Rejoicing one
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9 0

(Jli-La

Fighter

1

° ?

Most talkative

9

JUi &
Most mighty

9 j „ 9o*Z

<Jj*i r**

Best sustainer

? 0 *

Most holy

Examples:

“And they planned a great plan.” (71 :22)

^ l Oil

You are certainly the Greatest Knower of unseen things
”

(5:109)

“This is certainly a wonderful thing.” (38:5)
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“Allah is cer vainly the Provider (5 1 :58)

“For man is hasty (by temperament).'" (17:11)

4 yP f-P* f

“Sorrowful is the state of every slanderer, defamer

(104:1)

“And the de\ il is a traitor for man.” (25:29)

4 ^

“And 1 am certainly Protectively Forgiving for him who

repents.” (20:82)

“Allah, there is no god except Him, the Living, the

Eternally Existing.” (2:255)

“Certainly in that there are signs for every patient,

grateful one
"
(14:5)

“He is certainly the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing."

(7:200)
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THE NUMBER AND ITS USAGE
t * S 0 o /

0 '

4J1 3*1 ntf j ^JulM

In Arabic the number is the number and jJiDl is the

counted noun.

THE CARDINAL NUMBERS - xuJt

The Arabic numerals are the trickiest features of written Arabic.

They are not governed by a single rule, but in general terms they

are treated as the declinable nouns as their ending harakah are

changed according to their cases.

1. The number 1 is used as:

Masculine Feminine

9 i* /
*"

f oJ^\j /
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“It is communicated to me that your God is One God.”

(18:110)

~‘j>o <J .LSfii

“So it will only be a single loud scolding to drive them

out.” (37:19)

1 U^>1 £J l *J

“And (let him) not associate anyone with his Fosterer in

His service (worship).” (18:1 10)

Xs-’-J'

“One of them said, ‘I see myself pressing wine (in my

dreams).” (12:36)

Ljll CjyjbUa) 1 j\j ^

“And (remember), when Allah promised you (to grant

victory at Badr over) one of the two parties, (assuring)

that it will be yours.” (8:7)

1 a ^j -V»-) c2 li

“Owe of the two (women) said, ‘O my father! Employ

him (on wages).’” (28:26)
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2. The number 2 is used as:

Masculine Feminine

gviS) g\25i Nominative case

.

0 Accusative and
03-°!

Genitive case.

jf 4 ^ ' ''X''' V

“(Let there be witnesses between you) at the time of
making bequest, two just men from among you.” (5:106)

fj-
3- y=L^=-J'* J* J>J\ ocil JeVl

i f
fct iHiii Li ^Vr

“And two of camels and two of cows, say, ‘Has He made
unlawful the two males or the two females or that which
the wombs of the two females contain?'” (6: 144)

Ji* JaW. ^k=> JeJitli 4ji1

“Allah directs you concerning your children: For the

male a portion equivalent of twofemales .” (4:1
1

)

Note.- The number two i.e. glill is seldom used with a noun as
the dual ending of the noun gives its meaning.

Example

:

gl£L two houses. If we write gllij jl£o, some emphasis is

implied.
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3. For numbers 3-10

Number Masculine Feminine notes

3
9^

, -

Also written as or ajS^j

4
9 t

iZj\

5
l , *<

6
g 9$

7

8

Also written as LjUj

and
sr

9
9 o « £. o „

10

The feminine is made by adding “ S ”
) to the

masculine. From 3 to 10 the phrases are in a possessive
(

construction. The number will be the possessor,

(<_>UkiSi) and can be declined. The counted noun (ojiilM) is the

possessed cJUklh) and will always be genitive, plural and

indefinite.
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If the counted noun (SjjJtUl) (always plural) is masculine, the

number (;>1*J1) will be feminine and vice versa.

. (Jli

“Your sign is that you will no speak to mankind for

three nights (though) in sound health.” (19:10)

S X *
'"x

* y y \

“Then the testimony of one of them (maybe accepted if)

he bears witness (by swearing) four times by Allah that

he is certainly of those who are truthful.” (24:6)

“But whoever does not find (the means to do any of the

above three) then he should fast lor three days.” (5:89)

“But one who cannot find (anything for offering) should

then fast for three days during the Hajj and seven days

when you return, these (make) ten (days) complete.”

(2:196)

“And He destined in it its food in four periods.” (41 : 10)
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“(Some) will say, ‘(They were) three, their dog being the

fourth of them,’ while (others) will say, ‘(They were)

fiver (18:22)

“Your Fosterer is certainly Allah Who created the skies

and the earth in six periods.” (7:54)

oL>’

“I see seven fat cows which seven lean ones were

consuming.” (12:43)

‘There are seven gates for it.” (15:44)

‘‘Eight pairs, two of sheep and two of goats.” (6:143)

^ Jli^
“Which He imposed on them for seven nights and eight

days continuously.” (69:7)

CLjU £-.“0 UjiU

“And We did give to Musa nine signs (as) clear proofs.
5

'

(17:101)
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“And there were nine persons in the city.” (27:48)

“Whoever comes with (one) good then (the reward) for
him is ten (times) like it.” (6: 1 60)

i

I

Note:

:

-yt jjAc- )

“Then for its expiation (so as to wipe off the ill effect of
breaking such deliberate oaths you should) feed ten poor
persons with the normal food with which you feed your
own people.” (5:89)

The masculine form jUi “eight” belongs to the defective nouns

(<3^ u^l^)- When followed by a noun the missing ” is

restored and will thus assume the following forms:

olrSJf

4.

"Eight pairs, two of sheep and two of goats.” (6:143)

S00 ;

“Which He imposed on them for seven nights and eight
days continuously.” (69:7)

From 1 1 to 1

9

All the numbers are indeclinable except 12. They are followed by a

singular noun in the accusative case as it is a specification (>Jj).
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Number Masculine Feminine Notes

11

s-

oy&£*

1 9

o^-sJLC- Nominative case

1 z

S' Si .sill Accusative and

Genitive case

13 yLt- SjSC o 0*^15

14
0 - --4

oj-tsS**

^^9

16 0

17 A*- ***“

18
^ — — C - . t — '-

A^O La— aj£jS~ ^j,UZ

19
s' ^ ^ C >" o *

AX-«.«.C

“O my father ! I saw eleven planets.” (12:4)

^ Cj JkIaC' 5-X & o) ^
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“The number of months with Allah is certainly twelve

months (in a year).” (9:36)

6

—

It- Oj-ix- Gljt

‘So /we/ve springs gushed out from it.” (2:60)

“And We had raised among them twelve chieftains.” (5:12)

“And We divided them into twelve tribal communities.”

(7:160)

5. Numbers 20 to 90

The multiples of 10, from 20 to 90 are common to both

masculine and feminine.

All numbers from 20 to 99 are followed by the noun of

specification (_)Ll3) in the accusative singular. This is similar as

in the case of numbers from 1 1 to 1 9.

Number Nominative Accusative & Genitive

20
o f ® ^0 0

30

40
' o 9 ^ o f

j\

50
0 > a < 0 <
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60
S’ 0*

70
s 0 * 0 s ^ o o ^

80 (jAjLLj

90
* o 4 o M s 0 Os

“If there are twenty patient ones of you.
.

(8:65)

^ ^ ^
rS' s'

\sf-s OjtlXj

“And the bearing of him and the weaning of him takes

thirty months.” (46: 15)

“And We appointed for Musa thirty nights.” (7:142)

aLJ jyo

i

csy >*j

“And when We appointed for Musaforty nights.” (2:5
1

)

“Until when he reaches his strength (maturity) and

reachesforty years.” (46: 1 5)

“So he stayed among them for a thousand years less fifty

years.” (29: 14)
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“But he who is not capable (to fast) should feed sixty

needy ones.” (58:4)

^ o \c\ji Wap W-j y <3 > #

“Then make him to enter into a chain, the length of

which is seventy’ cubits.” (69:32)

4 Lgi~J jp

“And Musa chose seventy men from his people for Our

appointed time/place.” (7:155)

f
S'*' / ^ f

^ ajJ**~ r** #

“Flog them (with) eighty stripes.” (24:4)

6. Numbers 21 to 99

These numbers are formed by placing a J between the units and

tens.

Number Masculine Feminine

21
'Z 0 J

° x ®

j ' 0 y ° ^ ' 0
\

22 Ojj^r J j gl^Li
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I

“If there are twenty patient ones of you, they shall

overcome two hundred (8:65)

“And if there are a hundred of you, they shall overcome

a thousand.” (8:65)

“And if there are a thousand of you, they shall overcome

two thousand (8:66)
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“Is it not enough for you that your Fosterer should

support you with three thousand of the angels?”

(3:124)

^

“Your Fosterer will support you with five thousand of

the angels.” (3: 125)

ajjjy 4jU lM -cJLjo'j

“And We sent him to more than a hundred thousand

(people).” (37:147)

“So he stayed among them for a thousandyears less fifty

years.” (29:14)

THE ORDINAL NUMBERS - iakJl

The ordinal numbers are generally formed on the measure of the
•?

active participle Jfts. They are derived from the cardinals

except:

j JjSl”i which is a special form.
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Number Masculine Feminine

First Oan

Second 0$\ bisli

Third 1JlaJI &\*j\

Fourth

Fifth
> 0 ^

Sixth
^ o«*

Seventh gUl

Eighth &&
Ninth

Tenth

Note: The ending harakah of the above
their declension.

change is according to

“He is the First and the Last.” (57:3)

“(He being the) second of the two when they were both

in the cave.” (9:40)
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'Therefore We strengthened (them) with a third” (36:14)

“(Some) will say, ‘(They were) three, their dog being the

fourth of them.'” ( 1 8:22)

“And the fifth (time) that Allah’s curse be on him if he is

of those who lie.” (24:7)

“Their dog being the sixth of them.” (18:22)

“Their dog being the eighth of them.” (1 8:22)

THE FRACTIONS -^1*11

9 , 9

The fractions (except Vi) are on the pattern of Jii.

One half
9 o

One sixth
9 9 9

One third One seventh
9 9 9

Two thirds jlili /(jiili One eighth
f>l

One fourth
9 9 9

£->
One ninth

9 9 l

One fifth
9 9*

Jr

^

One tenth
<? 9 9
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*rJj)' JJ

j

—> U /> r

“And for you halfofwhat your wives leave behind.” (4: 1 2)

“And for the (wives) fourth of what you leave

behind.” (4:12)

“Then theirs is two thirds of what is left (to be

inherited).” (4: 1 1)

“For each ofthem the sixth of what is left behind.” (4:1 I

)

“Then for the mother a third” (4: 1 1)

“But if ye leave a child, they get an eighth (4; 12)

THE DISTRIBUTIVE ADJECTIVES ouLiJI

Two, Two p-* ( ui^i 5 owl

)

Three, Three o2>b ( )

Four, Four fpj , r*fj\ )
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“Then marry from among the women who seem good to

you, two and three andfour (4:3)

One time 5
_r*

Two times g\j^> / JajJ-a

Three times olg

Every time

First time %y* 45'

Second time

“As We had created you thefirst time.” (18:48)

$ ~>5-* 4

.

> <T> , >4
OJJ jj ]

“Do they not see that they are afflicted once or twice

every year?” (9: 1 26)

// ^^ » >> s'/ .

z>y f&j J

“And those among you who have not reached the age of

puberty seek your permission three times.” (24:58)
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x t'' S
'
9 '

“And from it We will bring you out a second time.”

(20:55)

Two, Both (used to emphasize the

dual form)
% iiir

All (used to emphasize the plural

form)
Jf

£ 0 S

“If one of them or both of them reach old age in your

presence, then do not say (even),
L

i
r

ff' to them.”’ (17:23)

L*li lie 0iS \&\

“Each of the two gardens gave its food produce.” (18:33)

S' s' S'
s'

\
wX^-VbiA c||. :

“So the angels bowed down all ofthem together.” ( 1 5:30)

“And He taught Adam all names.” (2:3 1)

jf ' >'*> ' \~\ k' \
mCxiry^^^ UJ J5 ob y

“And all of them
,
without exception ,

will be presented

before Us.” (36:32)
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’j'ji ^ o[ aIs' cJC \jj^-3 £ Jj \ s

“Wherever you are Allah will bring you all together

,

Allah certainly has power over everything (2:148)

' o > /S' s ^
-J -f * s' t . \

\ji “ilj <J^^_ l> * ^

“And hold together (and be united) through the rope of

Allah and do not be divided.” (3:103)

The following table of Jd shows its usage.

“And the other said, ‘I saw myself carrying bread on my

head from which birds ate.’” (12:36)
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“And another (reward) which you love.” (61:13)

“Or two others from other than you.” (5:106)

“And (there are) others who are made to wait for the

command of Allah.” (9:106)

“You will find others .” (4:91)

V

“Listeners on behalf of other people.” (5:41)

“We believe in Allah and in the period hereafter.” (2:8)

“Whereas the home of the hereafter is better for those

who guard (against evil).” (6:32)

4 <i ^^-44 'f

“And assign for me a true mention among later

(generations).” (26:84)
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“Say, ‘Certainly, the ancients and the later...’” (56:49)

' S'\ t ^ S y

j>-\ ^ ^

“Then (he should fast for the missed) number of days

later.” (2:184)

&
When these are followed by the

meaning will be “many, many”.

at

“How many clear signs did We give them.” (2:21 1)

6^3 ^

“And how manv of the prophets fought (in the way of

Allah).” (3:146)

if ifJif,tiy^i

“And how many a town revolted against the commandment
of its Fosterer (65:8)

Few / Some / A 9 «/J '

This is used for an indefinite number between three and ten. It is

in the possessive form, ^>Uk^.

“Within some years.” (30:4)
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THE SUBSTITUTE

It is the noun used to substitute the tore-mentioned noun in the

succeeding sentences.

1 . The substitute must follow the word for which it is substituted.

The substitute is called JiCJI and the substituted is called

aIo JjuJi.

Example:

“So believe in Allah and His Messenger the unlettered

prophet.” (7: 158)

2 . The harakah of JicJi will follow the harakah ofthe *1* J-CCi.

($1 j 'Ij siLCI* iixi

\'l^j
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“They replied, ‘We will serve your God
,
and the God of

yourfathers: Ibrahim and Ismael and Ishaq, One God, and

we are those who submit to Him (as Muslims).’” (2: 1 33)

“Guide us to the straight path." (1:6)

4 ^

“The path of those, on whom You have bestowed

favors.” (1:7)

<jryAl*5 \ Q li

“They said, ‘We believe in the Fosterer of the worlds,

Fosterer of Musa and Harun. (7: 121 ,122)

The substitute (jjdi) can be without the article ‘ J\\ Therefore,

if the substituted (1L? j311)0 is definite then the substitute

(jjJl) can be indefinite and vice versa.

“Those are the signs of the book and a Qur’an that

makes things clear.” (15:1)
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VARIOUS UNORTHODOX VERBS

The verb (not to be) - jLj

It is used only in the perfect tense and gives the meaning of the

imperfect. Like the predicate (noun or adjective) of will

be (_;!).

Past tense conjugation of JL11:

Singular Dual Plural

jZLi

3rd person masculine
iSJ uUJ 1^43

*|i

3rd person feminine
lill3 6^
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2nd person masculine

Uil]

2nd person feminine

uii)

First person

(Masculine/Feminine)

- in]

Examples:

“And those who do not believe say, ‘You are not a

messenger.’” (13:43)

“And do not say to one who offers you peace, (or

salutation), ‘You are not a believer.’” (4:94)

“You will certainly not have any authority on My
servants.” (15:42)

“O wives of the prophet! You are not like any other of

the women.” (33:32)
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Note: If a sentence without a verb and negated by is

introduced by the preposition then the predicate will be in the

genitive case.

4, 1*0.

J ^

“Is not Allah the Best Judge, of all the judges?” (95:8)

7s He not able to give life to the dead?” (75:40)

“Is not Allah sufficient for His servant?” (39:36)

o o ^

The Verbs of Praise and Blame - pjuil

The verb is used for praise and is used for blame.

These verbs like jJJ only occur in the Past tense and have the

meaning in the imperfect tense. They exist only in the third

person form. The feminine of is and the feminine of

' t ; c • 'i
1 O k^>*.<** k i .

Examples:

£>\y -Cl*!' jv" -Si)'-*)

“And We granted to Dawood, Sulaiman an excellent

servant, he was certainly of those w ho turned (to Allah).”

(38:30)
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^ r*-" illl jl

“That Allah is certainly your Guardian, Excellent is He (as)

the Guardian and Excellent is He (as) the Helper.” (8:40)

r^>.

“And excellent is the reward for those who work ”

(3:136)

“Evil the drink and ill the resting place.” (18:29)

“Evil is the guardian and evil is the friend.” (22:13)

“Hell, they will enter it and it is an evil place (and time

for) staying.” (14:29)

The Verbs of Wonder - Jl^l

he verbs used to express wonder about something good or bad

e on two patterns Uisl U and J*ll.

xamples:

“Perished be man, how ungrateful he A!” (80:17)
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“Then, what patience they (must) have over the fire!”

(2:175)

^ “•I?****

“How clear His sight and how clear His hearing.”

(18:26)

How clearly will they hear and how clearly will they

see." (19:38)

This above pattern is the most beautiful form found in the Holy

Qur’an.

The Verb -^
The verb has the meaning “It may be”, “perhaps”, “very

likely to be” or “it is well hoped to”. It is a supporting verb

which is used in the perfect tense. It is followed by a sentence in

the subjunctive introduced by ji, the subject of which is also the

subject of

“7/ may be that (the other people) are better than them.”

(49:11)
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And it is possible that you dislike a thing while it is

good for you.” (2:2 1 6)

'yfy o' Lr-cj

“And it is possible that you love a thing while it is bad
for you.” (2:216)

“May be that your Fosterer will raise you to a praised

position.” (17:79)

“Perhaps your f osterer will have mercy on you.” (17:8)

“He said, ‘It may be that your Fosterer will destroy your
enemy...’” (7:129)
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FIVE MAGNIFIED NOUNS
* s'.* ^ 0 /

^ a ' 3 *

*U-a,VI

Some nouns are such that their three states (nominative

accusative genitive are denoted by letters.

The nominative (£y_^UI) is denoted by “j ”.

The accusative is denoted by “
I

The genitive is denoted by

The following five nouns show these states.

JJjr

Genitive Accusative Nominative

4 d $
*\
V'

Father

&\ u-i &
$ t

c'

Brother
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cC*-

0

Father in law

Is y
<?r

r
9

Mouth

9 <

t vb Endowed with/

owner of

The form jL>- is not used in the Holy Qur’an.

In addition to the above general forms ji has additional forms

for duals and plurals in masculine and feminine. They are seen

in the following table.
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The following table shows the usage of olS

Genitive Accusative Nominative
L-lii

3^)1
Feminine

oli oli olS o!S Singular

\3\jl Dual

oSljt oSljl
s

Plural

The general meaning of jS can be described as owner of/

endowed with. But in some cases they may give a different

meaning.

Nsj CjIj
p

fidjuj ^

“And We turned them to their right and their left.” (18: 18)

“And if (the debtor) is in difficulty...” (2:280)

Examples ofMagnifiedNouns -
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“And ourfather is a very old man.” (28:23)

“And (only) his parents inherit him.” (4:1 1)

“And he raised his parents on the couch.” (12:100)

“And they came to their father at night fall, weeping.”

(12:16)

“May the hands of Abu Lahab perish. And may he

perish.” (111:1)

“And mention (to them about) the brother of Aad (Hud).”

(46:21)

4-^1 y-* $

“To show him how to hide his brother's dead body.”

(5:31)

“When their brother Nuh said to them, ‘Will you not

guard (against evil)?’” (26: 1 06)
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“Like one who stretches his hands towards water that it

may reach his mouth but it does not reach it.” (13:14)

^ <J\

“Myfather invites you.” (28:25)

Zfi p

“And protectively forgive my jeither, he is certainly

among those who are astray.” (26:36)

“And put it on the face of my father ,
(his power of)

seeing will come (back to him).” (12:93)

“This brother of mine” (38:23)

“I do not have control except on myself and my brother.”

(5:25)

“For Allah is Lord of grace abounding.”(2:105)
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“Decided by two just persons from among you.”(5:95)

; oLdl b'jj>

“Containing all kinds (of trees and delights).” (55:48)

“Two gardens producing bitter fruit.”(34:16)

(i)b«\ uy»-
-

. \ 3.

“When death approaches one of you, let there be

witnesses between you at the time of making bequest,

two just men from among you.” (5:106)

“Though there be a relative (involved in the benefit).”

(5:106)

^ tSjj

“And be good to parents and relatives.”{2:83)

“And We carried him on made of planks and

nails (or planks tied with palm fiber). (54:13)
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“And the possessors of relationship are closer, one to

another.” (33:6)

“And do not let those of you who possess grace and

(financial) capability (to help), swear not to give to

relatives (24:22)

And if they are pregnant.” (65:6)

O' 4'Af'' odjlfi

“And for the pregnant women , their prescribed term is

till they lay down their burden.” (65:4)

“And call to witness twojust men from among you.” (65:2)

“And there will remain the Face (Person) of your

Fosterer, Possessor ofglory and honor. (55:27)

“Blessed is the name of your Fosterer, Possessor of

glory and honor.” (55:78)

% % @
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(SjjJi UUU)

The message of the Qur’an is addressed to all creation, conveyed in the Arabic

language. Allah Almighty says: “We have sent it down as an Arabic Qur’an so

that you may understand.” (12:2) Acquiring command over the Arabic language

can be relatively easy for those who are native speakers, but can prove difficult

for the non-speakers. The study ofArabic, therefore, cannot be taken lightly.

The books that can impart knowledge of the Qur’anic Arabic are rare. The

present book is specifically designed for learning the language of the Qur’an. All

examples used in the explanation of Arabic grammar have been taken straight

from the Holy Qur’an. This approach aids the beginning student to enter the

world of the Qur’an, allowing simultaneous understanding of Arabic grammar

and the Qur’an, which is a very special feature of this book.

Other components that make this book attractive and useful are the simplicity of

the language used, and its clarity and effectiveness of expression in achieving its

objective. This book can be used by students of different ages whose intention is

to learn Arabic with an eye toward proper understanding of the Qur’an.

The author has profound knowledge of both the Arabic and English languages.

She also possesses a deep insight into Qur’anic expressions. She studied Arabic

in Saudi Arabia and in India. This comprehensive book is the result of her

diligence and commitment to learning and teaching the Qur’anic Arabic.

May Allah reward her for this valuable service to the understanding of the

Qur’an and make it popular among the students and the academic world at large.

Prof. Mohsin Usmani Nadwi, Professor of Arabic and Dean at English and

Foreign languages University (formerly CIEFL) Hyderabad, India.
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